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ABSfRACT 

This thesis thematically examines Sir Edwin Landseer's 0802-73> 

visual images of the Scottish Highlands. From consideration of 

Landseer's art and its social context it is argued that it is possible 

to gain an understanding of changing conceptions of both landscape 

and nature and the symbolic role of Highland Scotland in British 

middle class consciousness over the period 1820-1870. The text is 

contained in Volume One and all illustrative plates are contained in 

Volume Two. 

In Chapter One recent reformulations of the concept of culture are 

examined, some approaches to cultural theory reviewed and a cultural 

materialist framework adopted. The changing nature of Scottish rural 

imagery over the period 1750 - 1870 is examined in Chapter Two. 

Chapter Three provides both a brief biographical sketch of Edwin 

Landseer and a commentary 

The re-presentation of the 

on the nature of the Victorian art market. 

landscape 

attention 

Scottish rural 

art is examined in Chapter Four. 

is given to the ideological 

poor in nineteenth century 

In Chapter Five particular 

nature of Landseer 's royal 

commissions while the changing symbolic role of animals in nineteenth 

century thought is examined in Chapter Six. Chapter Seven examines 

Landseer's "Flood in the Hie:hlands" <1845-1860) and argues that this 

work encapsulates a historical study of human responses to a specific 

hostile environment. It is further argued that this work represents an 

essentially Christian analogical view of the relationship between man 

and the natural world. In conclusion Chapter Eight re-examines the 

symbolic role of the Highland Image in popular consciousness over the 

period 1820 - 1870. It is argued that Landseer's Highland works reflect 

and articulate two central traits in early and mid Victorian thought -

the value of the rural and the pull of the past. In a brief postscript 

it is suggested that the immense popularity of Landseer's Highland 

image helped prepare Victorian society for a subsequent historicist 

reaction which illustrated the power of the past in shaping the 

regional development of the Highlands. 
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IJITRODUCTION 

Some _time ago a reviewer observed traces of "a new beginning" in 

historical geography 1 While the leitmotif of this new beginning was 

a conscious recognition of the role of ideology in both spatial 

structure and geographical enquiry another aspect of this phenomenon 

soon became apparent; 

definition of "new" 

the adoption of new source materials and the 

fields of enquiry. With the recognition of 

humanistic geography as a legitmate sub discipline during the 1970's 

it became apparent that geographers were increasing~ turning to 

literature and the visual arts as primary source materials 2 • 

While many within the discipline (including several self proclaimed 

"humanists"> believed that the use of such source materials marked a 

radical break with the past nothing was further from the truth. Such 

approaches represented a renaissance rather than a birth of this 

distinctive mode of geographical enquiry: the relevance of literature 

and the visual arts to geographical thought has long been 

recognised 3 , 

In examining visual images of the Scottish Highlands propagated 

by Edwin Landseer <1802-73>, the most popular artist in Victorian 

Britain, this thesis represents a partial return to an older theme in 

geographic thought; unlike more "traditional" approaches however this 

study emphasises the social nature and role of art rather than any 

inherent aesthetic value it may possess. From consideration of the 

changing nature of Landseer's art works and their social context it 

is argued that it is possible to gain an increased understanding of 

changing conceptions of both landscape and nature and the symbolic 

role of Highland Scotland in British middle class consciousness over 

the period 1820-1870. As a prelude to the following thematic chapters 

this introduction briefly reviews past and present relations between 

geography and art and highlights some of the problems associated with 

the use of art as a source material in geographic enquiry. No attempt 
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Introduction 

has been made to document all relevant works, rather this introductory 

section seeks to indicate broad areas of development and interests. 

Throughout this thesis the concepts of landscape, ne ture and iconoloBY 

are of central importance. For this reason they too are examined 

briefly below. In conclusion some in troductory comments are made on the 

highland image in Victorian art. 

Art and Geosraphy 

Visual art was intrinsic to both classical and renaissance 

geographical thought. In addition the links between the history of 

cartography and landscape painting have been the subject of discussion 

by geographers 4. Concern with aesthetic aspects of geographical 

thought and inquiry is deep rooted and enduring. In his eclectic 

writings the nineteenth century polymath Von Humboldt provided a firm 

basis for an aesthetic tradition in the discipline s. Years later in a 

Presidential Address to the Royal Geographical Society in 1920, F. 

Younghusband reiterated Von Humboldt's concerns in commenting: 

"What men naturally do, and what I would suggest Geography should 

deliberately do, is to compare the beauty of one region with the beauty 

of another" s. Similarly writing in 1942 Mackinder stressed the fact 

that geography was "a visual way of thinking" 7. Given the 

prominence attached to sight and Visual sensibilities it is hardly 

surprising tha t John Leighly believed art history provided the 

largest body of source materials available for the study of cultural 

landscapes a. 

While all of the above individuals were importan t in formulating 

geographical opinions with regard to the visual arts the greatest 

single exponent of aesthetics in geographical enqUiry however was 

Vaughan Cornish <1862 - 1948). Through his Scenery and the Sense of 

Sight (1935) and countless other writings aesthetic reflections on the 

environment were popularised ". From the late 1930's to the mid 1950's 

the Geographical Magazine contained regular articles on the theme of 

"Art and the Environment" including essays on Canaletto, Constable, 
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Turner, 

written 

Poussin and Gauguin 

by professional art 

10. While several of these essays were 

the heart of the existing 

cri tics they addressed an issue close to 

paradigm of regional geography, the relation 

between the individual imagina tion and a particular place ". In doing 

so they found an appreciative and attentive geographical audience. 

Following the decline of the regional paradigm and the rise of 

spatial science in the early 1960's articles examining the links 

between "Art and the Environment" became infrequent. With the 

exception of a few works of lasting importance interest in both the 

concept of landscape and art as a geographical source waned 12 

When interest in this theme began to revive in the 1970's as a result 

of several factors, not least a general disillusionment with the 

results of two decades of barren spatial science, earlier essays and 

thinkers on this theme were largely forgotten 13. Following the 

publication of key works by R.L. Heathcote and R. Rees the potential of 

paintings as a source material in the study of regional and national 

consciousness and changing attitudes to both landscape and nature once 

again became apparent to both human and historical geographers ''''. 

Since the publication of these key essays there has been a steady 

stream of articles addressing the relations between art and the 

environment as perceived by man lE'. While addressing a variety of 

issues these works have noted problems inherent in the use of art as 

a source material in geographic enquiry. These are outlined below. 

Art as a source material in geographic enquiry 

Any appraisal of art as a source material in geographical enquiry 

must concentrate on its deficiences. Paintings can serve as a two 

fold source for geographers lE'. Firstly, it is argued that they are 

historical sources capable of furnishing 

environments and societies. While in unique 

true this use of art is problema tic 

details of both past 

ins tances this may be 

in the extreme. Only in 

exceptional circumstances does a landscape painting bear a close 

topographic resembl"4lce to reaU ty. For this reason Landseer's works 

- 3 -



In troduction 

are not used in this thesis for topographical purposes '7. In addition 

both personal idiosyncrasies and the artistic conventions of a given 

period influence not only what is painted but how. For these reasons 

art is generally of limited value as a factual record in the 

reconstruction of historical landscapes. This is not however to dismiss 

the importance and agency of artistic conventions in shaping attitudes 

to the environment. For this reason the major artistic conventions 

relating to the representation and re-presentation of Highland Scotland 

are examined in Chapter Two. 

Art and social historians have long recognised that landscape art 

cannot be interpreted independently of human conceptions of nature .e. 
Landscape art reflects changes in man's relation to, and. conception of, 

the natural world. It is this assertion which forms the second 

rational for the use of art as a source material in geographical 

enqUiry and it is this contention which informs this thesis, 

particularly Chapter 6. This use of art as an indicator of changing 

conceptions of the natural world 

assumption that the attitude of an 

however is predicated on an 

artist towards a subject reflects 

contemporary perceptions of the environment which are more widely held 

by society in general. Such an approach demands that art be discussed 

with regard to the societa] context in which it was created rather than 

as a mere seam of thought to be mined exclusively for geographical 

content. 

This approach raises central problems of interpretation and 

evaluation, problems which have long been recognised by art and 

literary historians. Key issues have to be considered: For whom was 

the art work produced ? Did the patron have any discernable influence 

on the subject matter or approach adopted ? How was the work 

received by the press and general public? To what extent do the 

means of reproducton or publication distort the original image? As 

recent research has shown the answers to these questions are of 

crucial importance to a fuller understanding of the meaning of ar t 

works and the ideological na ture of the landscape idea "'. In an 

attempt to ensure that Landseer's art is not discussed out of context 
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or that modern preoccupations are thrust onto the past, a wide variety 

of contemporary primary and secondary source materials are cited 

throughout this thesis. 

Despite the existence of the above problems and profound shifts 

in the perceived role geography should play in contemporary society 

the aesthetic perception of the environment and its visual 

representation has remained a perSistent geographical theme. The 

reason for this persistence can be found in the cen trali ty of the 

ideas of landscape and na ture for these concepts 11e a t the very 

heart of both classical and modern geographic thought. 

Landscape and nature 

While the history and use of the term landscape can be be 

determined with some accuracy the meaning of the term itself remains 

problematic 20. Landscape is both an imprecise and ambiguous concept, 

one which defies attempts to categorise or restrict its meaning. 

The term incorporates far more than a mere factual account of the 

functional arrangeMent of natural and human phenomena. Widely used in 

art, literature, environmental design, planning and geographical thought, 

landscape carries with it the idea of multiple layers of meaning. 

Inherent within the concept lies a dual ambiguity:Z' Firstly, 

landscape denotes an external world mediated through subjective human 

consciousness. A landscape is not merely a factual material account of 

the world around us "it is a construction, a composition of that world", 

in essence, "a way of seeing the world" :Z:Z. 

material sense, landscape is also the result 

Paradoxically, 

of collective 

in a 

human 

transformation of nature; it is a social product. From this dichotomy 

between personal! social and subject! object the idea of landscape is 

invested with a dialectical tension. It is this tension together with 

multiple layers of meaning inherent in the landscape idea that demands 

that greater attention be given to the historically specific meaning 

and use of the term. 

- 5 -
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In troduction 

Landscape is a relative term. It is in fact a historically specific 

process, one in which given social groups experience, reflect upon and 

structure the world around them. In this broad sense landscape is also 

an ideological concept for 

It represMts a ray in rhich certdin duses of 

plep}' h,v, .ignifi,d Ihl"'/Y" ,nd Ih,ir ~er/d 
through th,ir i.agined relllionlhip rith nature, 

and through rh/ch they have underlined and 

co •• un/c.ted their orn 50ci.1 role and th.t of 

otillrs rith rtsp,ct to external nature 2'. 

Traditionally both geographers and art historians have emphasised the 

subjectivity of the individual or artist at the expense of social 

context and connotation. As a direct consequence many of the 

ideological assumptions implicit 

unexamined 24. 

in the landscape idea remain 

More recently, and concurrent with the revival of geographical 

interest in the visual arts, several art and literary historians have 

begun a critical reappraisal of the concept of landscape 2&. This 

reappraisal is related to recent developments in both cultural theory 

and the sociology of art, aspects which are examined in greater 

detail in Chapter 1. While retaining a necessary interest in the 

biography of individual artists and the restraints and possibilities of 

various mediums and compositional forms, greater attention is now 

given to the societal context of art (i.e. patronage, display, audience & 

market) and its ideological meanings. Sociologically orientated 

examinations have been enormously influential in 

perhaps no more so than in historical geography. 

between the material organisation and symbolic 

landscape now forms an active area of research 

many diSCiplines, 

The relationship 

representation of 

and debate in 

historical geography 26. Although the use of visual source materials 

in geographical enqUiry may not be new, in one sense this growing 

focus of geographical research does indeed constitute a "new 

beginning" for, like their colleagues in art and 11 terary history, 

- 6 -
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historical geographers are now beginning to address the moral and 

ideological assumptions inherent within the landscape idea 27. These 

assumptions, while implicit in all of the themes examined below, are 

addressed directly in Chapters 4. and 5 in discussions of re

presentations of the rural poor and images of the royal family in the 

Scottish Highlands. 

Like the term landscape any attempt to define nature as a universal 

concept is fraught with difficulty for it is perhaps one of the most 

complex words in the English language; the changing meaning of the 

concept reflects not only semantic change but fundamental shifts in 

human thought, social relations and environmental use 28. From a wide 

variety of possible meanings two broad uses of the word can be 

recognised 29. From classical times to the Enligh tenmen t na ture had 

meaning primarily as a process: a norm or principle of development. 

This process lay at a core of social values which related to social 

interaction and to the interaction between society and its environment .. 

By 1850 however, in contrast to this view of nature as process, a 

fundamental change in meaning had occurred. Na ture had become a 

compound of material relations, a positive conception of a landscape 

type, an objective thing to be considered apart from social process. 

This view of nature as a material thing, while characteristic of the 

modern age as a whole, was largely a product of the nineteenth 

century. It is this broad concept of nature as a material object rather 

than a process that is generally referred to throughout this thesis. 

While the above definition is followed throughout subsequent 

chapters it would be incorrect however to assume that during the 

period under discussion this term had one sta tic meaning. The 

nineteenth century was 

perhaps one of the 

marked by a series of profound social 

most important of which was the 

changes, 

gradual 

reformulation of the concept of nature. One facet of this changing 

Victorian conception of nature is examined in Chapter 6. 

While landscape and na ture are key concep ts which ha ve undergone 

significant changes in meaning they are not the only terms used in 

this thesis to have done so. Where necessary these terms have been 

- 7 -
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identified in the text below and some appropriate comment made on 

their present usage. One concept however merits special attention, that 

of iconology. 

The iconology of landscape 

In an important methodological essay Erwin Panofsky argued for the 

clarification and adoption of iconography and iconology as central 

concepts in the interpretation of art 000 As Panofsky's concept of 

iconology is adopted in this thesis his framework is outlined below 

together with some cautionary comments regarding iconographic 

methodology. 

Panofsky proposed three clearly demarcated levels of meaning, 

primary, secondary and in trinsic 00'. Primary meaning is achieved through 

the simple recognition that pure "forms" <lines and blocks of colour) 

represent natural objects such as animals or human beings. Secondary 

meaning is apprehended through the realisation that artistic motifs and 

conventional subject matter are symbolically related to clearly 

identifiable themes and concepts. For example the image of a pair of 

scales is frequently assumed to be symbolic of the concept of justice. 

Panofsky argues that "The identification of such images, stories and 

domain of what is normally referred to as allegories is the 

iconography" 32 

In contrast to secondary meaning however 

apprehended: 

in trinsic meaning is 

by lmFtlining those underlying principles ~hi,h 

reve.! the ba;j, atlitude of a nation, a period, a 

diSS, • NJigiovs OF philosophical pnsvlsio/J -

qv.lified by OM per;on.1ity and condewd into one 

/i~rk 33, 

- 8 -
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Panofsky considers the discovery of such in trinsic meaning ·to be the 

aim of iconology as opposed to iconography. Iconography he argues 

is little more than the description and classification of images, a 

subsiduary study which informs the observer when and 

themes are visualised by certain specific motifs. 

where specific 

While it is 

invaluable in the establishment of dates and perhaps provenance it 

simply provides a "necessary basis for further interpretation. It does 

not however, attempt to work 

iconographic interpretation 

out this interpretation for itself" 34. In 

the interplay between factors such as 

class, religion and political economy is largely ignored and remains 

both unrecognised and unresolved. 

Panofsky considers iconology to be "iconography turned 

interpretative", further he 

of synthesis: 

argues it should be largely the product 

re canMt hope to find an individual text ~hich 

~ouJd fit those bilk principles ___ ~e need the 

untal faculty co.parable to that of a 

diagnostician - I 'aculty rhich I cannot describe 

better than by that discredited tell 'synthetic 

intuition' ". 

It follows from Panofsky's arguement outlined above that this presen t 

stUdy in what may be called the iconology of landscape seeks a 

synthetic understanding of the meaning and role of the Highland Image 

in middle class consciousness over the period 1820-1870 36. This 

synthetic understanding is attempted through a cultural materialist 

examina Hon of the interactions between mid-nineteenth century art, 

within which this study is SOCiety and culture. The framework 

conducted together with its implicit assumptions are examined in 

Chapter 1. While recognising the value of Panofsky's terminology it 

is necessary however to draw attention to some of the difficulties 

implicit in its formulation. As some of these difficulties are 

- 9 -
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particularly relevant to studies of nineteenth century art they are 

outlined briefly below. 

Iconology rejects the notion that art possesses no meaning at 

all, further, it fails to highlight the fact that a painting's meaning 

can often be distinguished from the use to which it may be put to 

by any particular patron. Despite an explicit aim to "reveal basic 

attitudes of a period" iconology (with its recourse to standard 

iconographic themes which persist through time) frequently fails to 

note both the fallacy of the idea of the. disinterested observer and 

indeed the historicity of many works 37. All iconographical research 

depends on a prior conviction of what to look for 3B. Although 

Panofsky's work is historical in the sense that it forms and 

interprets series rather than classes of works, iconology often fa11s 

to recognise that meaning is not solely related to the composite"n of 

an individual work; meaning is also a product of a work being perceived 

as a particular type of image 3,.. Nowhere is this more apparent than 

in both contemporary favour and modern distaste for Victorian history 

and genre works. In failing to stress this fact iconology dismisses the 

potential material effects of ideology in its broadest sense. 

While all of the above factors are of central importance to 

iconological research of particular relevance to this thesis however 

is the belief that iconology diminishes the perceived importance of 

"form" in its most basic sense ie, both the physical dimensions and 

spatial construction of a composition. The physical size of a work of 

art may contribute just as much to an observer's understanding of the 

work's meaning as a detailed analysis of its subject matter 40. 

Similarly the spa tial composi tion of a work may be of key 

importance 4' In Chapter 7 these factors ere explicit~.· recognised 

as being of some importance. After noting the above difficulties this 

study assumes Panofsky's iconological method can be qualified and 

turned into one of the most "modern and efficacious historiographic 

methods" .2, 

- 10 -
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The H~hland image in Victorian art 

. While landscape art reflects human attitudes to nature it can 

also influence perceptions of nature and the environment. Indeed in 

some circumstances it may be a key determinant in human perception of 

certain environments 43. The association of a place with a painter 

or group of painters may be sO strong that paintings may determine 

popular conceptions of both regions and countries. Following on from 

this point art can serve as both a conscious and unconscious 

instrument of nationalism 44. Central to this thesis is the belief that 

Landseer's art was instrumental in helping to construct a unique 

highland image, one which consciously and unconsciously affected bo th 

contemporary and subsequent perceptions of the region: while helping 

to define these perceptions of the region the highland image 

effectively articulated key Victorian ideological, moral and ethical 

issues. These issues are examined thematically in the chapters that 

. follow. Before turning to these issues and their relationship to the 

landscape idea however some brief introductory comments must be made 

on the history of the Highland region itself. 

While attempts have been made recently to define the region in 

terms of adherence to the Gaelic language traditionally the Highlands 

have been defined in terms of geology, topography, climate and 

agrarian economy 46. By structural definition the Highlands are 

separa ted from the Lowlands by the Highland boundary fault which runs 

from Stonehaven on the east coast to Helensburgh on the west. A large 

proportion of the land is above 250m and geology and glaciation have 

prescribed a thin and relatively infertile soil cover. Consequently the 

region has a cool and wet climate and poor resource base which has 

traditionally limited land use to rough pasture, subsistence 

agriculture, forestry and game. The region is not homogenous and since 

the fourteenth century has contained a ·marked contrast between 

commercially orientated farming regions on the eastern seaboard and the 

crofting Highlands to the west. 

- 11 -
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Although highly stratified, in simplest terms "traditional" Highland 

society was structured in to a three fold division of chief, tacksman -

a middle tenant- and a peasantry. Highland economy was sUbsistence 

orientated and relied heavily on the export of black cattle to southern 

markets to provide for capital and grain imports from the eastern 

seaboard, Scottish Lowlands and England. In the majority of cases land 

was held in runrig and tenants worked the land communally 46. Land 

was allocated by the clan system which sustained a patriarchal bond 

based on military service between chief and tenantry. Innumerable 

variations to the above occurred depending on a variety of local 

circumstances such as soil quality and interaction with the Lowland 

economy. 

It is fashionable to trace the collapse of traditional Highland 

economy to the failure of the Jacobite Rebellion of 1745-6, in reality 

however traditional society was probably already disintegrating and 

perhaps even moribund prior to this date 47. Following Culloden the 

Highlands were effectively pacified by military power. Large tracts of 

the country were expropriated from rebellious landowners and 

administered on commercial principles for the British government. Many 

individual landowners were gripped by ideas of improvement and the 

possibility of enhanced rent rolls. Rapidly rising prices for Highland 

products such as cattle, kelp and wool, particularly during the 

Napoleonic Wars, encouraged the idea that the region could prosper if 

directed rationally and supplied with enterprising capital investment. 

Indeed, there was a concentrated attempt to bring both the necessary 

infrastructure and economic development to the region 48. By 1820 

however optimism had turned to pessimism: fledgling industries such as 

flax, linen, cotton, wool and kelping had collapsed under the impact of 

Lowland, English and overseas competition, technological change and 

post war depression. In contrast to popular thought of the previous 

century contemporaries suddenly realised that a Malthusian spectre of 

overpopUlation haunted the region. Both landlord and tenant sought 

respite through the processes of migra tion and emigra tion 49. In 

essence,' 
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therefo", one of failure, In contrast to the rest 

of Sri/a in, ~here industriaJilltion ,ventullly 

raised lhe Jiving standards of a vastly inalased 

populalion, Ih' HIghlandl s,e"d 10 "gresl, A 

"gion rhich hid once supported practically half 

the population of Scotland, and had lIintained I 

virtual lutono.y of poJi/JClI slructure Ind 

cuI lure, rls reduced by 1840 10 I rurll SIUI, 

frequenlly unable 10 feed ilself and losing 

population I1 • till rh'n grorth rll occurring 

elstrhere, In the (ontext of Sritish econo.ic 

grorlh, the Highlands bec",e 'Ihe regionll prob/" , 

plr excellence s., 

In troduction 

It was against such a background that Edwin Landseer produced 

his images of Highland life and landscape: the product of an English 

artist for both a British and European market, Landseer's highland 

image was of course an external image of Highland Scotland. Despite 

the fact that many contemporaries recognised the harsh reality of 

Highland existence, Landseer's images proved eminently acceptable to 

bourgeois Victorian society. This thesis traces some of the reasons 

why this should be and examines the moral values inherent in the 

artist's work and their relationship to changing ideas of landscape and 

nature in nineteenth century Britain. The symbolic importance of 

Landseer's art in reflecting and structuring perceptions of Highland 

Scotland at a time of fundamental social transformation (while clearly 

recognised by contemporaries) has been largely ignored by both 

twentieth· century historical geographers and art historians. In this 

sense this thesis while examining one stage in the history and 

evolution of a unique symbolic landscape also seeks to redress a 

fundamental imbalance in the stUdy of Victorian art. 

As R. Strong has 

terms of misleading 

argued, Victorian painting today is discussed in 

categories created by art historians of past 

generations. Discussion revolves around notable individuals and so 
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called "schools" such as Millais, Lord Leighton and the Pre-Raphaelites. 

Third rate artists are cultivated because their milieu appeals to 

present day tastes while "beyond them there exists a kind of 

condescension to the other figures of Victorian painting". This narrow 

approach has only "succeeded in creating a history of Victorian art 

as selective and biased as the Victorians' attitudes to their own 

past"'" With regard to Victorian history paintings "art historians 

have come to regard these creations as dreadful aberrations which 

ought never to have happened ___ An intensely creative part of 

British nineteenth century painting has been dismissed as a dead 

end" 62. Like Victorian history painting the art of Edwin Landseer 

has met with a similar fate. 

Critical modern eyes, often informed by materialist theodes and 

tastes, tend to be offended by "homely" Victorian domestic genre 

scenes which appear shallow, artificial and trivial. Likewise 

Landseer's art works and prints which once hung in many Victorian 

parlours have been discarded and their study neglected. Today the most 

popular artist in Victorian Britain is not even considered to be 

amongst the makers of nineteenth century culture or even worthy of a 

mention in an introductory text on Victorian art '''''. R. Strong is 

surely correct to argue "We can no longer afford to accept this 

distortion", a distortion which arises from our inability to read and 

understand the meanings of these works in societal context ..... Clearly 

"if we are ever to understand the motivation of art in the Victorian 

age we must concentrate on one aspect and analyse its iconography with 

a seriousness which until recently has been totally denied to it" .... 

Following on from this assertion this thesis thematically examines one 

aspect of Victorian art, the image of the Scottish Highlands in the 

work of Sir Edwin Landseer. 

Prior to examining this highland image however it is necessary to 

make clear the theoretical propositions which inform this study and 

outline some past and present observations on the relations between 

art, culture and SOCiety. This contentious area is examined in Chapter 
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One below while some general introductory comments are made on the 

rural imagery of Scotland over the period 1750 -1850 in Chapter Two. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

ART, CULTURE AND SOCIETY 

/dIO/oglll strudurl till and 'p.": studllS in 

historicl/ glogrlphy lust /ogicllly thmforl 

IIbrace ide%gllS IS rill 15 bllng thflSl/VIS 

Ixplicitly idlologicll " 

Ho~ r, choolf to Ipprolch thl .rt of thl Pllt lust 

deplnd on thl IdllS of the Ige In rhlch re 

ourse /ves li ve 2, 

Ever since its emergence in the eigh teen th cen tury tradi tional 

aesthetics assumed art to be independent of social context 3. Art 

was the product of enlightened individualism or inspired movements. 

More recent sociological studies have however tended to treat art as 

a manifestation of prevailing social and economic circumstances. As a 

prelude to this study of Edwin Landseer's Highland Image this 

chapter provides a theoretical introduction to past and present ideas 

on the relations between art, culture and society. Bath of the above 

positions are examined and shown to be untenable in their more 

reductionist forms. In addition recent reformulations of the concept of 

culture are discussed and 

reviewed. 

same ·approaches to cultural theory are 

Central to this study is the premise that no examination of the past 

can claim to be free of ideological underpinnings, This chapter 

therefore makes clear the ideological assumptions that inform this 

thesis. Throughout this study a framework is adopted which highlights 

the role of art and culture in both producing and re-producing social 

processes. This framework, or theoretical point of view, may be termed 

cultural materialism. While adopting this approach it is stressed 

that no preference ls given to any single school of thought or 

thinker, rather various materialist theories are drawn upon for the 
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insights they ·provide into the complex cultural symbolism of the early 

and mid-Victorian Highland image. Before outlinj~ the assumptions 

inherent in such a framework however it is necessary to examine 

past ideas on the relations between art, culture and society for 

cultural materialism can be best understood as a reaction against past 

ideologies of both art and culture. 

Views on the nature of art 

The critical difference between traditional art criticism and its 

recent SUccessor lies in the latter's willingness to recognise the 

presence of ideological in terests in its discourse. Traditional art 

and literary history presents itself as an "innocent discipline" ". 

"New" art historians argue that the history of art is inherently 

ideological in that it originates and is practiced in particular social 

conditions 5. Traditionalists deny the very nature and effect of 

these factors. To "new" theorists "high art" (as defined by 

traditional art history> is merely the product of the culminative 

social history of established institutionalised practices and 

conventions ". Both the concept of art and the discourse of art 

criticism are historical and contingent. Further, as P. Bourdieu's work 

testifies, in sociologically orientated thought art is frequently 

regarded as being intimately connected with the formulation, 

modification and articulation of social and cultural relations of 

power 7. In such studies the dominent theories of western art are 

regarded as the cultural capital of a dominant class which enable it 

to reinforce and reproduce existing social divisions within society" 

"New" or SOCiological perspectives on the nature of art can be 

traced back to the writings of K. Marx and F. Engels 9 These 

perspectives were further developed in the works of George 

Pleckanov, Christopher Caudwell, Max Raphael and the writers of the 

early Frankfurt school '0. Although the bulk of these works were 

economic reductionist in outlook, during the 1940's several sociologists 

began to argue for a neW approach which recognised the importance 
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of factors other than the economic •• In doing so these thinkers 

unconsciously returned to a basic, but largely forgotten theme in 

Marxist thought. Following the publication of A. Hauser's Social 

History of Art (1951> ,the first systematic materialist theory of 

aesthetic culture, and other key works such as T.J. Clark's Images of 

the People (1973), a study of G. Courbet, the sociological perspective 

has been advanced greatly in recent years '2. 

While growing in influence this perspective has however encountered 

strong resistence from both advocates 

and more critical Marxis t thinkers. 

of more traditional methodologies 

Critiques of the sociological 

perspective rest on two basic propositions. Firstly, the relevance of 

the approach is quite simply denied. Mainstream art history ignores 

the possibility of a class-based, gender linked, ideologically produced 

art. Further, rejection of the sociological perspective is commonly 

linked to a fundamental misunderstanding of its aims and implications. 

It is frequently argued that sociological approaches negate 

completely the role of the individual artist. Such criticism however 

ignores the fact that recent thinkers frequently study at great length 

the mediation of social and ideological influences through 

individuals '3. 

More appositely traditiono..li6s.· argue that the theorists of "new" 

art history totally deny the possibility of any category of the 

"aesthetic". While there are several kinds of reductionism it is 

argued that all share a common belief that aesthetic value and worth 

finally rests in the socio-historical study of the production, 

reception and assessment of a work of art. Ultimately aesthetic 

experience is explicable solely in terms of ideology and political 

values; aesthetic evaluation is nothing but the function of an 

individual's class interests. The writings of N. Hadjinicoloau are 

frequently cited and provide one such example of this approach 14. 
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Similar arguements have been made against other recent 

approaches '6. Traditionalists argue that sociological reductionism 

can be found in less critical types of reception aesthetics where 

proponents argue that a "text" (ie a painting or any other cultural 

product) has no fiKed meaning. Meaning is produced ·anew with each 

individual act of reception. Viewing is always a fresh interpretation 

based on the particular ideological background of the individual. 

Hermeneutics and semiotics are commonly cited examples of this 

approach '6. In reception aesthetics value is frequently equated with 

quality of response. As a direct consequence it is argued that all 

questions of conscious intentionality or possible textual autonomy are 

ignored and the role of the individual artist downgraded. Since 

aesthetic value is construed as a historical construction of several 

successive audiences however it does not lapse into total subjectivism 

nevertheless, judgement is still relative and reception aesthetics 

effectively offers an ideologically informed account of aesthetic 

evaluation. 

While fighting off the criticism of the traditionalists, "new" 

theoris ts have had to con tend to challenges from wi thin their own 

circles. These' challenges while asserting the social and ideological 

nature and construction of art argue that art has both an agency of 

its own and the potential to transcend the material conditions of its 

production. This argu .... ent. is not new to Marxist inspired theories 

of art. EKamples of such thinking can be found in the early writings 

of Christopher Caudwell, Max Raphael, George Lukacs and the later 

works of H. Marcuse and L. Althusser '7. In Studies and Further 

Studies in a Dying Culture (1938) and Illusion and Reality (947) 

Christopher Caudwell stressed both the economic and biogenic origins of 

art but failed to integrate them into a concise coherent arguement ,e. 

Similarly in La Theorie Marxiste de l' Art, one of the most 

sophisticated Marxist theories of art, Max Raphael warned against 

assuming· simple causal links between art and the economic basis of 

SOciety. Any materialist theory of art, Caudwell and Raphael argued, 

had to take into account all mediating elements, both ideological and 

material and their interaction with each .other '''. 
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Central to G. Lukacs's writings was the belief that capitalism 

entailed a fragmentation of thought and experience 20. Individuals 

became unable to comprehend the totality of their society or the 

relations and structure on which it was based. Society's totality, 

Lukacs argued, could only be grasped through its "media tions" - the 

processes through which its underlying structures were transformed 

into categories of thought. Good art, Lukacs argued, was that which 

portrayed or betrayed the structural reality of society - the social 

and political forces at work. While proclaiming the ideological nature 

and role of art, Lukacs failed however to provide a systematic account 

of the production of art works and their active role in historical 

consciousness. Nowhere in his work is there an account of the 

specificity of art which justifies the potential political role he 

proclaims for it. Once again, as in many of the approaches outlined 

above, ideology was stressed at the expense of aesthetic considerations. 

The problem of the ne ture of art and its rela tion to culture and 

society is highlighted by the dilemma presented in the writings of H. 

Marcuse and L. Althusser. The liberating potential of art was 

stressed by H. Marcuse in his critique of "Marxist orthodoxy" 2' 
Marcuse argued that art served as a potential saviour for a repressed 

and oppressed consciousness; in a repressive society it alone offered 

the possibility of freedom. Marcuse's arguement encapsulated what was 

essentially a non materialist, non historicist theory of aesthetic 

value and experience .. For Marcuse art and its aesthetic remained a 

universal human category. 

Marcuse offers no analysis of the production of art as ideology nor 

a discussion of the transformation of art under different regimes and 

social formations. In arguing that art is "largely autonomous vis-a-vis 

the given social relations"Marcuse broke with sociological theories of 

art and returned to more traditional ways of thinking. While 

Marcuse recognised in passing the ideological nature of art, L. 

Althusser retreated altogether from the sociological interpretation of 

art as ideology 22. In claiming "1 do not rank real art among the 

ideologies" L. Althusser recognised the potential autonomy or 
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specificity of art but at the same time avoided the implications of 

this finding. 

While in part representing a return to more traditional, 

essentialist ways of thinking the writings of Marcuse and Althusser 

highlight an area of common interest between traditional and new 

sociological approaches; both now stress the speciflcity of art. 

The specificit~~rt 

Too often the consideration of art as a manifestation of ideology 

results in the appearance of art as nothing but ideology 23. There 

are many reasons why this reduction ism will not do 24. Man< himself 

recognised that considerable problems arise in accounting for the 
popularity and renaissance of certain styles and works of art 26. 

While explanations have been made by postulating ideological class 

similari ties between different eras and places such devices 

necessarily fail to account fully for this phenomenon. In addition, 

while valuable attempts have been made to trace the history of 

changing tastes it is manifestly apparent that the ~resent cannot be 

used as a benchmark for any final assessment of the past 2~ In 

many instances art appears to have its own irreducible autonomy or 

specificity. Many critics now argue that some recognition must be 

given to factors other than the ideological 27. Indeed it is this 

issue which was inherent in the works of C. Caudwell, G. Lukacs, 

H. Marcuse and L. Althusser discussed above. 

Recognition of the specificity of art does not imply that the 

"aesthetic" must be reinstated in a traditional, essentialist form, 
rather that it be incorporated into some modified materialist 

framwork. Recognition of this problem has led to several different 

formulations. While this thesis examines the social nature and role 

of Landseer's Highland image the specific aesthetic of Landseer's art 

cannot be denied, indeed this specificity assumes some importance in 

Chapter Seven. For this reason attempts to incorporate this 
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specifici ty in to a ma terialis t theory of art are reviewed briefly 

below. 

While the notion of specificity is frequently traced to G. Lukacs's 

Die Eigenart des Asthetischen (j 963), there are however several 

meanings of the term in current usage ",e. Firstly, the term is taken 

to refer to the separation of artistic activity from other areas of 

social life and the resultant specialisation of aesthetic modes of 

perception ""'. Specifici!; here rela tes to the historical emergence of 

the aesthetic as a distinct category from the practical arts. 

Secondly, the term is used to refer to the relative autonomy of art 

from social and economic factors. Here the concept of spec1ficity is 

central to current critiques of the base-superstructure model - a 

model that contends that cultural artifacts are mere determinant 

products of economic processes 30. Art achieves its relative 

autonomy through specific codes and conventions of artistic 

represen ta tion which media te and reproduce ideology in aes the tic 

form. Art is thus a signifying practice with its own internal forms, 

relations and structuration. Particular attention is paid to the modes 

and processes of artistic production such as the role of publishers, 

patrons, distributors, gallery owners and critics 3'. This historical 

conception of specificity does not grant art any universalistic or 

transhistorical features and has been enormously influential in 

culturalist, structuralist and semiotic thought. The third use of the 

term refers not to the historical separation of art from practical 

life or the relative autonomy of artistic codes and conventions but 

inherent specific aesthetic characteristics of art. Several recent 

critics have attempted to incorporate this third aspect into their 

sociologically orientated writings on art; for some the specific 

aesthetic of art is a historical category, for others it is not. 

As J. Wolfr" argues there are three major schools of thought 

which have attempted to incorporate the above meaning of aesthetic 

specificity into a materialist framework: discourse theory, 

philosophical anthropology and psychoanalytical theories of art 32. 

Discourse theory, best characterised by the work of Michel Foucault, 
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has been increasingly influential 10 recent cultural studies 33. 

Discourse theory relates not only to the written text but all 

cultural artifacts 34. Meaning, consciousness and even objects of 

thought are perceived as being constructed through discourse. While 

avoiding a reductionist sociology of art and helping to posit a 

relatively autonomous realm of culture, discourse theory has been 

criticised for its inability to relate discrete discursive formations 

to one another and fundamental social structures 36. This said 

however, discourse theory offers the notion of the specificity of the 

aesthetic in terms of discursive practices and makes possible the 

relation of aesthetic discourse to non aesthetic factors. In other 

words discourse theory provides for the possibility of a historicist 

theory of art which does not reduce aesthetic value to the moral or 

political; it recognises the contingent nature of discourse. 

Those who argue for a phl1osophical an thropoloEJY of art 

postulate that there are certain human universals which find 

expression or sa tisfaction in art. Examples of this approach can be 

found in the recent works of Raymond Wil1iams and Peter Fuller, both 

of which have been heavily influenced by the work of the Italian 

Marxist, Sebastiano Timpanaro 3". S. Timpanaro's strict materialist 

polemics stress that the basic structures of nature and the 

biological processes condition the social and economic world 37. In 

marked contrast to G. Plekhanov's assertion that " biology does 

not explain to us the origin of our aesthetic tastes", Timpanaro 

highlights key dimensions of human experience which he recognises as 

constants; sexual drives, debility produced by old age, fear of 

death etc 38. While he does not claim an eternal metaphysical status 

for these constants he argues that they are long lasting and possess 

greater stability than historical or social institutions. With regard 

to visual art S. Timpanaro's insights have been reflected in the 

writings of Peter Fuller. While arguing that the aesthetic constitutes 

a historically specific structuring of relatively constant elements of 

affective experience P. Fuller recognises however that the material 

basis of this specificity is not so easy to determine 39. 
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In an attempt to determine this materiality and further 

sociological understanding of the specificity of art several critics 

have turned to psychoanaJ:jsis In his more recent works P. Fuller 

has turned to post Freudian psychoan",l~sis where the relatively 

autom)l'IClL\S aspects of human experience are reshaped into 

psychological processes founded in biological needs and instincts 40. 

As J. Wolff notes however P. Fuller's aesthetics is subject to all 

the difficulties of an essentialist psychoanalytic theory as it rests 

on a belief in an unverifiable process 41 While P. Fuller 

stresses that different historical and social conditions will 

necessarily place emphasis on different psychological factors his 

methodology is still dogged by the presence of essentialist a priori 

reasoning which assumes the existence of a set of constant psycho

biological factors. The pSYChOMo.l~+rc",~ approach does not allow for 

the possibility of the social construction and historical variability 

of primary psychological process or for individual or gender based 

variations 

While bearing the above comments in mind this thesis adopts a 

sociologically orientated materialist theory of art and recognises 

art's potential specificity. In doing so preference is given to no 

single school of thought, rather the above materialist schools are 

drawn upon for the insights they provide into the complex cultural 

symbolism of the early and mid-Victorian Highland image. In 

adopting a materialist conception of art a particular view of the 

nature of culture is necessarily adopted. This view of culture and 

the cultural materialist theory adopted is outlined below. 

The nature and stUdy of culture 

Like recent developments in art history, during the last two 

decades materialist theory relating to culture has been extensively 

reworked. A new cuI turalism has emerged whose origins has been 

traced to the publication of Richard Hoggad's, Uses of Literacy, 

(1957) and Raymond Williams's Culture and Society (1963) 42. In 
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rejecting the long standing notion of "high culture" R. Hoggart's 

work marked a caesura with the past while R. Williams's Culture and 

Society provided "a record of a number of important and continuing 

reactions to _ changes in our. social, economic and political 

life" "3. Following Culture and Society R. Williams's next work, 

The Long Revolution <1961>, attempted to theorise back on 

empirical traditions. This approach waS reflected and extended in 

E.P. Thompson's Making of the English Working Class (1963) which, 

although firmly situated within Marxist historiography, stressed 

questions of culture,consciousness, experience and perhaps most 

importan tly, human agency. E.P. Thompson's work marked the decisive 

break with the reductive economism which had characterised earlier 

materialist studies of culture and social process. As in art history 

the above writings were complemented in the late 1960's by the 

translation of continental Marxist and pyschoanalytical theory. For 

Hoggart, Williams, Thompson and other writers of what became known 

as the "New Left", culture became a site of convergence for 

questions of historical and contemporary significance "". 

Despite the forma tion of a new consensus regarding the 

centrality of culture in the study of social process no agreement 

was rea'ched as to the meaning of the term itself "". CuI ture today 

remains a site of convergent interests rather than a clearly 

clarified idea "6. This lack of precision is manifestly apparent in 

both historical and cultural geography where most practitioners have 

adopted a laissez faire attitude to the meaning of the term 4,.. The 

roots of twentieth century cultural and historical geography lie in 

the late nineteenth' century writings of F. Ratzel and other German 

geographers who were heavily influenced by the work of con temporary 

social anthropologists such as E.B. Taylor (1832-1903). These 

anthropologists forwarded ethnographic definitions of culture as a 

system which embodied a "whole way of life" - an en tity 

irreducible to the actions of individuals yet at the same time 

possessed by social groups "9. Uncritical acceptance of this concept 

by early twentieth century geographers such as Car 1 Sauer and naive 

reliance on it by subsequent generations has inevitably led to 
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fundamental problems in both contemporary cultural and historical 

geography. 

The idea tha t culture could only be explained in terms of itself, 

that it generated its own forms independent of human agency led to 

the notion that humans were passive agents and that culture was a 

universally shared attribute. The role of individualism, gender and 

class together with the results of social interaction in cultural 

formation, agency and change were effectively denied 49. The 

inadequacies . of the conception of culture as a superorganic have 

recently been recognised and several geographers have called for a 

more critical cultural and historical geography &0. In rejecting what 

are essentially nineteenth century anthropological concepts of culture 

many critics have ironically turned to another sage of the last 

century, Karl Marx and the culturalist interpretations of his 

writings. 

As with the emergent sociological theories of art discussed 

above varying schools of thought have emerged with regard to the 

study of culture. These schools have been broadly labelled culturalist 

and structuralist &1 Both schools have clearly defined 

characteristics yet share certain common features; for example, both 

are uncompromising in their rejection of the base - superstructure 

model of cultural production. Culturalist thought centres around 

the writings of Raymond Williams &2. In marked contrast structuralism 

suggests alternative radically opposing ways of conceiving and 

accounting for the relative autonomy of culture and ideology. 

Whereas the concept of culture is central to the traditions of 

culturalism, structuralist approaches are articulated around the 

concept of ideology. As a cultural materialist framework is adopted 

in this thesis only the writings of the culturalist school are 

considered directly in this present chapter &3. These are discussed 

briefly below and a working definition of cultural materialism given. 

In The Long Revolution R. Williams suggested two· ways of 

conceptualising culture. The first of these related culture to the 
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sum of the available descriptions through which a society made sense 

of and reflected upon its common experiences. This conceptualisation 

summarily dismissed Matthew Arnold's nineteenth century elitist 

notion of culture as the "best" a civilisation could offer "4. 
Art, previously accorded a priviledged position, was now considered 

as being only one specific form of a general social process. 

Culture was ordinary..... If the production of art was only one 

specific form of a general social process then there was no way in 

which this aspect could be isolated from the totality of historical 

process. R. Williams second way of conceptualising culture emphasised 

the role of culture as a facet of social practice. 

From R. Williams's writings a new consensus has gradually emerged 

which proposes tha t: 

Cultur, is not a pmtirl: nor is it si.ply thl 

demiptive su. of the ',ores and folhays' of societies 

- is it hIS tlndld to bleoll in certain kinds of 

anthropology, It is threaded through a11 sorial 

practices and is the SUM of their interrelationship, Thl 

qUlstion of ~hat, then, is studild, and hor, rlSolvls 

itself, Thl 'culturl' is thos, patt,rns of organisations, 

thoSl characteristic for.s of hUlln Inergy ~hich Cln bl 

discoverld as revealing th,.s,lves - in 'unexpected 

idlntities and correspondences' as ~e11 is in 

'discontinuities of an unexplet,d kind' - ~ithin or 

undlflying ,11 social practices ", 

Following this approach the analysis of culture begins with "the 

discovery of patterns of a characteristic kind" which are not to be 

found individually in production, politiCS, art, or the raising of , 
families , but through the study of "a general organisation in a 

particular example" "7. In particular one must study "the 
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relationships between the patterns" and grasp how the interactions 

between all these practices and patterns are lived and experienced as a 

whole or structure of feeling in any given period &e. 

As with the writings of Marcuse and Fuller discussed above, 

inheren t within the new culturalis t writing is a conscious dis tancing 

from reductionist Marxist theories which declare the domain of ideas 

and meanings i.e. superstructure to be the determined product of the 

prevailing mode of production or base. While highligh ting the inadequacy 

of this model R. Williams however effectively skirted the central 

problem of determinacy by argUing for a radical interactionism, the 

interaction of all practices in and with one another. He made little 

distinction between all practices as all were viewed as varient forms 

of praxis. In 1973 R. Williams reworked the issues of determina tion 

and domination via A. Gramsci's concept of hegemony. In doing so he 

elaborated on the question of dominant, residual and emergent cultural 

practices and returned to the problem of determinacy by recognising the 

existence of "limits and pressures" ..... Despite this reformulation the 

ideas espoused in R. Williams's earlier writings have recurred time and 

·time again. In Marxism and Literature (1977) and Culture (1981) R. 

Williams. again stressed "constitutive activity" in general and the 

totality of different practices conceived as a "whole indissoluble 

practice" 60 

Culture then is viewed as a practice which relates interactively 

with all economic and political processes shaping and conditioning these 

as well as being shaped and conditioned by them'" Culture is 

defined as both the meanings and values which arise amongst distinctive 

social groups and classes in given historical con texts through which 

individuals make sense and reflect on their common experiencesj it is 

also defined as the lived traditions and practices through which those 

understandings are expressed and in which they are embodied. Finally, 

culture is a material manifestation of a dialectical process between 

man and nature. The materialist school of thought which adopts 

the above definition in the study of culture is termed 

ma terialism. 
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Cultural materialism 

In this thesis a cultural materialist framework is used to 

interrogate one aspect of the visual art of early and mid-Victorian , 
,Britain 62. It must be stressed however that, as with the sociological 

theories of art reviewed above, the above formulations of culture and 

cultural materialist theory are not adopted uncritically, rather they 

are used to highlight the social nature and role of Landseer's art 63. 

No attempt is made here to present a new theory of cultural analysiS, 

rather the aim is, to achieve a greater understanding of Landseer's 

Highland images and the structure of feeling they both encapsulate and 

articulate. 

Cultural materialism stresses the, 

activity through which men and women 

notion of human agency, the 

make his tory. Human agency 

provides the crucial mediation between the determined conditions of a 

given cultural practice and the outcome of that practice. 

Consequently emphasiS is placed on the making of culture rather than 

on the existence of determined condi tioning factors. Cultural 

ma terialism conceptualizes culture as being interwoven between all 

social practices. Overall, emphasis is placed on the action rather 

than the determination of culture. 

In stressing action rather than determination cultural materialism 

rethinks the' position of culture with regard to economic forces. 

Culturalism materialism is opposed to the base-superstructure way of 

thinking and favours a wider formulation, a dialectic between social 

being and social consciousness with neither being separated into 

distinct poles. In cultural materialism culture becomes a central 

process rather than a thing. Culture itself is accorded materiallty and 

becomes a central part of both the mode and relations of production. 

In this way aspects of culture such as art themselves become 

constraining factors in both social life and social productions. 
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Having indicated some of the problems inherent in both sociological 

theories of art and culture some comment must be made on the 

potential limitations of the cultural materialist framework adopted "". 

Cultural materialism while affirming the materiality and 

constructedness of cultural practice devalues the determination of the 

economic in general. Cultural productions are to be thought of as co

determining together with all other economic determinations. This 

shift in status of culture effectively destroys any base-superstructure 

dualism, in doing so however it masks wh"t R.S Neale regards as a more 

fundamental issue. 

R.S. Neale argues that R. Williams fails to follow MarK's thought 

through to its intended conclusion as regards the class based nature 

and use of culture. Cultural materialism's claim that culture is an 

aspect of 

replete with 

active practical consciousness rooted in production is 

the imagery of community and wholeness. Cultural 

materialism is predicated and practiced on the belief that "practical 

consciousness" is some kind of homogenous phenomenon produced through 

interaction between equal and classless individuals. This R.S. Neale 

argues is not so, it is produced within given property relationships in 

a mode of production which in turn generates class relationships. R.S. 

Neale suggests that this neglect be overcome by reinstating class as 

the central concept within a materialist conception of history. Under 

such a framework culture would be regarded as a class perception of 

reality shaped by contradictions between the forces and relations of 

production. 

Art. Culture and Society 

While R.S. Neale's critique is couched in the very ideological terms 

that both recent art history and culturalism have been at pains to 

disassociate themselves from it does however highlight an often 

neglected issue within culturalist discourse which is of some 

relevance to this thesis. Despite 

and uses, throughout this thesis 

the term's compleK array of meanings 

class is a concept which is never 
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fu 11 Y ar ticu la ted; 

the surface 6&. 

paradoxically it is one which is never far below 

Rather than attempt any retrospective ideological 

analysis of class this thesis adopts general categories which would 

have been recognised by early and mid-Victorians themselves. In 

particular this study examines the symbolic role of Highland Scotland 

in middle and upper class consciousness over the period 1820-1870. 

This is not to deny the importance of studying the culture of the 

unfortunate and voluminous masses who contemporaries termed the 

"lower orders" or "working classes" ; rather it is to recognise both 

the existence of' discrete class-based structures of feeling and the 

self proclaimed importance of one particular ascendent culture in early 

and mid Victorian Britain. 

Much has been written of the way in which culture and its symbolic 

productions frequently act as hegemonic forces in both stable 

societies and societies under. transition 66. Such studies tend to 

concentrate on institutions as instruments of social control and class 

based cultural dominition; cultural productions are viewed as a means 

of transmitting and indoctrinating ideological proposition4. Although 

recognising the usefulness of the above studies 

nature of Landseer's Highland image this thesis 

establish direct links between Landseer's art and 

hegemony 67 Such 

intentionality to both 

an approach would be 

artist and audience which 

and the ideological 

does no t seek to 

bourgeois Victorian 

to attribute an 

examination of the 

historical records could not substantiate. Rather in studying one 

facet of bourgeois culture this thesis seeks to identify and 

elucidate upon some of the changing values associated with the 

concepts of landscape and .nature which both sustained and help make 

the early and mid Victorian middle classes. Such an approach does not 

of course preclude the possibility that contemporaries consciously and 

unconsciously reproduced these values in the hope that other "orders" 

would also adopt them. 

In conclusion cultural materialism as a method of analysis has 

deep ramifications for any historian of culture, 

interconnections in specific historical situations must 
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"a totalising movement in analysis" ..... While a cultural materialist 

framework is adopted here it must be stressed that traditional theories 

of art are not dismissed simply as false theory and practice. Like 

their materialist counterparts - and Landseer's Highland images - such 

theories have an 8lf1'1lO/ of their own; they produce material effects 

which influence both art and social life. In the belief that "ideas 

are indeed 'real' and have consequences" Chapter Two examines the 

rural imagery of Highland Scotland over the period 1750-1870 as a 

necessary prelude to the following 

Highland image 69. 
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I CHAPTER TWO 

RURAL IMAGERY OF HIGHLAND SCOTLAND: 1750-1870 

o ~8d SOMe I'o~er Ihe giflie gie us 

ro see oursels is iMers see US ! 

!I ~id fru ,oni, i blunder free US, 

An' foolish nolion, 

Robert Burns (175S-96) I 

Over the period 1750-1870 

encapsulated basic changes in 

rural imagery 

attitude to 

of Highland Scotland 

both landscape and 

nature 2. This chapter reviews the history of these changes, the 

aesthetic context in which they occurred and the ideological na ture of 

the Romantic movement in Scot tish visual art. In conclusion, the 

artistic discovery of Scotland is summarised briefly in both 

quantitative and spatial terms and the importance of Edwin Landseer's 

works in creating and propagating a distinctive Highland image is 

highlighted. 

The Highland region 

While the terms Highland and Lowland had no currency before the 

fourteenth century by the eighteenth century they were firmly 

established in the minds of contemporaries. Although the first 

attempt to depict the Highland - Lowland boundary was not made until 

1700 numerous maps were produced during the next two centuries 

which purported to depict a "Highland Line" between Highland and 

Lowland Scotland ,. In these maps the speaking of Gaelic was 

frequently taken to be the criterion of demarca tion and, as a 

consequence, the general pOSition of the line differed little 4 

Figure 2.1 reproduces C.J. Withers's reconstruction of these maps. 
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FIGURE 2.1 THE HIGHLAND - LOWLAND BOUNDARY 

Highland boundary fault 

Highland -lowland boundary 
according to the speaking of 
gaelle 1745-1881 

Source: C.J. Wither. ,1982 
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Rural Imagery of Highland Scotland 

As Withers notes this Highland Line was remarkably similar· to that 

found on other contemporary maps based on clan membership. 

While many individuals over the period 1750-1870 recognised the 

speaking of Gaelic as the distinction between Lowland and Highland 

Scotland others did not. As late as the eighteenth century large 

tracts of the region remained terra incognita to Lowland and English 

travellers and Gaelic, the original language and symbol of the region, 

remained an anathema to the English speaking world; For many the 

distinction between Highland and Lowland Scotland was marked not by 

adherence to Gaelic but by profound differences in the region's 

overall life style. Since its emergence the term Highland had been 

associated with certain values which coloured subsequent views of the 

region. Reflecting in 1903 J.H. Millar noted: 

_ as fir blck IS Ihe lilmlure of Scotllnd goes, the 

Lo~/lnders regarded the High/Indus *ith feeling of • 

contempt Ind dislike rhich the representl tive of I 

higher fOrM of dviJisltion cherishes towlrd the 

representltive of I lower ., 

These negative attitudes in conjunction with other material factors 

such as primitive subsistence agrarian systems, surplus population, 

periodic famine and civil strife affected not only contemporaries 

perception of Highlanders but artistic representations of the region 

itself . 

After 1746 the Highlands began "to exert a magnetic a t traction 

for crusaders, the curious and the entrepreneurs" "'. Although the 

majority of attempts to introduce industrialism into the Highlands were 

destined to fail the reflections of contemporary aestheticians, 

political economists and travellers began to change external 

perceptions of the region. At the same time the region became 

increasingly popular with artists. Indeed for many individuals over the 

period 1750-1870 the Highland region was increasingly defined not 
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through abstract reflection on the use of Gaelic, or the socio-

economic structure of the region, but through literary and visual 

imagery purveyed by a variety of artists 7. In many ways Highland 

Scotland was a relative concept, one which varied in both its nature 

and popularity with changes in aesthetic taste and political economy. 

These changes in fashion form the subject matter of this chapter. 

While recognising the importance of Gaelic in helping to define cultural 

areas no clear definition of the Highland region beyond that given in 

the above Introduction is offered here: while this is undeSirable, in 

many ways it is necessary. The period 1750-1870 witnessed radical 

shifts in popular thought with regard to nature and the Scottish 

landscape and to establish any set definition of Highland Scotland 

would be to create that which did not exist in the minds of many 

con temporaries. 

Scottish landscape painting: the historical background 

Few landscapes were painted in Scotland before 1750 and these 

were mainly Lowland panoramas or views of individual houses. Prior to 

this date the Highlands were ne'ler. painted and where possible they 

were physically avoided by outsiders e. This aversion to mountainous 

areas was not peculiar to Scotland or indeed Britain but was a 

long standing characteristic of western culture ". In an age of poor 

communications areas such as the Highlands were regarded as both 

dangerous and distasteful and they had come to symbolise a barbaric 

social order on the fringe of British civilisa tion 10. This said by 

1800 however there were no essen tial differences between Scottish 

and English artists in either their styles or the subject matter 

they depicted ". Profound changes in attitude had occurred; the 

Highlands had found favour _ with both the artist and the enlightened 

traveller and by 

model citizens 12. 

1830 their inhabitants were being depicted as 

Indeed by 1850 through the images of Edwin 

Landseer and the landscape art of Hora tio McCullough they had come to 

symbolise Scotland itself 13 
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Far from being confined to Scotland changes in attitude to 

mountainous areas became common throughout the western world. For 

the first time in western culture mountain sceJlery became a dominant 

interest of many landscape painters, writers and travellers ' •. While 

the reasons for such changes are a matter for conjecture it has been 

suggested that advances in religious and scientific thought were in 

part instrumental 16. Voyages of exploration and discovery coupled 

with new conceptions of geology, time and space all expanded human 

knowledge and understanding and led to the formulation of new ways of 

contemplating the elemental forces of nature "'. While advances in 

religious and scientific thought underpinned new human attitudes to 

nature, their temporal occurrence and specific form however was 

determined by a myriad of historical factors peculiar to each region or 

nation. This chapter examines some of those factors which helped change 

contemporary perceptions of the Scottish Highlands. 

Following the battle of Culloden in 1746 and the collapse of the 

Jacobi te cause an insecure British government began a detailed survey 

of the Stottish Highlands under Lt. Col. David Watson and his assistant 

William Roy. Lasting from 1747-1755 the purpose of the survey was to 

map mainland Scotland. The official draughtsman for this project was 

a young Englishman, Paul Sandby 17. Sandby became the first artist 

known to have travelled throughout the length and breadth of Scotland. 

From his military tasks he 

ruins and consequently 

locations which became 

Sandby was 

'developed a strong interest in castles and 

recorded with topographical accuracy many 

popular picturesque sites of succeeding 

the first to depict the Falls of the Clyde genera tions. 

(Plate !) 

in flu en tial 

and his 'sketches were later reproduced in Thomas Pennant's 

Tours (1771, 1774-75). It was through the later 

publication of engravings after Sandby's sketchs that many became 

familiar with the Scotland for the first time 19. 

Despite the existence of several formal planned gardens it was 

the picturesque which became the dominant way of seeing in 

eighteenth century Scotland 19. Initially the term picturesque 

referred to the kind of landscape tha t resembled the landscape 
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paintings of the seventeeth century painters Claude Lorrain, Salvator 

Rosa and Gaspard Poussin 20 However, no single definition can be 

given for the term meant various things even to William Gilpin (J 724-

1804), Richard Payne Knight (1750-1824-) and Uvedale Price <1747-1829), 

the chief protagonists of the aesthetic. Gilpin regarded landscapes as 

picturesque if they were composed of rough and broken objects such as 

rocks or ruins. In addition to the irregularity of the above Gilpin 

praised aspects of nature which produced sharp contrasts between 

light and shade. For Payne Knight picturesque scenes were simply those 

tha t reminded a 

found beautiful. 

person by association of pictures he had seen and 

In direct contrast Uvedale Price considered the 

picturesque to be a third category in relation to Edmund Burke's 

sublime (that which inspired fear and terror) and the beautiful (that 

which was small, smooth, pleasing and delicate) 21 

Although picturesque theory had been formulated in England with 

no intended Scottish application the aesthetic fitted some areas of 

Scotland perfectly 22. After a period of several decades however 

the picturesque way of seeing was gradually transformed with the 

adven t of the Roman tic movemen t. Paradoxically, the roman tic way 

of seeing, apprehending and understanding the Scat tish landscape too 

underwent a SUbsequent transformation with the emergence of a new 

senSibility towards the natural world. This later change in man's 

attitude to both nature and the landscape idea is discussed in Chapter 

Six below. 

From the Picturesque to the Romanti~ 

the picturesque large tracts of Despite the predominance of 

Scotland could not be accommodated 

on the Highlands of Scotland (1789) 

by it's theory. In his Observations 

William Gilpin explained why: 

In g~ner.1 th~ Nount'ins foroled b~alltiflll lines; but as 

in early history painting, figures ~ithollt drapery, and 

other .ppend;;ges N;;ke .n indiffennl group: 50 in 
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s,'enery, naked Mountains f"rm a po,'r composition, __ 

They require the drapery of a little ~ood to break the 

simplicity of their shapes, to produce ,'ontrasts, to 

connect one part with anolher and 10 give that richness 
in landscape, which ~as <'ne of it's greiltest 

ornaments ", 

Thus for practitioners of the picturesque large tracts of Scotland 

posed aesthetic problems, These problems however were soon to 
disappear, Their solution emerged from the regions of Scotland which 

picturesque theory could not accommoda te, namely the Borders and 

Highlands. J. Holloway and L. Erring ton have suggested that 

developmen ts. " eventually led to the creation of a landscape painting 

designed to propagate what was uniquely and even aggreSSively 

characteristic of Scotland as a place distinct from other places" 24 

Tha t aes the tic change did occur there can be no dou b t, however to 

attribute such change to the Scottish environment and the spirit of 

the age is highly idealist. Such an approach masks fundamental 

ideological considerations inherent in the origin and nature of 

Roman tic1sm 2& The origins of these considerations and their 

ramifications for the rural imagery of Highland Scotland will be 

examined in greater detail below. 

By the late eighteenth century ideas of associating the Scottish 

were gaining general acceptance, These landsca»e with the past 

emergent ideas provided one characteristic of Roman tic ism , 

Paradoxically, one of the first writers to document this new belief 

was William Gilpin. In 1776 Gilpin wrote of the Falls of the Clyde: 

ln our trilv~ls through Scotland I hilve N~nti,'n~d many 

scenes, vhich ver~ ~nobled by being caIJed lhe retreills 

of Va/lace, This was one, A»I"ng these wild rocks, and in 

the to~er, that adorns them, we vere told, M lurked, 

during a period of distress, These traditional anecdotes, 

vhether true, or fabled, add grilndeur to a s,'ene 2', 
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As J. Holloway and L. Errington observe, by 1800 fantasy had overtaken 

fact, exaggera tion and inaccuracy were accepted withou t qualm. "Naiads 

were at home on the banks of the Clyde, the spirit of Wallace lived in 

the caves and castles by its side" 27. The growing popularity of 

historical association led to a decline in the apprehension of the 

landscape in terms of objective picturseque theory. For example, as 

W. Gilpin intimated, the Falls of the Clyde, a firm favourite with 

picturesque adherents such as Jacob More, came rapidly to be thous:ht 

of as a past retreat of William Wallace. 

Ideas of historical association were greatly aided by improved 

communico..tionS and the pUblication of two gUide books namely, Thomas 

Pennant's Tours (1771, 1774-5) and Francis Grose's Antiouities of 

Scotland (1797). These volumes reinforced an eXisting interest in 

Scottish history, one which had been fired initially by the 

publication of the works of Ossian in the 1760's. T.Pennant's study 

was wide ranging and encompassed a broad spectrum from natural 

history to fine art. Like many travellers of his time however Pennant 

could not cover the whole country during his visits and relied on 

correspondence from erudite individuals such as the Rev. Charles 

Cordiner of Banff. Similarly F. Grose too relied on a group of fellow 

antiquarians who shared both their knowledge and their drawings. While 

covering southern Scotland thoroughly Grose saw little of Scotland 

north of Fife and relied heavily on the writings of Pennant. 

Fifty years after Sand by painted the Falls of the Clyde the river's 

three most impressive features, Bonnington Linn (Plate 1), Cora Linn 

and Stonebyres Linn were firmly established on the tourist circuit; 

Indeed, even the Scottish Highlands themselves were experiencing the 

beginnings of the modern tourist phenomenon 28. The reasons for this 

change in attitude were many and complex. In addition to the 

popularity of the picturesque aesthetic and the production of didactic 

books (such as Pennant's Tours and Grose's Antiquities) European 

society had expressed great interest in the origins of primitive 

society and the so called noble or primitive savage who was to be 

found ideally in areas of unspoilt wilderness "'9 Further, the 
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discovery of new lands and peoples in the Pacific had crea ted new 

horizons for educa ted society's curiosity and had helped it develop a 

taste for the exotic and the primitive "'0. By 1803, the Wordsworths, 

Coleridge, Farington and Turner had all visited the Falls of the Clyde 

and been struck by the majesty of the scene "" In Dorothy 

Wordsworth's opinion the dovecot recorded by Sandby on the rocks 

above Bonnington Linn had come to resemble "some of the huts in the 

prints belonging to Captain Cock's voyages" 32. To others however the 

violence of the wa ter had become a symbol of an un tamed nature 

overwhelming insignificant man. 

While all of the above helped to formulate new aesthetic views and 

attitudes to rural Scotland the romantic movement in Scotland derived 

its impetus from sources which were essentially non artistic in origin. 

Late eigh teen th and early nineteenth century Sco tland was one of many 

countries where historical processes were obscured by roman ticism, 

where contradictions and tensions were obscured by resplendent 

imagery of insignificant or primitive man, untamed nature and ideas of 

historical association. The romantic construction of the landscape 

idea and the new found popularity of Highland Scotland derived as much 

from a new Enlightenment conception of history and theory of political 

economy as from the Scottish landscape and artistic tradition ,,,. 

These new theories of history and political economy flourished in the 

writings of the Scottish Historical School and were popularised in the 

works of Ossian. 

Professors of speculation: The Scottish Historical Schoo~ 

Eighteenth century political economy developed in close 

association with a more general system of ideas about the structure 

and development of society frequently referred to today as classical 

sociology. These ideas were most fully articulated in the thought and 

writings of the Scottish Historical School 34. The main members of 

this School were four university professors, Adam Smith (1723-90; 

Glasgow>, Adam Ferguson () 723-1816; Edinburgh>, William Robertson 
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(1721-93; Edinburgh) and John Millar (Glasgow). All were Scots and all, 

with the exception of Adam Ferguson, were Lowlanders. Less 

influential intellectuals associated with the School were Hugh Blair, 

Henry Home (Lord Kames), James Burnett (Lord Monboddo), Gilbert Stuart 

and James Dunber. 

The members of the School had two basic propositions in common, 

both of which derived from empirical observation on the course of 

social developmen t in differen t periods and coun tries. Firs t, was the 

belief the t in telledual enquiry should cen tre on the mode of 

subsistence for, as this varied, so would law and social policy. 

Second, was the belief that the state of property at any given time 

reflected the distribution of power in society. Members of the 

Scottish Historical School attempted to bring to the study of man's 

relations with one another in society the same scientific attitude 

which had recently been brought to the study of man's relations to 

nature 36. The School consciously sought to base its enquiries on 

the study of historical fact in opposition to abstract speculation and 

conjecture, particularly with regard to the state of nature which had 

often been employed in the recent past 36. In this sense they practiced 

contextual rather than conjectural history 37. In addition to the 

above, members of the School held common views on the nature of 

social development. While all rejected facile explanations of social 

phenomena in terms of the activities of great men, some such as Smith 

emphasised the gradual and continuous character of social development. 

Others such as Adam Ferguson stressed the importance of social conflict 

and drew attention to revolutionary change in society. 

Today, the most commonly cited work of the School is Adam Smith's 

Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. Published 

on the 9th March 1776 in two 500 page volumes, Smith's work 

attracted little initial attention in its native land. Paradoxically it 

has never been out of print. The Wealth of Nations was not a book 

about Scotland (it examined Britain with London as its capital) nor 

was it merely an economic textbook; it was a book about the age in 

which the au thor lived 36. Adam Smith saw Britain as a coun try poised 
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to experience revolution in agriculture, industry and society. To 

Smith, labour was the source of all wealth and SOCiety itself was held 

together by the division of this labour. While indiViduals constituted 

society all worked for the common good. Smith forsaw the emergence 

of a new industrial world characterised by materialism for the masses 

with enlightened self-interest as its mainspring. In formulating his 

views Smith was influenced by the French Physiocrats or Economistes 

who believed in establishing a laissez faire system that would function 

through its own in trinsic harmonies and balances ''''. Smith's world was 

to be regulated by what he called the "invisible hand", the market law 

of supply and demand. 

Despite the reductionist emphasis of two centuries of economic 

commentary on the Wealth of Nations Smith's work contained not 

only an economic theory but a general sociological history of society, 

indeed the volume was intended merely as part of a larger uncompleted 

thesis. Adam Smith's conception of the history of society was 

presented in greater detail in his Glasgow Lectures which are 

representative of the thought of the Scottish Historical School as a 

whole. It should be noted however that the works of John Millar 

were often more detailed and radical in their analysis and 

implica Hons 40. Smi th defined four main stages 

- hunting, pasturage, agriculture and commerce 

considered to follow each other sequen tially. 

Smith defined in terms of a mode of subsistence. 

in social developmen t 

which he generally 

Each of these stages 

In the first stage 

- hunting - there was no government and Virtually no private property. 

In pasturage an "inequality of fortune" developed due to the emergence 

of private property in flocks and herds. "Regular government" came 

into being. In agriculture property received "its greatest extension" 

as the land itself (which had previously been held in common) became 

held by individuals. Government is extended further as 

commerce naturally succeeds that of agriculture". 

"the age of 

Men confine 

themselves to one "species of labour" and rely on the exchange of 

commodities. Once again law and government undergo corresponding 

changes. Mam Smith thus outlined a materialist conception of history. 
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While Smith schematically outlined the School's conception of 

history Adam Ferguson <1723-1816) shifted its members attention to 

the empirical study of past societies. Of all the members of the 

School it was apt that Ferguson, the sole Highlander, should turn his 

attention to the Scottish Highlands. Born in Logierait (near Pitlochry) 

he had served as a chaplain in the Black Watch (1745-57) and witnessed 

the destruction of Highland life and culture by direct government 

Bction 41, In response 

SOciety of the Highlands. 

he sought to praise the ancient culture and 

While his contemporary David Hume (1711-76) 

condemned the clan system Ferguson eulogised its merits. As Professor 

of Natural Philosophy and later Moral Philosophy at Edinburgh 

University, he studied Highland society and published his though ts in 

his influential Essay on the History of Civil Society (1767), 

Institution of Moral Philosophy (1769) and Principles of Moral and 

Poli tical Science (! 792). 

Adam Ferguson argued tha t in the clan sys tem there was no gulf 

between chief and clan and that smaller societies experienced a more 

stable relationship between the individual and society. A tradition of 

fighting, Ferguson argued, made for better social cohesion. 

Ferguson's writings, like those of the other members of the School, 

were part of a wider search for a rapidly vanishing Scottish national 

identity in an age of both external and self imposed cultural 

ethnocide 42. While Ferguson highligh ted directly many of the failings 

of con temporary society it was left to Jc>hl'l Millar however to 

comment that in such a society (characterised by laissez faire 

attitudes) "the pursuit of riches becomes a scramble, in which the 

hand of every man is against every other" 43. Ferguson's writings were 

not alone in eulogising the lost values of a bygone age. 

Paradoxically those writings which reflected and expanded upon 

Ferguson's concern also effectively served to legitimise the very 

process noted by Millar. 
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Social transformation and the Ossian aesthetic· 

Members of the Scottish Historical School were imbued with the 

classics and looked for inspiration to the primitive peoples who had 

inspired Homer, Virgil and Strabo, Men such as Adam Smith and James 

Burnett (Lord Monboddo) studied the primitive "origin and progress of 

langauge" not out of a sentimental desire to return to primitve society 

but in order to comprehend and contribute to their own society""', The 

specula tions of the Scottish Historical School centred on the primitive 

origins of art, language and society and the golden age of classical 

art was accepted as being a record of actual social conditions 1n the 

contemporary fringe areas of classical society, From such a premise 

it was but a short step to the belief that similar cultural conditions 

might be preserved in the fringe areas of Britain, Lord Monboddo made 

the transition in commenting that on the fringes of civilisation "this 

golden age may be said yet to exist" 45 Hugh Blair held similar 

views: 

It is • gre.1 error 10 im.gine, that foelry and 

Husk .re Arls ~hich belong only 10 polished 

n.lions, They have Iheir hlunda/ions in Ihe nalure 

of man, and belong 10 al/ nations and 10 al/ ages, _ 

_ In order 10 explore Ihe rise of foelry, we musl 

hare recourse 10 lhe dunls ind IIIi1 ~i/ds: ~e musl 

go back. to the age of hunlers and of shepherds: 10 

II!e highesl Mliqvily: Ind 10 the SJlJpJul 'orJl of 

,anners amongsl linkind ", 

Given Ferguson's writings and the close connections between members of 

the School, their thought, their patriotism it was "natural" that the 

ideas of the School should find corroboration in the Highlands of 

Scotland, 

The ideas of the School were quickly substantiated by James 

Macpherson's "discovery" in 1759 of the compositions of Ossian, an 

ancient Celtic bard 47, Macpherson (a protege of Hugh Blair) had 

returned from the HighlandS with verse and ancient poetry supposedly 
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composed by a blind bard. Macpherson published his firs t 

"Fragments" of Ossian's poetry in 1760 in the Gentleman's Magazine 

under the title "Two Fragments of Ancient Poetry Collected in the 

Highlands of Scotland, and Translated from the Gaelic or Erse Language". 

Actively encouraged by Hugh Blair to publish further texts in 1762 

Macpherson produced the first Ossian epic, Finga!' An Ancient Epic Poem, 

In Six Books: Together with Several Other Poems, Composed by Ossian, 

the Son of Fingal. This was followed in 1763 by another epic work 

Temora. For Blair and other members of the Scottish Historical School 

the discovery of Ossian's works provided both a source of na tional 

pride and confirmation of their aesthetic theories. 

While containing elements of genuine poetry, in reality Ossian was 

the product of James Macpherson, a fabrication which perfectly 

corroborated the Edinburgh group's conjectures on the ideal qualities 

of life in the wild. Within a decade however the "ancient" and entirely 

fictitious Celtic bard had become fashionable throughout western 

Europe and the late eighteenth century witnessed a cult of Ossian 

inspired writings and activities (Plate 2), While these writings lay 

at the very heart of a cult of the romantic and helped popularise 

Highland Scotland they reflected more than a taste for wild scenery; 

they prOVided a philosophical and ideological basis for the 

transformation of Highland society and the Scottish landscape itself 49. 

For Hugh Blair, like other educated individuals, the Ossianic 

landscape was sublime rather than beautiful. Blair believed it to be: 

_ _ everywhere, lhe same r/Jde fice "f na lure 

iippearS! ii counlry wholly un,-u/tiviiled, thinly 

inhabited and recently peopled, The grass of Ihe 

rock, the (Jower of Ihe hea Ih, the thistle ,nd its 

bur, lire the chief ornaments of the landscape. The 

dmrl is enough 10 me with all the woods and 

deer .s. 
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Ossian's poems were set in a 

in transition from that of 

distant age characterised by a society 

the wilderness hunter to that of 

pas toralism. Ossian bemoaned the emergence of 

loss of heroic society which had preceded it. 

this aspect. Paraphrasing Smith he argued: 

There are four great stagu through ~hich men 

su('cessive/y pass in Ihe progress of society. 

The first and earliesl is IM life of the 

hunters; pasturage succeeds to this, as the 

ideas of property begin to take root; next 

agriculture; and lastly commerce 5 •• 

agricul ture and the 

Hugh Blair emphasised 

The Ossianic emphasis on hunting however created a golden age in a 

wilderness landscape populated, not by cultivators, but by isolated 

hunters. To the Ossian aesthetic progressive development in Smith's 

terms was undesirable; the 

most desirable form. 

wild uncultivated 'landscape was nature's 

The Ossian aesthetic had profound social 

implications. Far from being a critique of social development it could 

effe,ctively serve to legitimise retrogressive development as 

determined by comparison against Smith's historical model. As K. Olwig 

has observed "Since the Highlands of Macpherson's time were used for 

both pasture and for cultivation, and since there was an incipient 

movement to clear the Highlands of small cultivators __ and use the 

cleared areas either for grazing or as deer forests, such an ideal 

could be used to serve asocial ends" '" In other words the Ossian 

aesthetic could effectively serve to legitimate the depopulation of 

the Scottish Highlands to make room for sheep, deer and hunting 

forests. Here the aesthetic provided a commentary not on the past, but 

the reality of eighteenth century social change. 

The late eighteenth 'century offered as its symbolic hero Robinson 

erusoe, an isolated economic man in a struggle against nature '''''. 

This struggle or law of nature was transformed in the Ossian aesthetic 

into a sanction for laissez faire capitalism. K. Olwig has suggested 

that James Macpherson, the perpetrator of the Ossian myth, was one of 
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the first to clear his Highland esta te, Belleville, for sheep in 1785 "3 

While this fact is not strictly correct it illustrates the complex and 

tenuous links between ideology and development for any attempt to 

establish a direct link between the Ossian aesthetic and the social 

transformation of the Highlands is fraught with difficulty, It must be 

emphasised however that the claim by contemporaries that Ossian's 

works were directly inspired by the experience of wild physical nature 

effectively occluded their social and economic implications, 

Despite the above qualifications the connection between aesthetics, 

economic thought and social transformation was clear to 

contemporaries, Sir WaIter Scott (Plate 3) lamented: 

_ • _ in too many instances, the glens of the 

Highlands have been drained, not of their 

superfluity of popUlation, blJt of the vhole mass of 

the inhabitants, dispossessed by an unrelenting 

avarice, whkh ~iJJ one day De found t" have been H 

unwise as it is unjust and selfish, meanwhile the 

Highlands may become the fairy ground for romance 

and poetry: the subjed of experiment for professors 

of spe,vla/ion, political and e,onomiral 54, 

Marx too, with the benefit of hindsigh t was to commen t on the nature 

of the connection between political economy and the Ossian aesthetic: 

The individual and isolated Mnter and fishemn, 

tith whom Smith and lIicird" begin • •• in no ViJY 

expresses merely a readion against the over

sophisth'ated and a N!turn to the natural life, as 

cultural historians imagine _ • this is the 

semblen,e, the merely aesthetic semblen,e • • • It is 

rather, the anticipation of 'dvil so,-iety' in 

preparation sin,e the sixteenth ,-entury and making 

giant slrides towards maturity in the eighteenlh ", 
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The writings of the Scottish Historical School and the observations 

of Scott and Marx are crucial to an understanding of the subsequent 

development of nineteenth century rural imagery of Highland Scotland 

for art and ideology informed each other. This relationship may have 

become less apparent as the nineteenth century unfolded but it did not 

diminish in importance indeed it conditioned what was and what was not 

"acceptable" to an "aesthetically" minded public. The poetry of 

Ossian inspired few eighteenth century Scottish artists but its 

popularity helped foster a new acceptable image of the Highlands 66 

A t the same time it helped nega te the ma terial consequences of the 

Highland clearances, a process of profound social transformation. 

By 1800 the Highlands had attracted government intervention and 

investment on a disproportionate scale. Further, the region had been 

pacified and brought under effective political control. Adam Smith's 

Wealth of Na tions became "a bible to the Highland improvers" and 

provided an implicit prescription for regional specialisation of 

production. The region was viewed as one of promise which required 

only assistance and stimulation to free it from its fuedal past 67 

It was against this positive background that romantic imagery of 

Highland Scotland flourished. This romanticism popularised the region 

and prepared the way for the acceptance of Edwin Landseer's Highland 

images. As noted in the Introduction by 1820 however popular 

optimism had turned to a deep pessimism as a specialised (but 

shattered) Highland economy failed to integrate into a national system 

of production. Throughout the 1820's and 1830's public discussion on 

Highland issues remained superficial and the rela tive neglect of the 

region in both newspapers and Parliament continued until the 1840's. 

Even then most of the discussion remained apolitical 69 In 

comparison to earlier imagery it was against a background of pessimism, 

public indifference and profound material change that Landseer's 

Highland images were produced and popularised. While the reason for 

the immense popularity of Landseer's images lies largely in 
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the issues they addressed and the values they articu1a ted, it also lies 

in part in the ideological nature of Romanticism. 

The ideology of Romanticism 

By 1800 the meaning of the romantic sublime had changed; it CQu1d 

now be found only in wild uncultivated places. It proclaimed a 

natural and organic value located in the soul of the individual and in 

the processes and phenomena of the natural world, especially those 

phenomena which emphasised human insignificance "". It proclaimed 

against the analytic logic of natural science whose understanding was 

increasingly underpinning new forces of economic production "0 

However, while the romantic sublime stressed the continued existence of 

the divine in nature, in its critique of industrialisation and social 

change it effectively legitimised the new order by mystifying the 

nature of the social relations against which it protested. 

This process of legitimation occurred in at least two ways. Firstly, 

romanticism while accepting the detailed observational techniques of 

emerging na tural science employed its findings within a pre

positivist mode of reasoning. An emphasis on analogical rather than 

causal reasoning led to metaphysical ra ther than ma terialis t 

explanations. Secondly, like the political economists Smith and Ricardo, 

romanticism celebrated if not deified the naturalness of the individual. 

It is here that the link with the Ossian aesthetic discussed above is 

most readily apparent. Romanticism failed to locate the origin and 

na ture of this emphasis on the individual in the new social rela tions 

of production and the ideology of classical economics which supported 

them. Romantics noted the alienation of the individual but failed to 

recognise it as a product of the social order. While in reality the 

problem of alienation could only be resolved by coming to terms with 

the new social order the romantics sought the answer in a new moral 

order, a moral order which harmonised the individual soul with external 

nature. 
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The significance attached to the idea of landscape by roman ticism 

can paradoxically be related ultimately to the changing nature of land 

under capitalism. Under capitalism the value of land and natural 

processes underwent a change, Instead of deriving value from 

productive use value was related to exchange in the market; land could 

now increase in value without a corresponding increase in productive 

use or poten tial. This fact was noted by con temporaries and indeed it 

is this consideration which underlies Scott's comment cited above. The 

transition to a full capitalist economy has been the subject of fierce 

debate and no exact chronological dating is attempted here 6'. What 

is important to note with regard to the ideology of the roman tic 

movemen t however is the fact that to many contemporaries such as 

Ruskin the nineteenth century was the period when this transition was 

completed, This transition and transforma tion in the na ture of land 

value from productive use to market exchange was paralleled by a 

changing representation of the landscape idea 62, This of course is 

not to argue that any direct causal relationship existed between these 

two aspects. The objective criterion of the picturesque was replaced 

by attitudes founded on individualism and historical association. 

The emphasis on the individual's el<perience of nature however denied 

the ramifications of social transformation just as effectively as 

historical association stressed the past while denying the reality of 

the presen t, 

Romanticism and reaction 

M. Rosenthal has argued that the 1780's saw a revival of the Geargic 

ideal in English rural landscape painting which was strongly anti-

roman tic 63. Central to his argument is the belief that a shared 

iconography which this art expressed led to consensus ra ther than to 

individualist Viewpoints. On examination the ideology underlying the 

agricultural art of this period reveals a paradox however, one which 

indicates the true ideological nature of this "reaction", 
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At the very moment when interest in the romantic sublime landscape 

peaked, around 1780-1815, there was a "reaction" or renewed demand for 

agricultural (ie humanised) landscapes. Rosenthal notes that in the 

1780 's agricultural landscapes averaged 1.5% of all pictures exhibi ted 

at the Royal Academy but that by 1792 (the year of the French 

Revolu tion) this figure had risen to 4.23% 64 Rosen thal argues 

that a similar rise occurred during the NapoleoniC Wars and suggests 

that historical circumstances demanded that art respond to and 

interpret reality. In plain terms there was a demand for art which 

emphasised tradition, stability, and continuity. Rosenthal suggests 

that the demand for such representations arose from the need to 

reassure the landowners of Britain of the legitmacy and success of 

their established order. This reassurance he argues was necessary to 

overcome doubts relating to urban change and the fear of a French 

style revolution in England. 

Clearly, if Rosenthal's figures are accepted then at a time when 

the dominant taste was for wild romantic' landscapes productive human 

landscapes could be acceptable to .the art 

underwrote the idea of a successful, 

market and patron if they 

capitalised and profitable 

agrarian structure 6 5 • In Scotland too a similar "reaction" to the 

roman tic movemen t can be observed in the 

Wilkie and more importantly, in the later 

domestic genre works of 

Highland works of Edwin 

Landseer. These "homely" works reflected and provided an image of a 

stable society which both eased and entertained troubled minds. The 

relationship between nineteenth century rural 

con temporary ideology and the landscape idea is 

Chapters Four and Five. 

images of Scotland, 

examined further in 

The roman tic sublime served a similar ideological purpose to the 

"reactions" discussed above, ie the effective legitimation of the new 

social and economic order of Britain, although the manner in which 

this legitimation occurre~ was much less direct. While appearing to 

criticise industrial capitalism the romantic sublime shared many of its 

basic tenets. With its emphasis on the individual it reflected rational 

economic man while its Ossian aesthetic effectively mystified the 
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implications of social transformation associated with capitalism for 

land and human life. Paradoxically romance and reaction were but two 

sides of the same coin. While mystifying social and economic 

processes romanticism and its associated reactions succeeded however 

in placing landscape and nature, and in particular rural imagery of 

Scotland, at the very heart of cultural discourse in nineteenth century 

Britain. From the writings of Wordsworth and Sir Walter Scott and 

through cheap mass produced woodcu ts of roman tic views, landscape 

appreciation became an indicator of educated sensibility amongst 

Britain's growing middle classes. 

Landseer and the discovery of Scotland 

The above discussion has briefly reviewed changes in attitude to 

both landscape and nature as exhibited in the visual imagery of 

Scotland over the period 1750-1815. Little has been said directly of 

the "discovery of Scotland'~ in either quantitative or spatial terms or 

of the re+ative importance of material circumstances and the role of 

individual artists in this process 66 In this concluding section these 

issues are addressed and the work of Sir Edwin Landseer in 

popularising rural images of Scotland is highligh ted as a necessary 

contextual background to the thematic essays which comprise the 

remainder of this thesis. 

Figure 2.2 shows Scottish landscape paintings as a percentage of 

all apparent British landscape works exhibited at the Royal Academy 

over the period 1778-1980 67 From the figure it can be seen that 

over the period 1800-1825 the proportion of Scottish works exhibited 

increased from slightly over 2% to around 7%. This period was followed 

by a relative decline to around 3% in 1830 when the proportion in 

percentage terms began to increase once again. 

.figure the main period of artistic favour for 

1850's when the country was effectively 

Clearly from the above 

Scotland began in the 

discovered by British 

al'tists 6e. While this boom lasted until the early twentieth century 
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it was only in the 1890's that Scottish pictures achieved a peak of 

over 16% of the total works exhibited. Since then the decline has been 

almost continuous with the exception of a short period 

interest in the 1970's. 

of renewed 

Although Scottish artists occasionally exhibited at the Royal 

Academy they more commonly patronised the Royal Scottish Academy (est. 

1826). Thus the overwhelming proportion of the works included in the 

above figure were painted by English or Welsh artists 69 In a more 

detailed analysis P. Howard has plotted the apparent location of these 

works 70, Examination of P. Howard's findings, while raising some 

problematic issues, enables the fashion for some places to be dated 
and traced with some degree of accuracy, it also allows for 
comment to be made on possible factors which might help account for 

the popularity of these areas. 

As discussed above, Figure 2.3 illustrates that eighteenth century 

Scotland was relatively unimportant to English artists except for 

Lowland sites such as Roslin Castle, (Midlothian) where picturesque 

theory and the combination of wooded ravine, ruined castle and medieval 

chapel made the area a must for devotees of the picturesque. 

Elsewhere Stirling Castle, Loch Lomond and other such areas reminded 

the Rev. Gilpin and artists such as Jacob More, John Clerk, Richard 

Cooper and Alexander Runciman of the works of Poussin. 

After 1800 with the onset of ideas of historjcal association, 

picturesque artists such as John Nasmyth waned in popularity and 

considerable changes in artistic location occurred (Figure 2.4). 
Scot tish subjects gained in overall popularity (Figure 2.2) and now 
accounted for around 7% of all apparent British landscape works 

exhibited at the Royal Academy. Both Loch Tay and the Georgian planned 

new town of Inveraray became vogue while the publication of Walter 

Scott's The Lady of the Lake (1810) introduced many artists to 

Highland scenery of the Trossachs around Loch Katrine. The importance 

of Sir Walter Scott as a major figure of associational attraction in 

the Tweed Valley is underlined by numerous artistic representa tions of 
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Jedburgh, Melrose Abbey, Abbotsford and 

waterfall which descended from Loch Skene 

the Grey Mare's 

to Moffat Dale. 

Tail, a 

Despite 

new romantic tastes considerable interest remained in the Lowlands. 

Sites such as Culzean Castle (Ayrshire) and the Falls of Clyde became 

popular while Roslin Glen on the River North Esk retained its 

popularity, not least because Scott (a resident of nearby Lasswade) had 

written about it in his Lay of the Last Minstrel. 

Scott gave the British artist and public a new way of seeing and 

evaluating bleak treeless landscapes which for centur'ies had been the 

subject of English derision 7". There is no better testimony to the 

effect of Scott's writings on contemporary opinion than William Scrape 
writing in 1843 who recalled: 

/ly first visil to the Tmd was behw tM 

/linstrel of the Forth had sung those strains 

which enchanted the world, and attraded peLlple 

of all ranks to this land of romance, The 

scenery hitherto at thilt time, unilss/sled by 

story, losl its chief /nteresi ___ The I.w 

had not yel spread ils witchery over the 

Scott practiced his witchery through the techniques of historical 

association and propagated it through a new literary form, the 

historical novel 73. 

The question as to why late eighteenth century Scotland should have 

been the source of new conceptions of history and political economy 

together with key roman tic themes such as Ossian and the historical 

novel is problema tic. During the 1750 's and 1760 's Glasgow was 

booming as a result of the American tobacco trade and Lowland 

Scotland contained flourishing indus trial cen tres such as the Carron 

Iron Works at Falkirk. One possible answer may lie in the extremely 

rapid development of the Lowland economy at this time and the 

existence of a Highland economic backwater with which contemporaries 
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could draw speculative comparisons. While other factors such as 

Scotland's established education _o!:Jstem must of course be considered 

at least one historian believes that this reductionist proposition may 

contain an element of truth 74 

An examina tion of Figure 2.2 suggests tha t the period 1825 -1849 

was one of waning popularity for Scottish landscape representations 

but that approaches to the Highlands such as Loch Katrine remained in 

favour together with major Lowland sites such as Edinburgh and Dunb8r 

(Figure 2.5). While the latter part of this conclusion is valid it must 

be stressed tha t these figures do not presen t a complete picture 

for the period under question for sevel-al reasons. Despite the relative 

decline indicated by Figure 2.2 the pedod in question was 

poradoxic"lly one which witnessed .~ major change in the nll ture of 
Highland representations and an actual Jncrease in the depiction of 

Highland life, scenery and fauna. From 1827-1860 Sir Edwin Landseer 

(1802-1873) produced an enormous number of Highland works. Prior to 

these works representations of Highland life had been largely neglected 

at the expense of picturesque and romantic landscape views, Landseer's 

enormous success howe'ler ensured tha t this situs tion WaS to be 

reversed for almost three decades. 

The period 1830-40 was the most successful of Landseer's entire 

career and this success was based largely on representations of 

Highland life, landscape and fauna 

artist in Victorian Britain and 

75 

his 

Landseer was the most popular 

works and their subsequent 

engraving were enormously influential in cultivating and propaga ting a 

taste for Scottish Highland images. Due to the research design on which 

Figures 2.2 & 2.5 are based this success however is not fully 

reflected in these illustrations. To contemporaries what 
today. constituted a landscape was not as clearly demarcated as it is 

Many of Landseer's most popular domestic genre works were considered 

by contemporaries to be fine examples of the best in landscape art bu t 

lacked lacked any indica tion of place or local in their ti tIe 76. The 

figures on which Figure 2.2 & 2.5 are based include only those works 

with a clearly identifiable landscape or place in their title, 
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Rural Imagery of Highland Scotland 

consequently these illustrations do not include many of Lands8er's 

highly influential Highland works which contemporaries recognised as 

being par·t and parc<:l of 

above illustrations refer 

contempor·ar·y 

only to those 

landscapt: ar·t. Furth€or· the 

works exhibited a t the Royal 

Academy, several of Landseer's more important works such as "The 

Stonebreaker" (1830) were exhibited a t the British Ins titu tion, While 

failing to enumerate many of Landseer's works and highlight their true 

importance in the history of Scottish rural imagery p, Roward, (on 

whose research Figures 2,2 - 2,7 are based) 

Landseer was highly influential in attracting 

Highlands, 

correctly argues that 

other ar Us ts to the 

While recognising the enormous importance of Edwin Landseer in 

popularising a vogue for the Highlands it would be incorrect to 

attribute this new taste for the region to Landseer alone, From 1850 

a number of events occurred which greatly increased the popularity of 
th~ r~!iion with patrons, artists and public tllike, In 1MB Queen 
Victoria started to visit Balmoral and from the late 184-0's several 

rail and steamship links had begun to open up the region 77, Overall 

since the beginning of the cen tury communicoJ:ions had improved beyond 

all recognition, Whereas at the start of century there had been no 

public coaches or horses available by 1843 Lord Cockbum had observed 

that coach horns could now be heard in Glencoe all summer, "Spirits 

of Fingal and Rob Roy! What say ye to this 7" 7e, By 1880 the 

Highlands had been fully penetrated by the railroads and coaching was 

a thing of the past 79, The effect of these events on the popularity 

of the Highlands as measured by the exhibi tion of landscape works at 

the Royal Academy appears to have been immediate and pronounced and is 

illustrated in Figures 2,2 & 2,6 eo, In the decade to 1850 6,2% of all 

works exhibited at the Royal Academy depicted Scotland whereas in the 

period to 1875 the corresponding figure was 15,2%, While "traditional" 

sites in the Lowlands and along the Tweed were still being visited it 

was a new found desire for the sou them Highlands (as far north as 

the Great Glen) which was responsible for much of the increase, notably 

places such as Glencoe (visited by H, McCulloch in 1864), Arran (W, Dyce 

in 1859), Ben Nevis,·Loch Tay and Loch Ness, 
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Rural Imagery of Highland Scotland 

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century representations of 

Scotland reached their peak of popularity. This reflected an overall 

new taste for fell, moorland, hea tll and marsh throughout Britain 61. 

As illustrated in Figure 2.7 Highland interest moved west to the coasts 

and islands and while Arran remained popular, a new interest emerged 

in coastal areas and the islands of Iona, Skye and Torridon. Despite 

these new areas of interest older more established sites such as the 

Trossachs and Edinburgh remained popular. The last quarter of the 

century was 

Scotland 62. 

marked by 

Scottish 

an abundance of laudatory art literature on 

popularity fell dramatically after 1895 and 

continued to do so right through the first quarter of the twentieth 

century. Nevertheless, the e·stablished geographical pattern outlined 

above remained with further extension in the north to Lewis, Barra 

and the north west Highlands. 

A revolution in attitude towards the rural imagery of Scotland had 

occurred within the space of a century. While Horatio McCullough was 

to be hailed for a brief period as the national painter of Scotland it 

was Edwin Landseer who was to be remembered by contemporaries as the 

"prophet and interpreter" of the Highlands 6"'. The following chapter 

examines the life of this prophet, his art works, their context in 

Victorian society and identifies themes for discussion in subsequent 

chapters. 
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I. Quota tion from "To a Louse", in Poems and Songs 0 f Rober t Burns, 

Edited by J.Barke, Collins, London, 1969, p.138. 
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again. While the themes examined throughout this thesis 

retained the i., popularity they were paralleled by the 

development in the work of J.E. Millais, W. Dyce and others of 

a greater attention to detail and finish. Domestic genre scenes 

were eventually to decline in importance and be replaced by 

scenes of greater realism. On these developments see, J. 

Holloway & L. Errington, The Discovery of Scotland: The 

Al'l'rec1a Uon of Scot Ush Scenery Through Two Cen turies of 

Painting, National Gallery of Scotland Exhibition Catalogue, 
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excellent work throughout this chapter. 

3. See, C.W.J, Withers, "The Scottish Highlands Outlined: 

Car·tographic Evidence for the position of the Highland-Lowland 

Boundary", Scottish Geographical Magazine, 98, No.3, December 

1982, pp.143-157, 143. 

4. C.W.J. Withers, 1982, p.156. 

5. J.H. Millar, quoted in C.W.J. Withers, The Cultural transformation 

of Hishland Scotland, (Croom Helm, forthcoming). I am indebted to 

the au thor for allowing me to read draft chapte.'s from the 

above volume. 
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8. J. Holloway & L. Errington, 1978, pp.I-3. 

9. See R. Rees, "The Scenery Cult - Changing Landscape Tas tes over 

Three Centuries", Landscape, Volume 19, No.3, 1971,.pp.39-44; R. 
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Wildness Pleases: the origins of Romanticism, Beckenham, Croom 
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32. D. Wordsworth, Recollections of a Tour made in Scotland AD 
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CHAPTER THREE 

PROPHET OF THE HIGHLANDS: SIR EDWIN LANDSEER, 1802-1873 

Sir Edwin Landseer <Plate 4) was the most popular artist in 

Victorian Britain yet by 1902 he had "be.come as vague and shadowy 

as the ghost of Hamlet's father"'. Today, in stark contrast to the 

nineteenth century, there is a dearth of literature on Landseer and 

his major works are dismissed as the peripheral relicts of a bygone 

age" Unlike other prominent Victorian artists such as J .E. Millais, 

Holman Hunt and W.M. Rossetti, EdwinLandseer and his works died with 

the Victorian age. While the technical faults of Landseer's work, 

in particular his use of colour, detracted from his postumous 

reputation, critics have failed to notice that "the public cared 

for none of these 

works lay not in 

things" 3. The immense popularity of Landseer's 

their aesthetic or technical merit, but in the 

subject matter and· issues they addressed. It is these issues and their 

rela tionship to the landscape idea and conception of nature in early 

and mid Victorian Britain which form the subject ma tter of this thesis. 

Perhaps above all else the Victorian age was an age of doubt where 

individuals sought reassurance or something they could cling to " 

For many Victorians this need was answered through the multitude of 

articles to be found in the century's 25,000 journals s. While 

these new journals 

problems and skills 

complemen tary images 

troubled mind 6. 

Bagehot commented: 

gave advice on an endless variety of social 

Victorian art offered to the educated public 

which both eased and informed the reader's 

Writing in 1855 of the periodical press Walter 

It is indeed a peruliarity of our times, thal ve 

musl instruel so many persons, On politics, on 

religion, on all Jess important topics stilJ 

more, everyone lhinks himself confidenl 10 
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think, - 10 the best "f "ur means must be liught 

to lhink, - rightly ____ lie must speak I" Ihe 

Dinr $,' that Iher wil1 lislen - Ihat they will 

like to listen - Ihat lher wil1 understand 7 

While the power of the periodical press in the formation and reflection 

of contemporary opinion has long been recognised the ideological 

nature of Victorian art has been comparatively neglected e This 

neglect is sm-prising for, as will be discussed in Chapter Four, the 

ideological naturE> and function of Victorian art was readily apparent 

to contemporaries. 

Although seldom clearly articulated the role Bagehot proclaimed 

for the press was one which many contemporary art critics believed 

to be the proper function of art 9. In some instances Victorian , 
artists consciously sought to illustrate and instill "acceptable" 

values Bnd beliefs, in others they did not. It is not the intention 

of this discussion to reduce the art works of Edwin Landseer to mere 

ideological cons tructions. Such an approach would be irresponsible 

and historically inaccurate. To deny the possibility however of a 

deeper lcanological understanding of these works would be not 

only an arrogant dismissal of Victorian sensibilities, but a failure 

to engage with the past. Contemporaries recognised that: 

Under the influence of landseer '. work, painted 

or engraved, Ihose ~h,' were quite in,-apable of a 

aitical judgement on his pidures, and who 

technically re.-ognised in Ihem ,'nlr the Has/er's 

great characteristics of facility and breadth 

united in characterisation, were consdous of 

feeling hetter and happier .0 

Clearly Landseer's an1mal and Highland images meant something more to 

contemporaries than mere "cultural wallpapel-" 11 This thesis 

examines the context within which Landseer's Highland images were 

painted. It attempts to locate the qualities that made people feel 
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"better and happier" and seeks to account for the very acceptabilty 

and popularity of these images. It examines how Landseer's "singularly 

pure and inoffensive" art articulated and reinforced values which 

were acceptable to refined ear'ly and mid Victorian society .2 

Above all else however this thesis seeks an understanding of the 

iconology of the Highland image and its rola tionship and in teraction 

with nature and the landscape idea in early and mid Victorian Britain. 

Writing after 'Landseer's de\'th W.C. Monkhouse commented that "he was 

not only affected by his personal moods, but by the tastes and habits 

of those around him, by what is called the 'spirit of the age' and the 

events of the day" .3 Landseer: 

was swayed by tM IU/fS of society and by tM 

evenls o( the hour, and although he il'pressed 

all his pidures ~ilh his o~n n.lural genius, he 

~ay be said to have heM rather guided than a 

guide '4. 

It is this characteristic of Landseer's work 

immense popularity that makes his works an ideal 

into the fconology of lalldscape, and in partIcular, 

the Scottish Highland lmage. 

together with his 

subject for enquiry 

the iconology of 

The remainder of this chapter provides a short but. necessary 

biographical sketch of Edwin Landseer, his art wOl'ks and introduces 

selected themes for discussion in subsequent chapters. 

Beginnings 

Edwin Landseer <1802-1873) was one of fourteen children, only 

seven of which survived to adulthood. Landseer's mother remains 

something of an enigma for neither her christian name nor date of 

birth have survived. Edwin was in all probability educated at home by 

his father, John Landseer (1769-1852), antiquarian and engraver .6 
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The background to Landseer's childhood was tha t of a confiden t Regency 

England, an England of aristocracy, blood sports and "Farmer George" .... 

By 1800 75% of all cultivated land was owned by a few thousand 

landowners while free holders worked somewhere between 15-20% of the 

remainder. With the exception of the Celtic fringe areas such as the 

Scot tish Highlands, the small subsistence owner occupier was 

conspicuous by his absence • 7. Throughou t the Napoleonic Wars 

(1793-1815) Britain's <lgricultural economy boomed as prices soared. 

In keeping with the economic bounties to be reaped from the land, in 

the realm of art and popular consciousness landscape became a major 

pictorial theme '8. While undergOing the beginnings of indus trial 

revolution, British society however still owed more to an established 

eighteenth century order' than to nineteenth century Change. It was 

against such a background that the young child artist developed. 

Whether young Landseer really showed exceptional talent is debatable 

for "such infant protegies were grist to the mill of sentimental 

Victorian biographers" 19. Contemporary accounts dwelt on Landseer's 

"youthful genius" and compared . his works with those of Lucas Van 

Leyden. By .the age of eleven however he had won the Silver Palette of 

the SOciety of Arts for two horse drawings while later, in 1815 he 

was awarded a silver medal for drawings of a hunter. Landseer was an 

early contributor to the Royal Academy and 1815 saw the first public 

exhibition of his works at this institution. Landseer and his brothers, 

Charles and Thomas, were placed under the care of B.R. Haydon who had 

resolved to communicate his system of art instruction to young men 

and "establish a better and more regular system of instruction than 

even the Academy afforded" 2". Haydon idolised Michaelangelo, Raphael 

and Fra Angelica and believed that individuals had to learn from 

dissection and the antique. As a consequence Landseer copied 

Raphael's cartoons, studied the Elgin Marbles and dissected lions. 

In addition to ins tructing Landseer 

considered to be history painting) 

impressionable artist to· romantic 

in the highest form of art (then 

Haydon in troduced the young and 

literaries such as John Keats. 

Despite these in fluences however it could be fairly sta ted on his 
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death that "Few artists of anything like his eminence, probably, ever 

knew or cared less about earlier art or 11 tera ture" 21 

In 1816 Landseer entered the Royal Academy school leaving behind an 

embittered and je,alous Haydon. At the Academy Landseer came under the 

instruction of H. rusel! and was influenced by James Ward. In addition 

the young artist attended classes in anatomy run by Sir Charles Bell, 

one of the most pr-ominent anatomists and surgeons of the day. A good 

friend of the American artist, C.R. Leslie <1794-1859), Landseer 

remained in the Academy school for approl<ima tell' three years. By the 

end of this time he was a regular contributor to the annual 

el<hibitions of the Royal Academy and the Society of Painters in Oil and 

Watercolours. Landseer had come of age and his works were soon to be 

taken up by leading art collectors. 

In 1818 Landseer exh ibited "Figh ting Dogs Get ting Wind" a t the 

Society of Painters in Oil and Water Colours. "The ,picture was 

purchased by Sir George Beaumont, and this facL was accepted as giving 

a stamp of the higher order of distinction to the artist, who 

immediately rose in fame, and became 'the fashion'" 22. The further 

success of "Alpine Mastiffs Reanimating a Distressed Traveller" in 1820 

ensured that Landseer's works were now in vogue. Characteristically, 

the works that attracted most attention were those of animal violence 

which matched related themes across the' Channel by E. Delacroi" and T. 

GericBult 23. While it has been suggested thB t "this wildness and 

cruelty" was "part and parcel of the Romanticism of the day" it seems 

likely that these early works reflected not so much a conscious 

cruelty, but, a careless br'utality 24 Landseer's animal works 

reflected and in part structured the development of a new morality and 

sensibility with regard to the natural world., The development of this 

sensibility and its reflection in the art of Landseer is traced in 

Chapter Si". Following on from these early animal works Landseer's art 

met with continual popular acclaim. By 1821, from the sale of his 

paintings alone, the artist had already earned in excess of £1,000 2& 
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Prophet of the Hjahland2 

While Landseer's original fame had derived solely from his animal 

representations ,in 1824 his work took on an entirely new character. 

It .as in lhis year Ihat landseer paid his first 

visit 10 the lIighlands, - a district of which it 

may be said .ith truth tha t for more than SO 

years he .as the prophet and interpreter, and 

fr"M .hich he drew more subjects than from any 

other, iJ/ustr.ting its men, its animals and its' 

landscapes, .ith almost unvaried success 2 • . 

After' spending a week in Edinburgh with C.R. Lesl1e Landseer 

accompanied him to Abbotsford, the Border home of Sir Walter Scott 

<Plate 3) where he stayed for ten days. Scott had noticed 

Landseer's "The Cat's Paw" (1824) (Plate 51) during its exhibition at 

the British Institution and was keen to meet him. Scott later selected 

Landseer as one of several illustrators for the 1830 omnibus edition of 

his "Waverley" novels. 

According to many contemporary accounts Scott's influence was a 

lasting. one.' Writing after Landseer's death in 1878 Monkhouse 

commented: 

Vhat pers,'nal inf}uen,'e the great novelist ,lnd 

poet had upon Sir £doln re do not kno., except 

from his ift which certainly partook 

something of his spirit from this time 27 , 

While Scott's romantic vision of Scotland undoubtedly inspired Landseer 

it is historically inaccurate to over emphasise his influence as some 

recent writers have done 29. Any understanding of Landseer's 

Highland images must recognise his own personal experience of Highland 

life for, as he himself stated, he became "crazy with the beauty of 

the Highlands" and returned there every autumn ""'. The artist paid 
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frequent visits to "The Doune", a hunting lodge near Aviemore leased 

annually by the 6th Duke of Bedford, and was also a r"egular guest 

at the Ellice estates of Glenfeshie and Glengar'ry (Figure 3,1), 

Landseer was also a frequent guest of Queen Victoria at Balmoral 

"and his ini tial Border and Highland journej<S secured him the friendship 

of numerous influential patrons such as the Earl of Tankerville and the 

Duke of Atholl, Landseer's highly personal experience of the Scottish 

Highlands and its effect on his Higland image is discussed in Chapter 

Four, 

In 1826 Landseer was elected Associate of the Royal Academy at the 

younges t possible age of twenty four years, His firs t Scot tish 

subject however was not representative of the majority of his later 

Highland images, "The Huntinl> of Chev)' Chase"" (1826) <Plate 5) 

recreated one moment of violent Border history between Scotland and 

England. The "Ballad of Chevy Chase" was one of the best known of the 

Border ballads to be published by Thomas Percy in his ReliQues of 

Ancient English Poetry (1765). The ballad recorded a battle between 

arch enemies, the Scottish Earl Douglas and the English Earl of 

Northumberland. According to the poem Percy, Earl of Northumberland 

issued a Challenge that he intended to hunt across land claimed by 

Douglas. Both camps clashed and in the SUbsequent battle both leaders 

and most of their men were killed. The scene is not historically 

specific, I"ather it is symbolic of the constant state of armed conflict 

between the two camps which existed at this time. While the 

monumental composition of the work derived from seventeenth century 

Flemish art, the subject matter was clearly related to the ethos of 

the romantic movement and the writings of W. Scott 30 Landseer's 

decision to paint a historical picture on this scale no doubt reflected 

the wishes of his patron, the 6th Duke of Bedford. Contemporaries 

greeted the picture with enthusiasm however the verdict of la ter 

critics was more ambivalent 31 In one sense these la ter critics were 

correct in their appraisal for this work was not representative of 

Landseer's later Scottish images. 
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Landseer was one of the first artists to give visual' expression to 

the romantic view of Scotland and the Highlands 32. As discussed in 

Chapter Two, while it was becoming fashionable for British aris tocracy 

to take sporting lodges in the Highlands the growing popularity of 

the region derived ultima tell' from an apprecia tion of its wild and 

sublime scenery. This appreciation was, as noted above, related as much 

to economic as aesthetic theory. The period 1830-40 was the most 

successful and creative of Landseer's career. This success derived 

from image after image of Highland life, its people and fauna. In 

February 1831 Landseer was elected a full Academician and became the 

most published artist in Britain. Following a letter of introduction 

to William Wells of Redleaf Park (Kent) from Sir Walter Scot t Landseer 

painted "Highland Interior" (1831) (Plate 6), one of seven such works 

on this subject. As Landseer painted profound, changes were taking 

place in both Scottish and British society. 

In the Scottish glens the paternalistic clan system had long since 

disintegrated in favour of the cash contract system characteristi,c of 

capitalist relations 33. Since the late 1780's, the practical 

implemen ta tion of Enligh tenmen t though t (discussed in the prellious 

chapter) had begun the 8Tadual process of the tenant displacement, 

migration and mass emigration. While the effects of this social and 

economic transforma tion lIaried grea try from region to region they were 

recognised and commented on by contemporaries. Writing as early as 

1774 Samuel Johnson had obserlled: 

Ve (iMe Ihither loo lile 10 see whit we 

expeded, i people of pe<"uUir ippe.nn(e, .nd. 

system of dnliquited life, rhe ,Ians retain 

little now of their (har.cter, their ferocity af 

temper is softffled, their ,iUtiry ard,'ur is 

extinguished, their dignity "f independence is 

depressed, their ,on tempt of government is 

subdued, and the reverence far their cMds 

abaled ", 
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True, in the 1830's there were still clans, chieftains, picturesquely 

dressed ghillies, crofters and the appearance of age old "traditions", 

bu t as the educa ted person readily recognised, these were merely 

appearances 35. Reared on the novels of Sir Walter Scot t (Plate 3) 

travellers came north looking for the roman tic Scottish life they had 

read about. Few individuals reflected deeply on the reality they 

encountered. While it was of course still possible to plead 

ignorance about contemporary conditions, the romantic movement through 

its emphasis on wild landscape, simple people and its generic link with 

economic thought actively discouraged such a reflective process. 

Domestic scenes of Highland life, as 

are relatively rare before Landseer's 

opposed to those of landscapes 

time 3". Landseer's main 

precursor was David Wilkie <1785-1841) whose "homely" in teriors 

anticipate those of Edwin Landseer. Why such images should become so 

popUlar from the 1830'5 onwards is problematic. The very period when 

Landseer's images of rural life became fashionable (1830-1840) was one 

in which early industrial Britain experienced a social crisis of 

unparalleled proportions. A wave of social discontent swept across 

Bri tain from the end of the Napoleonic Wars to the middle years of the 

1840's. "At no 'other period in modern British history have the common 

people been so persistently, profoundly, and often desperately 

dissatisfied" 37 The reasons why Landseer's images of Highland life 

and fauna should become so popular a t this time and their 

relationships with both the landscape idea and changing conceptions of 

nature are examined in Chapters Four, Six and Eight. 

Landseer and the art market 

'An examination of the Victorian periodical press quickly reveals 

that a work of art was not considered primarily as a hallowed object 

but rather as a source of entertainment and a commodity to be bought 

and sold 38 Indeed according to the Saturday Review even the 

exhibition system was tainted by mercantilism: 
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I'dinting is s~en here for the most pari under 

its vorst aspects - not as a fine art, encbling 

the drUst ~hile it inslruels and refines dnd 

delighls the spectalor but as a mere manufacture 

and a dull routine of trade .', 

In voicing this concern cri tics echoed the thoughts of Thomas Carlyle 

who observed that "Philosophy, Science, Art, Literature, all depend on 

machinery". To Carlyle the Royal Academy of Art was but somewhere 

where "the languishing spirit of Art may be strengthened, as by the 

more generous diet of a Public Kitchen" 40. The commercialisation of 

art bothered most critics. As early as 1830 Praser's Magazine 

complained that "art has too grovelling and mercantile a spirit; it 

keeps its ledgers, its debtor and credit account,. and smacks of the 

counting house" 4.. Critics were only too conscious that artists 

frequently changed their subject matter and style to suit the 

individual requirements of both eXhibiting society and patron. Por the 

early and mid ViCtorian artist finding the dght place to display his 

wares and await a patron Was of prime importance and in countless 

cases this factor determined individual success or failure. The most 

advantageous position was to be assured a place "on the line" (eye 

level) at the .Royal Academy exhibition held each May. Such assurances 

however were limited to only 40 Academicians and 20 Associates "2. 
While the Royal Academy system was open to nepotism and other corrupt 

practices to have one's work exhibited "on the line" was a guarantee of 

attention, if not commercial success 4"'. Edwin Landseer was indeed 

fortunate in having been an Associate of the Royal Academy since 1826 

and a full Academician since 1831. 

L,mdseer's finances were relatively modest and as Ormond indicates 

his account held and Gosling's Bank may not represent all his sources 

of income 44. In comparison with the earnings of the high Victorian 

painters such as Lord Leighton and' Sir John Millais his income for the 

greater part of his life was n'o more ·than that of a successful man 1n 

many other profeSSional .occupations. The sale of some of Landseer's 

later works however resulted 1n prices that were not to be equalled 
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un til the sale of Millais's "Sir Isumbras at the Ford" in 1913. 

"Dialogue at Waterloo" (1850) was sold for 800 gl.!ineas, "Monarch of 

the Glen" for £3,000 and the magnificent "Swannery Invaded by Eagles" 

(1869) for £4,000. Landseer's main source of income (and indeed a 

large measure his fame) derived however not from the sale of 

paintings but from copyright fees of engravings after his works. 

Following his dea th F.G. Stephens commen ted: 

No utist among Englishmen, not even Turner, 

Stodhart, Vilkie, or Hog,rlh hill/self o~ed so 

much of his popular honours to ~ngraving is 

Uwin lindseer, in Hr ThoMas landseer 's hands, 

and by ,eans of th,'se olher skilful engravers, 

Ihe piclures of the gml ani,al painler 

al/ained a popularity rhich would olherwise be 

impossible of attainment ___ Nol only was the 

popularity Df Sir Uwin extended i.lI/ensly by 

engravings, but Ihe gmtei pari of his forlune 

accrued by means of copyrights and the $lIe of 

prints 4$ 

As indicated above the sale of copyright for engraving proved to be a 

lucrative source of income. The publisher Henry Graves paid £3,000 

for the engraving rights of Landseer's "Peace" and "War" (1846) alone. 

Landseer's income peaked in 1865 when he grossed £17,352. So 

successful was his endeavours in the print market that it was once 

thought "Sir Edwin's success would swallow. up all other art". 

Further his works were viewed as being "gravely injurious 

tending to lock up the capital of publishers of prints" 4.... More 

than half Landseer's income came from copyright fees on engravings and 

no artist made more money from this source than Landseer"'" Prior 

to the advent of photography the. major medium for visual mass 

communication in Victorian Britain was the engraving ..... Landseer's 

command of the engraving market provides a valuable opportunity for an 

examination of how middle class early and mid Victorians perceived 

and related to both the landscape idea and natur'e. For this reason the 
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engraving history of Landseer's work is discussed at various points 

throughout this thesis. 

Most of Landseer's works were translated into engravings for popular 

consumption. Indeed, "Few painters have borne translation into black 

and white so well as Landseer" ..... A. Graves lists 434 etchings and 

engravings made from Landseer's original works by 126 individual 

engravers 50. It was cus tomary for the print publisher to pay the 

"artist half the agreed sum before completion of the picture and the 

remainder afterwards. The publisher recouped his fees from the sale of 

prints, the artist's fee however was sometimes paid in instalments. 

This system of payment ensured the publisher an" effective influente 

over the final form of many paintings. Alterations or simpl1fications 

might be suggested to suit the individual requirements and tastes of 

the engraver or publisher. This was a common occurrence with 

Landseer's works and his working method became heavily oriE\ntated to 

commercial opportunity: most of Landseer's pictures were painted with 

an eye to eventual conve,-sion to a black and white etching. 

New Patrons: Landseer and the practical arts 

Over the period 1840-50 a new source of enormous wealth became 

increasingly available for" the purchase of art works; to many 

contemporaries during the middle and later part of the century this 

new market for art works s.eemed insatiable &'. The rising middle 

classes discovered in art an ideal medium for the decoration of their 

new suburban villas and for the public advel-tisement of their newly-

acquired status. Art critics wrote frequently of this new class of 

purchasers whose income derived from the commercial and manufacturing 

worlds. Whereas formerly art had largely been the exclusive province 

of the aristocracy, the Fortnightly Review could state "it is now the 

province of the prosperous middle classes" "'''. Blackwood's Magazine 

observed that they "had purses that had a pleasure in opening 

themselves" while The Art Journal commented: 

• 
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The prindpi>./ supporl of Brilish .rl proceeds 

froM re.lthy linc.shire ___ rorks of British 

utis/s ire no~ Ihe lll~uties (Ihe)l h.ve be<"<'Ne 

.1mosl IM necessuies) of the rich men of Ih.! 

county 53 . 

Writing in Be1gr8via R. Fo1kstone Williams suggested that these new 

patrons of the arts were motivated by the desire "to display the 

evidence of great riches by an accumulation of expensive articles of 

luxury" 54, 

Whereas aristocratic patrons needed or sought little guidance in 

their tastes middle class patrons purchasing art (in many cases for 

the first time) 

readily accessible 

required 

in the 

ass is tance S6. This assis tance was rnos t 

periodical press. The A thenaeum proclaimed 

"The Press has a vast pow~r at presen t in the land it thinks and speaks 

and criticizes for the multitude" ''''. A work of art which attracted 

the attention of sever'a1 critics generated great enthusiasm amongst 

those patr'ons whose source of income derived from the excerise of what 

contemporaries referred to as the "practical arts". Writing in 1853 

B1ackwood's Magazine documented the inevitable outcome of this process 

- that outrageous sums were given for "really unimportant and mediocre 

works provided they. be by certain painters" 57, Mediocre art however 

was not to be decried. As one influential critic, W.M. Thackery, made 

clear the "pleasures of mediocrity" were many, It did not inflame the 

passions and the morality of genre, landscape and narrative paintings 

was eminently suited to the family parlour and dining room se, As the 

century progressed critics documented what they viewed as the 

'unfortunate outcome of Ilew middle class tastes and reqUirements; 

canvases became smaller' and subject matter beGame lirnited to 

landscape and domestic genre scenes, Painting. was reduced to mere 

yar'ds of material bought to decorate the dining rooms and 

boudoirs of bourgeois homes, The cri tic of the New Man thly (! 85 4) 

knew only too well what the bourgeois public wanted - it sought: 
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__ _ pleasing viers, of no large dimensions, of 

its o~n beautiful country, ~ith ils hazy, purple 

distances and scudding clouds,' a poetiCiI 

transcript with which to decmte its rOOMS ", 

The critic of the Saturday Review (1857) agreed, "pictures are now but 

a par tion of the domes tic furniture" and la ter sugges ted they be sold 

not as works of art but as "furniture pieces" and "manufactured 

goods" 60 

From 1840 onwards Landseer's Royal. Academy pieces were snapped up 

by eager new patrons from the aspiring middle classes, manufacturers, 

inventors and business men 61 So grea t was the demand for these 

works that Fraser's Magazine complained, "No picture of Landseer, or 

Stanfield, or .Copley Fielding ever COmes into the general market of 

art" 62. This unfortunate situation led inevitably to impassioned 

pleas such as that of Joseph Starkey of Huddersfield to Landseer: 

Having five pictures in co,lmission by first 

class artists for tM next exhibiti,," I ~as 

anxious 10 hive had one from you, ill ordn that 

J ,jgilf consider Alyself the ovner ", six gems in 

the !SS! exhibition ___ Should any 

circumstance occur to prevent any oni of your 

pictures being laken by the party for WhOM it 

has been painted I should be glad to have the 

refusal of it 63, 

For many people the mere possession of a work by Landseer 

outweighed any consideration of subject matter. Above all new 

pa trons sough t through their pa tronage . of the arts to be deemed 

respectable, refined and domesticated. This said the subject matter of 

Landseer Highland works was typically domestic and admirably suited 

to the requiremen ts of the new bourgeoisie 64 
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In 1861 The Athenaeum listed those individuals whom it regarded 

as having' been the four principal collectors of British art .. s These 

were Robert Vernon, John Sheepshanks, William Wells and Elhanan 

Bicknell. Many of Landseer's best known works were bought by Robert 

Vernon (1744-1849) and John Sheepshank's (1787-1863).... Both were 

representatives of a new breed of self-made confident capitalists who 

collected and donated ar't to show their discernIng tastes. Robed 

Vernon had rnade his fortune from providing the army with horses 

during the Napoleonic wars. Over the period 1820-1847, Vernon collected 

examples of modern British art including eight works by Edwin Landseer 

.. .,.. On his death in 1849 his collection was donated to the nation, 

While Land seer had every reason to be grateful to Vernon for his 

patronage he had no doubt as to his benefactors motivation, It was the 

artist's opinion that: 

feople buy pidurf5 __ to get theNselves a name 

as people of tiSle and nfillemeni _ he .ald lhi. 

lost iMusingly ~ilh diSped hands __ S"Ne ildor 

advised the lile Hr Vernon to pi Ironise musk 

,nd dliJN, J 10 buy pictures, He did so, I 1001' 

frin,'e Alberl there ~ho ,tayed t~o hours, 

talking with the old job master, Old .Tones used 

10 kiss his bollom .11 day J he lefl him 1200!, 

I .ho had made a s~ell of him had nothing lefl _ 

His n.me reNains ~i/h lhose picture. bul 

as it largely represenls church dignitiries and 

such piople 10/5 of Vernons - IMy gel crediled 

~ilh this bequest J like Chevy ChiSe poor Vernon 

will be made an Arch Bishop of York in lime 

insleid of horse dealn J job master '., 

Although said in a moment of bitter reflection Landseer's comment 

reveals Lhe true nature of the relationship between many, artists 

and their new patrons from the practical arts, 
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John Sheepshanks, the son of a wealthy Leeds cloth manufacturer, was 

a partner in his father's firm of York and Sheepshanks. Like Vernon, J. 

Sheepshanks donated his collection of 233 oil paintings to the nation 

on his death. Sheepshanks's collection included sixteen works by 

Landseer', some of them such as "Highland Breakfast"" (1834) (Plate 7), 

"The Drover's Departure" (1835) (Plate 19) and the "Old Shepherd's 

Chief Mourner" (1837) (Plate 20) were amongst the most popular of 

Landseer's works with the Victorian public. As evidenced by his 

collection of works by Lolldseer, Sheepshanl(s's t.aste for domestic 

genre !"ictures was more pI'onounced than that of Vernon. In his 

catalogue of the Sheepsh&nks donation R. Redgrave correctly observed 

they: 

•• refleded the life of a people who had 

long been permitted to dwell safely. _ • the 

present collection _ consists of pictures of 

cabinet proportions illustrative of everyday 

life and manners amongst vs appealing to 

iVeryman's observation of nalure and to our best 

feelings and affecti"17. withovt rising 10 what 

is kno~n i5 hisloric arl,' as such they iNl works 

Ihat all (In vnderstand and all More or less 

appred.te .', 

By and large with regard to the new patronage visual arts now had to 

be edifing. Artists had to present "a clear, aCCUl"ate and informed 

statement of what was to them socially valuable or worthy of 

commera tionU 70. As Landseer, like other Victorian artists, followed 

the dictates of the market he was to prove no execption. "Patrons 

demanded descriptive works telling a moral tale _ _ this outlook so 

characteristic of the Victorian mind affected Landseer more than any of 

his contemporaries" 71. The nature of Landseer's Highland works and 

the values they articulate and reinforce 

Chapters Four, Five and Six below. 
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A royal painter 

In addition to the· patronage discussed above Landseer was 

fortunate in finding favour with Queen Victor'ia, The artist painted 

a succession of Eoarly royal pets and several portraits and taught 

the young Queen how to etch. In marked contrast to his relationship 

with the majority of his patrons, Landseer became a trusted friend of 

Queen Victoria and Prince Albert and both queen and consort visited 

him occasionally in his studio while riding in nearby Regent's Park. 

This posi lion in the royal court gave Landseer 

in the eyes of the Victorian public. 

unparalleled prestige 

Landseer's role as court painter took on a new significance as a 

consequence of the royal family's infatuation with Scotland. In his 

Highland subjects they claimed to find a "mirror of their own feeUngs 

and ideals about Highland scenery and . character" 72. Victoda paid 

her first visit to Scotland in 1842. Six yeaes later she leased 

Balmoral, a modest estate and depreciating castle, which was later 

purchased and remodelled. Landseer's first royal Highland commission 

was tha t of "Queen Victoria sketching a t Loch Lasgan" in 1847 (PIa te 

24), a conversation piece intended as a Christmas present for Prince 

Albert. At the end of the decade Queen Victoria commissioned two 

further wor'ks from Landseer, "Highland Lassie crossing a Stream" (1850), 

(Plate 26) and "Highlander with Eagle" (1850) (Plate 25). In addition 

the Queen also purchased "The Free Kirk" (1850). Landseer paid the 

first of sever'al visits to Balmoral in 1850 and was knighted later that 

year. Landseer's initial visit had been. occassioned by a recen t 

commission for an ill fated work commonly entitled "Royal Sports on 

Hill and Loch" <1850-1872) (Plate 27). 

Following the death of the Prince Consort Landseer undertook two 

further works at the Queen's request, "Sunshine" and "Sorrow" (1865-

G7). "Sunshine" portrayed Prince Albert as El triumphant Highland 

hunter while "Sorrow" depicted' the grief sticken Queen as a lonely 

widow at Osborne. In describing a small book of "exquisite" Highland 

sketches by Landseer Victoria recorded in her journal "Now that we have 
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been in Scotland &. the Highlands, we can judge how true are the 

representations of scenes & scenery there" 73 Chapter Five examines 

Landseer's royal Highland commissions and suggests that these works 

helped propagate a Highland myth. This myth altered contemporaries 

conception of the Scottish region and landscape and led not only to the 

privation of history but the privation of geography. 

Twillaht years 

Landseer's professional success was matched by social success and 

his tas tes corresponded to those of the grea t Whig magna tes. These 

tastes were reflected in the nature of Lendseer's earliest pe trons 

such as John Russell, 6th Duke of Bedford ("Hunting of Chevy Chase", 

1825-26) and the Duke of Devonshire ("Bolton Abbey", 1834). For 

many other aristocratic patrons Landseer painted ingratiating child 

genre portraits such as· those for the Duke of Abercorn and the Duke of 

Sutherland. A regular visitor at Chatsworth, Goodwin and Badmington to 

contemporaries Landseer" was "a dandy and man of the world". The 

Bohemian and unconventional side to his character is revealed in his 

correspondence with Lady Blessington's intimate, Count D' Of "say who 

contemporaries recognised as "the uHr"a dandy of Paris and London, and 

as ultra a villein as either city can produce" 74 Landseer moved in 

influential. literary circles and counted amongst his friends C. Dickens, 

W.M. Thackery and Ainsworth. Both Landseer and his brother Charles 

were members of "The Par twlhners" , an artistic group which comprised of 

Dickens, Thackery, John Forster, Daniel Maclise and the actor William 

Macready. 

Despi te such an active social· circle however Landseer's life was not 

a carefree happy one. He was unreliable with regard to completing 

commissions and took offense eaSily. He was vain, insecure, 

hypersensitive to criticism and qUick to detect sl:lghts, even where 

none existed. In 1825 he moved (Jut of his parental home to Number 

One St. John's Wood Road on the west side of Regent's Park. St. John's 

Wood was to remain his home until his death, reconstructed in 1830, 
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1840, 1844, 1850-51 it eventually developed into a substantial villa. 

However eVen here the adist was not happy. Despite the fact that 

his gardens extended around his house on all three sides down to 

Regent!. Canal Landseer became obsessed with a need for privacy. He 

bought up strips of adjacent land to pI'event building, erected walls 

and planted trees to shut out all his neighbours and generally acted 

"against any unnecessary additional influence" in the belief that "the 

more one has the more it takes to keep· it in order" 7". Perhaps 

Landseer's eccentric behaviour was fortuitous for his neighbours as 

his garden housed a changing menagery. 

In January 1840 Landseer's mother died and the following May he 

suffered whet was by all accounts a severe nervous breakdown. The 

immediate cause of this breakdown remains unclear however it has beEm 

suggested that in addition to his mother's death the recently widowed 

Duchess of Bedford (1839) had refused to marry him 76. In August 

Landseer undertook a continental tour to recuperate under the gUidance 

of his life long confidant and business manager, Jacob Bell (1810-1859), 

the distinguished research chemist 77 Landseer travelled through 

Belgium, along the Rhine to Cologne, Geneva and home via Paris. Without 

Bell and his ·later successor, Thomas Hyde Hills <1851-1891l, 

Landseer would have been lost for he was plagued by bouts of 

depression, phobias and complexes. In his troubled moments Landseer 

sought refuge at Redleaf, Kent home of his friend and patron William 

Wells (1768-1847), ship builder, brewer and art collector. 

From 1855 Landseer's health and the quality of his work 

deteriora ted. Under extreme social pressure and with failing eyesigh t 

he was accused of lack of power, invention and attention to detail at a 

time when demand for a Pre-Raphaelite finish was emerging. Landseer 

fell in love with Louisa Stewart Mackenzie, third daughter of James 

Stewart Mackenzie. Louisa was a close friend of Rusk!n, and Browning 

had proposed to her. However Landseer was once again not to find 

happiness for she became engaged to Lord Ashburton. In the 1860's 

despite treatment by Dr Richard Quain who had treated numerous 

eminent Victorians, Landseer's physical and mental condition 
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deteriorated, A t various times during the mid and la te 1860 's his 

condition became so bad tha t he had to be confined under the care of 

Dr, T, Tuke ,a leading neurologist, 

Lord Frederic Hamilton and artist T,S, Cooper describe Landseer 

during his final years and imply tha t he was a hopeless a1cholic and 

men tal wreck 7B Landseer a t times however showed amazing 

recuperative powers for he. continued to work, A sick lonely man, he 

inspired loyality and affection from his lasting friends, the 

Aber·corns, Tankervilles and William Russell, While Landseer became a 

regular visitor at South Park, Penhurst (Kent), home of Lord Hardinge 

and at Stoke Park near Slough, home of the financier E,r, Coleman, his 

most touching friendships were largely with younger artists who he 

championed such as Frederick Keyl, W,P. Frith and r,E. Millais, 

In his final· years Landseer's output declined dramatically and 

during the period 1861-1864 he exhibited no works at all. In 1864-

Landseer exhibited "Man Proposes. God Disposes" (Plate 48), a painting 

inspired by the search for the Franklin 

conclusion, like Landseer's painting, 

expedition, The search and its 

deeply shocked Victorian 

sensibilities. The reasons for this are discussed in Chapter Silt 

"here the rela tionships between Victorian society and nature are 

examined through an analysis of Landseer's animal works. Following 

"Man Proposes, God Disooses" contemporaries could find no continuity 

in Landseer's work and noted that the tone of his paintings had 

changed to the pathetic and the tragic. The penultimate chapter of 

this thesis examines Landseer's later works including his last major 

Highland work, "Flood in the Highlands" <1845-60) (Plate 55). Chapter 

Seven concludes tha t Landseer struggled to realise an essentially 

Christian, analogical view of the natural world in a period of 

fundamental social and intellectual transformation, 

Between 1860 and his death in 1873 Landseer exhibited 37 works, 

In these final years the artist's established patrons such as Queen 

Victoria, Duke of Sutherland and the Earl of Tankerville were joined by 

new admirers chiefly from the world of high finance such as E.r. 
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Coleman, Albert Grant and Sir John Pender. In January 1866 the ailing 

artis t declined the Presidency of the Royal Academy. During these 

twilight years Landseer's largest and most taxing commission was for 

the four lions which form the base of Nelson's column in Trafalgar 

Squar·e. De ting from 1857, Landseer's "lionizing" remained uncompleted 

until January 1867. Doubts were raised as to the anatomical accuracy 

of Landseer's work and the end product waS subjected to severe 

criticism from both. public and press alike. After completing this ill 

fated commission Landseer travelled again to Scotland and the north of 

England where, as a guest of the Earl of Tankerville at Chillingham 

Castle, he painted "Wild Deer" (Plate 50) and "Wild Cattle of 

Chillingham Park" (1867) (Plate 49). In the same year Landseer 

produced his magnifican t "Swannery Invaded by Eagles". 

By 1872 Landseer's mind and behaviour was so erratic that Thomas 

Hyde Hills and his family had him certified. Landseer's final years 

were pathetic and "beset by images of his own funeral", so much so 

that his death on the 1st October 1873 came as "a mericiful 

release" 79. On the 11 th October Land seer was publically buried in 

the crypt of st. Paul's Cathedral alongside Sir Josha Reynolds and J.M.W. 

Turner (Plate 8). Despite heavy rain a loyal public lined the London 

streets. The "world of fashion" however, which had made Landseer its 

own during his life, was "conspicuous by its absence" eo. 

Following Landseer's death (as indicated in Chapter Two) images of 

Highland Scotland became increasingly popular with a discerning public. 

"Landseer" engraVings were continually republished and modestly 

priced "library editions" of his works were issued. The COll tillued 

demand for such images reflected not simply a desire for cultural 

wallpaper - as a reading of contempol'sry critics might indicate - but 

the existence of a social process through which the early and mid 

Victorian .middle classes could reflect upon a rapidly changing world 

and in part structure their own responses to societal and scientific 

change. Landseer's Highland images reflected one nineteenth century 

structure of feeling and both encapsulated and articulated a series of 

ethical and moral issues. These issues and their relationship with 
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early and mid Victorian landscape ideas and conceptions of nature are 

examined thematically below. In examining these issues it is perhaps 

fitting to begin with an aspect of nineteenth century life which many 

sought to ignore but few could forget - the rural poor. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

TIlE RE-PRESENTATION OF TIlE SCOTTISH RURAL POOR 

IN NINETEENTH CENTURY LANDSCAPE ART 

But true ~ealth I hold, IS I have said, in great honour: 

and sy.pathize, for the lost part, rith that extraordinary 

feeling of the present age llhich publicaly pays this 

honour to riches, I cannot, ho¥ever, help noticing ho¥ 

extraordinary it is, and ho/ll this epoch of ours differs 

fro. all bygone epochs in having no philosophical nor 

religioul lIorshipplfl of the ragged godship of poverty, 

lohn I/uskin fl851)', 

In a seminal work on images of the English rural poor over the 

period 1730-1840 J. Barrell noted that these representations stressed 

the theme of a stable egalitarian existence 2. Barrell "looked 

below the surface" of these images, not for their intended or 

explicit meaning, but for that meaning which emerged from 

consideration of what could not be represented. Painting, he argued, 

was conditioned by a number of unwritten ideological rules, rules 

which became overt and recognisable only when they were broken. This 

chapter examines the representation or re-presentation of the Scottish 

rural poor in nineteenth century art in a similar manner. Following 

Barrell's methodology it is argued that figures are of crucial 

importance in determining the meaning of landscape and genre 

paintings for contemporaries. This axiom is supported by the fact that 

many of Edwin Landseer's domestic genre scenes were considered by 

contemporaries to be supreme examples of landscape art. 
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Barrell argued that the eighteenth century saw a radical change 

in the depiction of rural life with classical pastoral traditions 

being discarded in favour of a more actualised or realistic image of 

rural life. This actualised image was mediated however by what 

Barrell euphemistically terms aesthetic constraints, constraints which 

were ultimately social and economic in origin. Actuality involved the 

need to portray figures at work and not repose. This chapter notes a 

related, but paradoxical desire for actuality in the representation of 

the rural poor which occurred around the middle of the nineteenth 

cen tury. Representations of rural labour and poverty gradually came to 

express a desire for a didactic moral art which sought to illustrate 

the fundamental value of life and labour. 

This new moral landscape art eventually entailed explicit use of 

the dreary landscape to emphasis and structure its message 3. It is 

argued however tha t Landseer's Highland images can be considered 

apart from this dreary landscape and viewed as a remnant of an 

earlier "homely" domestic genre. This said, Landseer's images highlight 

a central ambiguity of actuality which occurred around the turn of the 

century. As an increasing number of social critics called for a new 

didactic moral art the homely genre - epitomised by Landseer -

experienced perhaps its greatest popularity. It is argued that the form 

and popularity of Landseer's images derived from the nature of the 

Victorian art market and in part from what John Ruskin was to call the 

false ideal. 

The change in attitude to life, labour and landscape which occurred 

around the turn of the century was not restricted solely to images of 

Scotland and for this reason this chapter examines landscape art in a 

broader British context. In addition, in order to fully understand the 

ideological nature of Landseer's images preliminary consideration must 

be given to examples of contemporary art which both transgressed and 

reinforced those ideological rules which helped shape the aesthetic 

constraints of the Victorian art market. For this reason this chapter 

discusses the art of Erskine Nicol and those artists who depicted 

scenes of emigration. In conclUSion it is argued tha t common ground 
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can be found with Barrell in that the examina tion of images of the 

rural poor enables some clear links to be discerned between ideology 

and the landscape idea in nineteenth century Britain. 

British images of rural poverty: 1850-1890 

Realistic scenes of rural poverty were not common before 1850 4. 

The period 1850-1890 saw the apogee and decline of English anecdotal 

genre painting. This was concurrent with the development of scenes 

portraying tragic aspects of both urban and rural life whose 

popularity peaked in the decades 1870-1890. Change over this period 

was however gradual. With few exceptions the "hungry forties" was 

seldom depicted by painters and overall there was a continued 

popularity of rustic genre scenes in the tradition of D. Wilkie (1785-

1841) s. For example the rioting before the passage of the Reform 

Bill in 1832 was not reflected in William Collins's "Rustic Civility" 

(832) (Plate 9) ". As for the representation of people in the 

landscape, the nineteenth century increasingly favoured Flemish inspired 

scenes of cottage interiors or works where the landscape element 

became incidental except as an indication of locale. Examples of this 

trend can be seen in Landseer's "Highland Interior" (1831) (Plate 6) and 

Thomas Faed's "Cottars Saturday Night" (1851). Until after 1850 with 

few exceptions, the artist's view of rural life was a comforting one, 

pleasant and innocuous, it aroused little passion and was well received. 

However, during the decades 1840-1850 a gradual change in attitude can 

be discerned. This change was related to new perceptions of the 

relationship between land and labour. 

From 1850 social critics such as John Ruskin increasingly urged 

artists to invest the rural genre with social significance. One work 

which merited particular attention was Henry Wallis's "Stonebreaker" 

(858), This work was originally known- by the extract which 

accompanied it, "Thou wert our conscript", a line taken from Carlyle's 

Sartor Resartus. A potent message waS hammered home: Wallis's 

stonebreaker was dead. J. Ruskin thought it nearly, "the first rate 
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work of any year" but he disliked what he called its hoary sky and 

"joyless landscape" 7. That Ruskin did not mention the dead figure is 

indicative of the fact that change was gradual. Few contemporaries 

however remained undisturbed by the subject matter. The reviewer of 

the Art Journal was struck by a mournful feeling: 

iI giYlS saddness to aJJ rho s" it. Of the genius of the 

author th,re ran be no question: but re protest against 

his rontinual selertion of the.es apart froM the highest 

and holiest purpose of art s, 

Wallis's stonebreaker lacked the sweet anecdotal elements both public 

and critic had looked for and had come to expect. It lacked precisely 

what Landseer's earlier "Stonebreaker" (1830) (Plate 10) had, an image 

apparently devoid of social content which was commended to 

contemporaries solely for its "sparkling colour" .. 
wished for a return to anecdotal genre were to be 

Wallis's work was an indicator of things to come. 

Contemporaries who 

disappointed, for H. 

To more astute social commentators the ambiguity between rural 

reality and its depiction was apparent. Nowhere was this more evident 

than in the contrast between the reality of Highland existence and the 

images purveyed. John Ruskin's comments are worth quoting in full. 

1 ras mding but the other day in a book by a zealous, 

useful, and able Srotrh rlergy.an, one of those 

rhapsodies, in rh/rh he desrribed a srene in the Highlands 

to shor (he said) the goodness of Sod. ln this Highland 

srene thue ras nothing but sunshine, and fresh breezes, 

and bleating la,bs, and 'lean tartans, and all ,anner of 

pleasantness. I I I I • I 

Nor a Highland srene is, beyond dispute, pleasant enough 

in it. orn ray; but looked rlOSI at, has its shadors. Hlle 

for instance, is the yery fact of one, as pretty as I ,an 

re,elber haYing seen .anr. It i5 a little yaller of soft 
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turf, endosed in its narro~ oval by iutting rorks and 

broad flakes of nodding fern. Fro. one side of it to the 

other ~inds, serpentine, a rlear bro~n strea" drooping 

into quirker ripple as it rearhes the end of the oval 

field, and then, first islanding a purple and ~Mte rork 

rith an IMJer pool, it dashes I~ay into a narrON faU of 

foal under I thkket of .ountain ash and alder. 

The autuln sun, lo~ but rlear, shines on the srarlet ash

berries and on the golden birrh lelvel, rhich, fallen her, 

and there, ~hen the breeze has not raught theM, rest quilt 

in the crannies of the purple rork. Beside the rork, in 

the hoJJor under the thicket, the rareass of a ere, 

dro~ned in the last flood, lies nearly bare to the bone, 

its rhite ribs protruding to the skin, raven-torn; and the 

rags of its rool still flickering fro. the branrhes that 

first stayed it as the streaM nept it do~n. A little 

lorer, Ihe currenl plunges, rouing, inlo a circular rhaSl 

like a rell, surrounded on three sides by a rMlner-like 

hoJJorness of polished rock do~n on ~hkh lhe fOil slips 

in detarhed sno~-flakes. Round the edges of the pool 

benlllh, the raler rifrleg slo~/y, like black oil; a 

little bulterfly lies on its back, its ~ings glued to one 

of Ihe eddies, its li.bs feebly quivering; a fish rises, 

Md it is gone. lo~er dorn the streal, 1 ran iust see, 

om a knoll, the griM and dll.p turf roofs of four or five 

hovels, built at the edge of I .orass, rh/rh is trodden by 

the cattle into i black Slough of Despond at their doors, 

Md traversed by a fer ill set stepping stones, rith here 

Md there a flat slab on the tops, rhere they have sunk 

out of sight; Ind at the turn of the brook 1 see 11 .Iln 

fiShing, rith a boy and dog - a pkturesque and pretty 

enough group rertainly, if they had not been there all day 

starving. 1 knor theM, and I knor the dog's ribs also, 

rh/ch are nearly as bue as the ere 's; and the child 's 
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rasled shouldefl, culling his old larlan jackel Ihrough, 

so sharp are lhey ,. , 

Later images of rural poverty were, like J, Ruskin's prose, more 

telling containing not only symbolic value but a literal truth. The 

emergence of this more symbolic art can be seen in J.E. Millais' 

"Blind Girl" (1852) (Plate 11>. While Ruskin ignored this work in 

favour of the artist's "Autumn Leaves" other commentators noted that it 

contained more than a pathetic representation of a blind innocent; it 

encapsula ted the theme of homelessness and vagrancy. Many 

contemporaries felt ill at ease with both the rapidly changing world 

around them and the depiction of that world. Of a work entitled "Bird 

Keeper" (1855) by Richard Redgrave the critic of the Art Journal could 

state: 

IIho is not reary of this simpering rusticity, , , they 

[rural genre paintings] are broughl forrard rithout 

narrativI past or prospect, positivill or a/Jusion 11 

The same reviewer went on to complain about "the general deja vu of 

most landscapes and rural views". These comments and many others of a 

similar nature represent a turning point in British art for, even if 

they did not express a wish for Ruskin's despondent images, they 

expressed a demand for a more actualised art. It is this wish that 

lies at the heart of Ruskin's denouncement of bucolic peasant scenes. 

While a more actualised art did eventually emerge paradoxically, 

there was a final flourish of older imagery which resulted in the 

immense popularity of Landseer's Highland pastoral. This central 

ambiguity of actuality is discussed in greater detail below. 

The immense popularity of domestic genre scenes (represented 

perfectly by Landseer) ensured the demise of "high art". To fill the 

vacuum created by the fall of high art W.M. Rossetti argued that the 

pain ter should "deal with passions, multiform character, real 

business and action" 12, As examples of real action W.M. Rossetti 
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named the work of Holman Hunt, J.E. Millais and Ford Madox Brown. 

Ruskin too, in his so called "defence" of the Pre Raphaelite Brotherhood 

and his subsequent exhibition reviews, urged an end to "commonplace 

themes" 1:,. To Rossetti and many other artists not connected with the 

Pre Raphaelite school in any way "real business" came increasingly to 

mean subjects that were pathetic, melodramatic, perhaps even unpleasant, 

but above all else didactic. 

A decade later the subject of the human scarecrow used by R. 

Redgrave in the "Bird Keeper" waS successfully depicted once again by 

Frederick Shields in "One of Our Breadwatchers" (1866). F. Shields's 

work was a conscious protest· against the cruel conditions farm 

labourers had to endure. However, even at this late date (1866) most 

representations of rural, poverty still emphasised pathos and lacked 

intended messages that w~;'e'i~XplicitelY social. In general meaning 

was not specifically invested by the artist but was constructed by the 

critics and public within a given social context. Even a didactic work 

exposing conditions in Ireland or the Scottish Highlands could take on 

a new less purposeful meaning when exhibited in the galleries of 

Piccadilly. 
"/ 

"Real business and action" found expression in a series of scenes 

of beggar children and rural vagabonds which appeared during the late 

1850's. These scenes provoked admiration or disgust but seldom 

apathy. That the 1850's should see a discernable shift in artistic 

emphasis is perhaps related in part to the emergence of a new 

sensibility towards the natural world. This is discussed in greater 

detail in Chapter Six. The problem of rural 

fundamental shifts in lifestyle produced by the 

transformation of Britain. This process and its 

of social relations, although largely ignored by 

unrecorded by other British artists. 
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Unwashed heroes and polite society 

Erskine Nicol was a Scotsman who had spent 1848-50 in Ireland. 

Little discussed today he was one of the most popular British rural 

genre painters of the 1850's and 1860's. Nicol rose to prominence in 

1862 with the exhibition of his "Notice to Quit" <Plate 12). He was 

popular with French reviewers for they believed he portrayed "with 

telling vigour the wretchedness of the Irish peasantry" 14. L.E. 

Robinson,· the critic of the Art Journal related a French comment that 

on first sight only the comic aspects of Nicol's· pictures was evident , 

but that on further reflection: 

there is only the ,oral hideousness of a scene, in ~hich 

the Mud be6plattered condition of the aclors depicl their 

innerlost thoughts and feelings IS, 

To contemporaries Nicol's work contained a radical social content, so 

much so that on exhibition of a further scene entitled "Renewal of the 

Lease Refused" (1863) <Plate 13), the critic of the Art Journal 

remained unmoved commenting that the tenant was, in all probability, 

"a rascal and traitor" "'. 

In 1866 Nicol was made an Associate of the Royal Academy for an 

Irish scene entitled "Paying the Rent". Such a reward for what many 

considered "low life" angered critics. The Art Journal commented; 

he "naged to bring .ore dirt and rags into the Acade.y 

than anyone else, 11 is the glory of his heroes that they 

are unrashed, They belong, in facl, to the ne~ cla55 to 

rho. the ne~ fleforl Bill transfers the governMent of the 

country, They probably, hotem, *iJJ long reMain of .ore 

value to the exdusively political rorld, and for the sake 

of Hr Nicol, re can only hope that their condition of life 

till nlVer be IIterially lMeliorated 17, 
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Similarly, J.B. Atkinson in Blackwood's Magazine lamented the demise of 

high art in contrast to the health of the peasant genre; 

The expressively .aterialistk, plebian and de.ocratk 

propensities of the English school here are pushed to iln 

ilstounding cli,ax. NeYer has an artist ventured to 

introduce ragilluffins on so lilrge a scale into polite 

society ___ On the ralls of London exhibitions have hung 

for years, • l.rge unrepresentated popul.tion. The needy 

knife grinders, these picturesque pictures out at the 

elbors rill, under the .illeniu, of refor., h.ye SOle thing 

better to do than sit to the .rtist .t I shilling an hour. 

Hr Nkol had better paint rhile he can: his lodels re fear 

lilY run off .ny day to lob Lord EJcho or Hr Lore lB. 

Characteristically peasant scenes generated little criticism and 

such responses noted above were atypical. The ferocity of these 

criVcs attacks on Nicol's work however clearly illustrate that to 

contemporaries he depicted values and beliefs that were 

unacceptable to bourgeois society. In essence E. Nicol had in fact 

broken an uarticulated ideological rule, the rule of bourgeois norms. 

The parallels between E. Nicol and George Morland of the previous 

century are readily apparent '9. Contemporaries had good reason to 

fear such breaches of the norm for rioting occurred in Trafalgar Square 

in June and July of 1866 during agitation for the second Reform Bill. 

The following year saw troubled times in the heartland of the Sou th 

East 20. 

In marked contrast to the hostile reception given to Nicol's 

works those images which articulated contemporary middle class thoughts 

and values were accorded high praise from both art cri tics and the 

public alike. Perhaps no better example of this can be cited than the 

reception given to images depicting Highland emigration. 
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ldeology and the Hope Beyond 

In order to understand the full significance of nineteenth 

century representations of Highland emigration it is necessary to have 

some understanding of the social process they depicted. 

Seasonal and permanent Highland emigration was well established 

by the beginning of the eighteenth century. Traditionally emigration 

was not. merely a response to population pressure, landlord pressure or 

indeed prevailing poverty. A significant factor was the proximity of 

more prosperous agricultural and industrial areas in Southern Scotland 

which provided seasonal labour, helped sustain a growing population 

and offered the prospect of a brighter future. With retrospect it 

can be stated that that emigration of peasants across the Atlantic was 

almost certainly quantitatively less than the loss of Highland 

popUlation to the Scottish Lowlands 21. Further, eighteenth century 

emigrants were frequently relatively middling people in peasant 

society who could raise the necessary capital to embark for a new 

country 22. In the last two decades of the eighteenth century Highland 

landlords laboured under the apprehension that emigration would lead to 

depopulation and economic collapse. It was not yet clear that the 

population had grown disproportionately and the demands made by 

military service, especially in the 1790's made it possible to think in 

terms of labour shortages. As a consequence emigration was fiercely 

opposed 23. 

With the end of the Napoleonic War in 1815 however the immense 

structural and demographic changes which had overtaken the region 

became apparent. Despite government policies designed to restrict 

emigration and generate employment the flow of emigrants continued. The 

region could no longer support its growing population. Alarmist anti

emigration propaganda which had peaked during tlie years 1801-3 was 

turned on its head. Although regional policy became an issue for fierce 

debate an influential body of opinion quickly emerged which advocated 

emigration as a means through which civilisation could be introduced 

and the region's problems addressed. Nineteenth century Highland 
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emigration was primarily a response to expulsive Malthusian pressures. 

Over the period 1815-55 many small tenants begged their landlords to 

help them emigrate and many struggled to accommodate their tenants 

wishes 24. While much emigration was poorly documented or passed 

unrecorded there is abundan t evidence tha t other landlords rapaciously 

turned the deteriorating situation to their advantage. 

Government intervention in supporting the emigration process was 

slow to develop and The Report of the Select Committee on Emigration 

from the United Kingdom (1827) was sceptical of the view that 

overpopulation could be permanently remedied by emigration 26. 

Slowness in facing the issue reflected a general ignorance about the 

numbers and processes involved. During the 1830's the Highland problem 

began to impinge on the national consciousness. In 1836-37 as a 

consequence of potato crop failures famine conditions highlighted the 

vulnerability and squalor of the Scottish Highland peasantry. In 

response to labour shortages in Australia the British Government 

subsidised emigration. In October 1837 three ship loads of Highlanders 

departed for New South Wales. Within a short space of time a further 

4,000 emigrants had sailed. Due to continual requests from the region 

for assistance the scheme operated for a further two years. When the 

subsistence crisis receded in 1839-40 public pressure for assisted 

emigration remained. In 1841 The Report of the Select Committee on 

Emigration (Scotland) recommended that emigration was the only answer 

to the problem of poor relief in the West Highlands where, it 

estimated, a surplus population of between 45 - 60,000 existed. 

Beyond applying colonial land revenues to subsidise emigration to the 

antipodes however the ·Government refused to intervene leaving an 

increasing number of landlords to subsidise the emigration of their 

tenants. 

For several years' the Highland region had been supported by 

external charity. Famine recurred once again between 1846-51 and the 

region suffered badly as relief funds expired. In January 1851 the 

Glasgow s~ction of the Highland Destitution Board, which in 1850 had 

spent £21,000 on relief and employment schemes, withdrew its support 
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claiming its efforts hed made no impact on the problem. After decades 

of procastination, the Government was left with no option but to 

intervene. In 1851 the the Emigration Advances Act was passed which 

enabled landlords to borrow public funds to help pay emigration costs 

and the following year the Highland and Islands Emigration Society was 

formed. A formal structure now existed whereby both landlord and 

Governmen t could rid themselves of an unproductive and uneconomic 

tenantry. By the time the .Society wound up its operations in 1858 it 

had dispatched 5,000 Highlanders to the Australian colonies. 

It is difficult to estimate the precise scale of Highland 

emigration during the first half of the nineteenth century however 

between 1815 - 38 Nova Scotia alone received 22,000 Scots of which the 

majority were Highlanders. Peaks of emigration appear to have 

coincided with SUbsistence crises in 1837-8 and 1847-53 26. M. Flinn 

has estimated that the net effect of emigration between 1841-61 was 

to reduce region's population by approximately a third 27 While the 

magnitude of nineteenth century emigration remains a matter for 

conjecture what is clear is that the majority of nineteenth century 

emigrants were motivated by different factors than their eighteenth 

century precedessors. Whereas eighteenth century emigrants frequently 

chose to emigrate, nineteenth century emigrants did so as 

circumstances had left them with no alternative. 

Between the late 1840's and the mid 1880's hardly a year passed 

without the exhibition of several views of emigrants, many of them 

Scottish departing for Australia, Canada and the United States. In 1830 

the Colonisation Society had been founded to promote the settlement of 

Canada. In 1842 over 120,000 people emigrated to the new lands and by 

1850 the figure had reached 300,000. Overall between 1847-1872 the 

Government, through the Colonial Land and Emigration Commission helped 

thousands to find new homes abroad. Emigration diminished during the 

1880's and dropped off sharply by 1900 2e. Emigration was publically 

encouraged by Queen Victoria. It was viewed as a safety valve for the 

. pressure of internal agitation and it strengthened the resources of 

an emergent British Empire. Emigration as a theme was freely 
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exploited by both painters and writers and the popularity of this 

theme coincided with the period of greatest outflow over the decades 

1840-1860 2". Over these twenty years the nature of representations 

changed little in character. Painters emphasised aspects of physical 

separation in scenes of pathos which carried no apparent social 

message. Examples can be seen in Frederick Goodall's "The Departure 

of the Emigrants" (1848) or Jacob Thompson's "The Hope Beyond" 

(1853) (Plate 14). Thompson's painting depicted Highland emigrants 

boarding a ship against a backdrop of a symbolic sunrise breaking 

through stormclouds. On the shore the remaining family weep for their 

departing relatives as the eldest member of the family blesses those 

who are departing. While Scotland was frequently the location of such 

scenes the politically sensitive Irish situation (which produced more 

emigrants) was seldom painted . 

. In 1859 the. Bentley Quarterly Review asserted that there WaS no 

subject in modern life more fruitful for the artist than that of 

emigration. Richard Redgrave's "Emigrants' last sight of Home" (1859) 

<Plate 15), a scene which illustrated emigrants leaving their valley 

home was highly praised. The critic of the Art Journal was impressed 

by the simplicity of the. work and, although it was "very trying as an 

art theme" could state, "it cannot be too highly eulogi2ed" 30. 

Other works such as Thomas Faed's "Last of the Clan" (1865) <Plate 16) 

received similar praise. Other scenes showed backward glances such as 

J.W Nicol's "Lochaber No More" (1883) or Ford Madox Brown's "Last of 

England" (1855) <Plate 17). Nicol's work illustrated an old Scottish 

shepherd on the deck of a departing ship gazing through the mist 

towards a vanishing Highland shore with his daughter weeping at his 

feet. In contrast Madox Brown's work showed the disappOintment, hope, 

resignation and anger involved in the departure of a middle class 

family 31. W.M Rossetti called it "as complete, deep and moving a piece 

of real life, properly to be historic as our days have produced" 32. 

The vast majority of emigration paintings were favourably received 

by critics and public alike. Acclaimed by the Sovereign, Government 

and writers such as Charles Kingsley and Thomas Carlyle emigration was 
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acknowledged as a panacea for a struggling peasantry and the working 

classes. More critical works such as Ford Madox Brown's "Last of 

England" (Plate 17) tended to be overlooked or played down. Bourgeois 

ideology provided the context in which emigration scenes 'met critical 

acclaim. This ideology was national in its form and had profound 

ramifications for representations of landscape. It mattered little if a 

landscape could be iden tified as long as the meaning could be 

construed. Landscape became a mere locale if it figured prominently 

at all. While carrying no apparent explicit meaning, in the light of the 

above critical comments there can be little doubt that contemporaries 

believed such scenes depicted a pathetic but desirable aspect of 

Victorian social policy. Further, in their uncritical depiction of 

emigration the majority of emigration works effectively served to 

legitimise one inevitable consequence of the social and economic 

transformation of nineteenth century Britain. Far from carrying no 

explicit social message these works had their origins in, and owed 

their popularity to, an all pervasive bourgeois ideOlogy. 

The dreary landscape 

Concurrent with and intrinsically related to the theme of 

emigra tion was the pligh t of the wandering homeless. Emerging in the 

1850-1860's this theme underwent change in the 1870's. Initially these 

scenes like late eighteenth century representations of industry were 

made more palatable by use of the picturesque 33. However, this 

device was superseded by new aesthetic preferences, preferences 

informed by social change and the desire for a new moral art. This 

Change can be observed in J.R. Reid's "Homeless and Homeward" (1882) 

(Plate 18), a work set in a bare gloomy winter landscape. A melancholy 

family of muscicians stand by a river bank receiving little attention 

from a group of homeward bound school children. It is the weather and 

the landscape which sets the mood. J.R. Reid's work was an indicator of 

what was to come 34. In an essay on ''Current Art" the critic of the 

MagaZine of Art highlighted in Reid's work 
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/hose Iffects of cli'ile rh/ch hive not only 

littl, colour, but litll, l,tent light ", 

The critic complained about this view of nature which had become so 

common that sunsets and blue skies were rarely seen in exhibitions. The 

critic then discussed recent scenes of poverty in both English and 

continental art and the problems of showing hunger outside the realms 

of "high art". Fortunately, it was felt that r.R. Reid's work avoided 

this aspect of want, "and so has stayed within due limit!!' 36. Like 

other critics' comments on E. Nicol's "Paying the Rent" and the public 

reception of the emigration scenes discussed above, this comment once 

again unwittingly betrays the rule of established set norms and 

values, a rule of ideology. It is this ideology and what r. Barrell 

would call its aesthetic constraints which places art works in context 

and evaluates them, 

The new somberness in the depiction of social rela tions and the 

natural world evoked considerable comment when it first appeared in the 

late 1860's yet it is seldom. discussed this century 37 The 

significance of this somberness extended beyond the limits of landscape 

painting for it rapidly became the standard setting for representations 

of rural poverty. The nineteenth century had found a new aesthetic 

rule, one which bore a resemblance to that which conditioned the 

"dark side" of eighteenth century landscape painting 3a. Scarcely a 

British painter of rural poverty after 1870 failed to make use of this 

new somberness as an evocative reinforcement of the theme of his work. 

Nineteenth century critics had an apt name for this new somberness, 

they called it the dreary landscape 39. 

In the dreary landscape the subject was always na ture a t her bares t, 

The landscape was often laden with snOw and the season always appeared 

to be late winter. Pictorial composition seldom went beyond a few 

leafless trees and low hills silhouetted against a sunless sky. 

Picturesque and grand scenes were studiously avoided. Even r.E. 

Millais's "Chill October" (1871) caught something of this mood. 

Critics often charged the artist with deliberately seeking the ugly and 
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formless and this criticism was justified as many artists consciously 

sought to evoke gloom and melancholy. Even the precision of Millais's 

"Winter Fuel" (1873) stressed a gloomy landscape littered with dead 

foliage set against a mountain peak which dwarfed an attendant child. 

The climate and terrain of the Scottish Highlands was the scene of 

many dreary landscapes. Works of the 1880's stressed the contrasts, 

even confrontations between poverty and wealth. Representations of the 

landless became markedly grimmer than those of the 1860's and 1870's 

and were almost unrelated to similar scenes of the 1850 's. New 

depictions of rural poverty scarcely resembled "tradi tional" 

depictions of bountea<.lS harvests of ripe yellow grain under an autumn 

sky by sturdy labourers and apple cheeked girls. There were of course 

exceptions such as Linnell's ''Cornfield in Surrey" (1880) and the 

pastoral idea could still be found in works such as M.R. Corbet's 

OIArcadian Shepherd and Flock" (1883) however these representations 

could no longer pretend to depict even approximations of reality 40. 

Throughout the century only occassionally did a painting stir 

critics sufficiently enough for them to make an accusation concerning 

a painter's politics. However as the above discussion has illustrated 

their more telling comments reveal the inherently ideological nature 

of their writings. What J. Barrell termed "aesthetic constraints" 

seemingly operated much later than 1840 41. As the century progressed 

the dreary landscape increasingly questioned the foundations of these 

"aesthetic constraints". Judging from reviewers' comments it is 

apparent that by 1870 there was a widespread acceptance by the public 

of themes of rural poverty as a moral necessHy. This contrasts with 

the situation of the previous century where, after careful deliberation 

J. Barrell could state "there is no clear evidence that at this time the 

demand for such images was a consciously moral demand" 42. 

British representations of rural poverty after 1870 grew out of 

ear lier tradi tions. There was no sudden break with the pas t, no violen t 

poli tical or social implica tions to frigh ten the governmen t, cri tics or 

public, yet irrevokable change ",as discernable to contemporaries. 
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Nevertheless, it is important to remember that during this period 

however the Pre Raphae11 tes with their 11 terary and biblical subjects 

generated more controversy than scenes of rural poverty and this fact 

itself tells much about the nature of Victorian society 43. 

The ambiguity of actuality 

Regardless of whether or not a nineteenth century art work was 

subject to praise or criticism jUdgement was ultimately informed by 

ideological considerations. The nations "ragamuffins", the Highland 

destitute, the despair of emigration and the dreary landscapes examined 

abo\le do not feature in Landseer's Highland images, the \last majority 

of which were produced between le.25-1e.40. To the casual observer 

Landseer's pain tings and 

period 1830-1880) are 

their associated engravings <produced over the 

apparently free of ethical and moral 

considera tions. A t a time when an increasing number of cri tics began 

to call for "past, prospect and allusion" in a more actualised didactic 

moral art Landseer's quaint Highland images remained enormously 

popular. This popularity raises several ques tions and highligh ts a 

central ambiguity in mid - Victorian art. Why should these works 

flourish at a time when art critics expressed common preferences for 

a more didactic and moral art '? Did the Victorian middle classes (who 

formed the main market for engravings) believe that these images 

portrayed the reality of Highland existence? Why were these works 

so enormously popular with the public'? The answer to these questions 

lies largely in the paintings themselves, the aspirations and \la lues 

of the growing middle classes and the nature of the Victorian art 

market. 

The dreary landscape with its explicit moral content emerged during 

a period of clearly identifiable social and economic change. The 

1870's saw the onset of agricultural depression after two decades of 

relative abundance. As P. Fuller has noted: 
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Art ca., not so .uch to reflect the consolations 

of an idyll, but rather to chronide the pain of 
a spreading alienation •• 

The period immediately after 1870 saw in rural genre painting a 

new emphasis 

reflection of 

fundamental 

on poverty 

both the 

shift in 

and despair. This new emphasis was a 

above socio-economic factors and a 

the Victorian senSibility to the natural 

world 4S. The emergence of this new sensibility is traced in Chapter 

Six. Many of the Landseer engravings issued in the latter part of 

the century had their origins in paintings of the 1830's and 1840's 

and closely followed the tradition established early in the century by 

David Wilkie <1785-1841>. Unlike the dreary landscapes produced in the 

later part of the century these works had been painted in an unstable 

society characterised by commonplace brutality to man and beast alike. 

In such a society a genuine fear of the masses forbade public 

expressions of sympathy for society's unfortunates. The outcome was an 

idealised homely genre. That Landseer's works remained popular at a 

later date when critics were calling for a more didactic moral art is 

a telling reflection on the values they embodied for, like their 

successors the dreary landscapes, Landseer's images to' articulated 

ethical and moral values, albeit different ones. 

As indicated above, although seldom the subject of explicit 

discussion early and mid Victorians were only too aware of what 

constituted acceptable art. Acceptabili~ was conditioned by aesthetic 

cons tra in ts which reflected bourgeois norms and values which 

underwrote a hierarcho1 / patriach·o..~ society and placed a premium on 

domesticity and respecto.bility. These constraints resulted in an 

aesthetic of the market, an aesthetic which effectively determined 

the success or failure of individual artists. The enormous popularity 

of Landseer's domestic and pastoral Highland genres images was in 

part a consequence of these works reflecting con temporary middle class 

values and aspirations while meeting the standards set by the aesthetic 

of the market 46 Contemporaries had no doubts at all that works 
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such as Landseer's "Highland Interior" (PIa te 6) were idealised 

portrayals of reality. Journals such as The Athenaeum 

In Highland Scenes Sir £dwin slands unrivalled. 

Vi/kie firsl give us gli.pses of hUMour in his 

Lowland Inleriors: but Sir £dwin has shorn us 

Highllnd (ollages, wilh Iheir inlales .ore 

idealised than ViWe (ould have given 

the. 47. 

While the majority of contemporaries found this 

proclaimed: 

idealised subject 

matter "singularly pure and inoffensive" even idealised works such as 

"The Poacher's Bothy" could disturb critics "'9. The Examiner 

commented: 

The pol(hing subjecls ire nol endly 10 our 

tasle: re 'prefer lhe fIIthful represenla lion of 

the mther-beaten old S(otchlln and his 

picturesque habitation, rifh III ifs rud, and 

nicely painted furniturI ". 

Such criticism of Landseer's paintings was rare for his works seldom , 
dealt with "real business and action" and were perceived as being 

eminently didactic. The above comment does however illustrate once 

again the idea of the existence of a set of aesthetic norms and 

values against which an art work's acceptablity was determined. Like 

E. Nicol, Land seer sought to "depict innermost thoughts and feelings". 

However these were of a radically different nature from those 

selected by his Scottish counterpart. Unlike Nicol, Landseer's paintings 

invariably "stayed within due limits", and as a consequence his work 

proved eminently acceptable 60. 

The didactic function ascribed by contemporaries to Landseer's art 

is well illustrated by· the public reception of "The Highland Drover's 

Departure" (1835) (Plate 19), One of his most famous works, The 

Times went so far as to remark "it may be questioned whether any 
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landscape by an English artist, delineating scenery peculiar to the 

British Isles, and portraying on canvas national manners and 

peculiarities, ever was produced of equal merit" 61, These comments 

were echoed by The Art Union who added, "Nothing we repeat, that has 

ever been done in this particular style of Art, can surpass the 

interest of the Highland Drovers" 62, The Times believed: 

A print of this cl,SI is , 50rt of index to the 

.e,ory, ,nd enables Ihe pos5essor to find ovt 

.any things in the store house of his br,in 

~hich rill both aMuse and instruct hi.,' and liny 

• ,.n rho fill not t.ke the trouble to re,d, or 

rM his not got Ihe lile 10 tfivel through h.lI

,-dozen volu,es of "illen description, (in 

118rn ,I.ost .t • gl.n(t a vut dill th.t is 

proper hi should inof ,nd of fhich he rould 

nOf.days be .sh.,ed to be ignor.nl, The 'ocvlis 

subject. fibelibvs' "xi, is applk.ble 10 lhis 

prinl: it Illches quickly and agreeably a vut 

deal in a IiIlle ti" and rithoul Irouble, It 

, riJJ not only like lhe spedalor "qu.inled rilh 

n,lionaJ "enery, .nd characteristics and 

.odels, bul it fill al,osl i.perceptibly •• ke 

hi. a Judge of rhal is good and b.d in arl, and 

purify or ex,ll his I.sle as Ihe circu.sl.nees 

•• y require' u, 

While instructing the uninitiated in the delights of Scottish geography 

"The Drovers Departure" taught almost imperceptibly more than an 

appreciation of national scenery, 

As The Art Union pointed out, the first "chapter" of the story was 

not the departure itself but the concept of home 6A, "We learn not 

only about the individuals, but also about the web of feelings, duties 

and responsibilites that binds them so closely together", the very ties 

on which the Victorian bourgeOiS family was founded 66, While the 
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"Drovers Departure" (Plate 19) taught the values of domesticity, other 

works such as the artist's "Stonebreaker" (1830) (Plate 10), "Old 

Shepherd's Chief Mourner" (1837) (Plate 20), 

(1837) (Plate 21), "Highland Whisky Still" 

"Crossing the Bridge" 

(1829) and "Highland 

Interior" (1831> (Plate 6) taught the value of labour, religion, 

fidelity, and hierarcho.L / patriacho..V, society in a rapidly changing 

world. In doing so these works accurately articulated and reinforced 

middle class standards and concerns while prOViding a means of 

iden tifying "good and bad in art". 

Other works such as "Highland Lassie Herding Sheep" (1832) (Plate 

29) or "Highland Lassie Crossing a Stream" (1850) (Plate 26, discussed 

in Chapters 5 & 6 below), like "The Drovers Departure", effectively 

helped to propagate a false romantic regional image and denied the 

operation of processes of structural change within Scottish society. 

At the time "Highland Drovers" was exhibited (1835) the practice of 

droving had peaked, its descent was short, sudden and complete 6S. 

Unlike Erskine Nicol Landseer never struggled to depict the problems 

of hunger and total destitution. Indeed the causal observer would be 

hard pressed to find evidence to suggest that he was even aware of 

such issues. Edwin Landseer's failure to acknowledge and represent 

these issues is all the more striking given the fact that he himself 

must have encountered these circumstances on his numerous holidays in 

the Highlands. 

It was a common complaint that too often Landseer paintings were 

"copies of animals living a sort of genteel life, and fit society for 

any drawing room" 67. This criticism of found its clearest expression 

at a sale of C.G. Lewis's entire collection of Landseer engravings in 

December 1855. The The Athenaeum commented at length: 

Another reflertion forred upon us. IS re glzed Iround this 

little rOOM rontlining the rorks of I busy life *15 this,' 

het liltl' pltron'g' dOlI for thl ,/mtion of Art. Ind 

for the i'prove,ents of Nature's endorn,ents. Llndseer 

a/so shared the flte of .any others - ViJkie Ilong the 
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rest _ rho, oeco,lng fashionaole, hu had to perverl his 

genius 10 fuhionabll1 rays and 10 tile dorn his riM free 

pencil to suit the .t.osphere of the boudoir and the 

drarlng roD. '., 

The journal proceded to ask the reader to compare Landseer's present 

works with those of his youth and then: 

ad,lt reader! that Landseer ru born /he Artist of 

Nature, - Nature In her flUest grandeur, Nature In hfr 

holleliest trulhfullest, 'Olt hUMoroul .ood: and that rhen 

hi rll lit dorn" to paint lady's lap dogs and Salin" and 

feathers,' and furbelous, his genius ral perverted fro. its 

natural cour,e, and his pencil beca.e the slave of other 

tlltes, Inltead of his orn: and that this In thf bUllest 

part of hi' Ilf, he has continued to produce I.all 

prettiness for golden pay, rhere but for thf fuhlonl 

patronage he .ight have produced grand creations of 

nalure's Inlplrlngs, for the .ere love and glory of his 

Art ", 

That the above comments are applicable not only to Landseer's animal 

works but his representations of rural life 1s apparent by comparison 

of one of his earliest efforts, "The Tired Reaper" (1824) (Plate 22) 

with "Harvest in the Highlands" (1833) (Plate 23) or anyone of the 

later Highland pastoral works 60, "The Tired Reaper" (Plate 22) shows 

with telling accuracy an exhausted labourer lying face down head in 

hands, his discarded sickle and drink barrel at his side, Although a 

few bushels have been cut a field of uncut ripe corn stretches downhill 

into the distance. In striking contrast "Harvest in the Highlands" 

(Plate 23, a joint work by Landseer and W. Callcott, R.A,) illustrates 

against a highly picturesque moun tain backdrop a productive field being 

worked by one female reaper while others repose around a full haycart. 

In the distance four men return home from hunting with their spoils, 

That the content and nature of Landseer's work was in many instances 

determined by the "aesthetic of the market" and the need "to produce 
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small prettiness for golden pay" is beyond doubt however, the 

"ambiguity of actuality", the absence of any realistic social content 

and comment in l..andseer's works cannot be attributed solely to the 

nature of the Victorian art market and the values it demanded 61 

Landseer and the False Ideal 

Ruskin's comments on the Savoyard peasan ts are helpful in 

understanding the ambiguity of actuality present in l..andseer's images 

of Highland life. After describing clusters of nut brown cottages 

nesting among sloping orchards Ruskin comments of the observer: 

Heri it .,y rell se" to hi" if /here SOMeti", be 

hardship, there .ust be It lelst innocence and peac" ,nd 

fl/Jorshlp of thl hUlln loul rith nature, It is not so, 

The ri/d go,ts that leap along those rocks have II.uch 

passion of Joy in aJJ Ihat flir rork of God al .tn thal 

loil along In,., Perhaps .ore, 'nter the street of one of 

those viJIages, and you riJI find it foul ri/h thal gloo.y 

foulneu thal Is suffered only by lorpor, or by an ilnguish 

of lhe loul, Here it il torpor - not ablolute suffering, -

not Itarva/ion or disease, but the darkness of (al. 

enduring,' Ihi spring knorn only 85 a tin of the sirk/e, 

and the sun ,s the only *a"llI, Ihe rind as a chi J/, and 

the .ounlains IS a danger, They do nol undersland so .uch 

as till nail of beauty, or of knorl,dge, They understand 

dl.ly that of virtue, Love, palience, hospitality, faith, 

- these things Ih,y kno~ 

for the. there is neither hope nor passion of spirit,' for 

th,. n,ilher advanc, nor Ixultation, 81ack brtad, rude 

roof, d.rk night, I,Pourlou5 day, reary ar. at sunset; Ind 

Jif, ebbs a,ay, No bOOKS, no thoughts, no Ittain.ents, no 
flS/ __ _ 
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Do nol lel Ihis be Ihoughl a darkened picture of Ihe Ijfe 

of Ihese .ounlaineers, 11 is a lileral facl, No conlrasl 

can be lore painful Ihan Ihal belreen Ihe drelling of any 

reIl conducled English (allager, Ind Ihal af thl equally 

honesl Savayard, The one, sel in the ,idsl of ils dull 

flal fields and uninleresling hedgerors, shors ilself Ihe 

love of brightness and beauly,' its daisy sludded garden

beds, its sloothly nepl brick palh 10 lhe Ihreshold, its 

freshly sanded floor and orderly shelves of household 

furniture, all lestify 10 energy of the hear I, and 

happiness in Ihe siMple possessions of daily life, The 

olher coltage, in Ihe 'idsl of an inconceivable, 

inexpressable beauly, sel on a sloping bank of golden 

swd, rith dear founlains floring beside il, and riJd 

florers, and noble Irees, and goodly rocks galhered round 

inlo a perfeclion as of Paradise, is itself a dark and 

plague We slain in Ihe 'idst of Ihe genlle landscape, 

lIithin a cerlain distance of its Ihreshold Ihe ground is 

fouled and cattle Impled: its Ii,bers are blICk rilh 

SIOk'l, ils gardens choked rith reeds Ind nllelell refuse, 

ils chaMbers e.ply and joyless, the lighl and find 

gleaning and fillering through the crannies of their 

5 lanes, All lestifies Ihat to its inhabitants Ihe mld is 

labour Ind vanity,' Ihal for hi. neither florers blool, nor 

birds sing, nor fountains glislen,' and that his soul 

hlrdly dlff,r, frOM th, grlY cloud th,t collflnd dl,. 

upon his hiJJs, excepl by having no fold of it louched by 

the sunbe"s 62, 

Having noted the reality of rural existence Ruskin was to add 

15 it nol strange to refled thal hardly an ,vening pasSIl 

in London or Paris, bul one of Ihese coltages is pain led 

for Ihe amuseMent of the fair and idle, and shaded rith 

the pasteboard plnlS by the scene shlfler: and that good 
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and kind people, - poeti"Jly ,inded, - delight thelSelves 

in i.agining the happy life led by pe8Slnts ~ho d~eJl by 

Alpine fountain, and kneel to crosses upon peaks of rock 

that re nightly lay dorn our gold, to fashion forth 

si.ulaaa of peasants, in gay ribands and rhite bodices, 

singing greet songs, and boring gracefully to the 

picturesque crosses: Ind III the rhile the veritable 

peasants are kne,ling songllssly, to veritlble crosses, in 

another temper thin the kind Ind fair ludiences drea. of, 

and assuredly rith another kind of anner than is got out 

of the opera ca tastrophe: In anner hlYing reference, it 

.ay be in di. futurity, to those very audiences 

the.selyes! 53 

Such feelings led Ruskin to outline his notions of the "False" and 

True Ideals: 

If all the gold that has gone to paint the si,ullCri of 

the cottages, and to put ner songs in the Mouths of the 

si.ulacra of the peasants, had gone to brighten the 

existent cottages, and to put ner songs in the Mouth of 

existent pe8Sants, It ,ight in the end, perhaps, haye 

turned out better so, not only for the peasant, but eYen 

for the audience, 

For that forM of the False Ideal has also its 

correspondent True Ideal, - consisting not in the naked 

beauty of statues, not in the gauze f/orers and crack/ing 

tinsel of theatres, but in the dothed Ind fed beauty of 

/lying .en, and in the lights and laughs of happy holts, 

Night after night the desire of such an ideal springs up 

in every hu.an heart: Ind night Ifter night, as far IS 

idleness Cln, re can fork out this desire in costly lies, 

. Ve paint the faded adress, build the lath landsClpe, feed 

our benevolence ,Ith flllaci,. of felicity, and satisfy 
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our righteousness ~ith poetry of justiee, The till ~ill 

co.e ~hen, is the heivy-folded curtiin fills upon our o~n 

stige of life, re shill begin to comprehend thit the 

justiee re loved riS intended to hive been done in fic/, 

and not in poetry, and the felidty ~e sy,pitMsed in, to 

have been bestored and not feigned, Ve tilt Much of 

loney's rorth, yet perhips may one diY be. surprised to 

find rhat the rise and chiritible Europein public give to 

one night's rehearsal of hypocri,y, - to one hour's 

pleis,nt mbling of Lindi and Lucia, - ~ouJd hi/ve filled 

i ~hole Alpine valley ~ith h,ppiness, ind poured rives of 

harvest over the filline 01 .iny i Liller.oor .. 

Just as Ruskin could link his discussion of the Savoyard peasants 

with the rural poor of the Scottish Lammermuirs, his comments on the 

theatre were equally relevant to the practice of nineteenth landscape 

painting, It was the false ideal as defined by Ruskin that lay behind 

the "homely" genre painting of the nineteenth century just as it was 

consideration of the true ideal that lay behind the dreary landscape 

and the gradual change in the re-presentation of the Scottish and 

British rural poor, While Landseer's represen ta tions of the rural poor 

can be regarded in terms of the false ideal, however this statement 

must be qualified. While it is inconceivable that Landseer did not 

encounter the squalid conditions that inflamed Ruskin his images were 

tempered by a highly personal experience of the Highlands and Highland 

life. 

Landseer was an intimate friend of the Ellice family and was a 

frequent guest at the Ellice estates at Glenfeshie and Glen Quoich <See 

Figure 3.1, page 102). Both father and son were influential Liberal 

members of parliament who ultimately held a controlling interest in the 

Hudson's Bay Fur Trading Company. Edward Ellice Senior's tastes 

were more Augustian than Romantic. "He was more at home in a world of 

easy morality, scepticism, tolerance, Classical architecture and improved 

arable land than in one of religious revival, Baronial castles and 

romantic deer forests" 66, However, it was to Glenfeshie that Landseer 
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travelled every autumn between 1834-1839 and it was to this estate 

that Landseer returned in 1841 after his mental breakdown of the 

!'revious year 66. During the decade 1830-1840 Ellice Senior became a 

prominent figure in Scottish politics and exercised indirect influence 

on affairs at Westminister. However he was conscious that real power 

remained a function of territorial influence 67 Glenfeshie, the family's 

existing esta te was not grand enough so in 1842 the Ellice family 

bought the larger estate of Glen Quoich (34,400 acres) in 

Invernesshire for £32,000 ss. Most of the surrounding estates in south 

wes t Invernesshire a t this time were owned by heads of clans; the 

largest estete of the area belonging to Macdonnell who still styled 

himself with an illegal Jacobite peerage. In keeping with such attitudes 

the Ellice's became very much bogus highland lairds '''''. 

After the purchase of Glen Quoich entertainment was on a grand 

scale and Ellice boasted that all his guests came "to stalk deer and 

be poisoned by the Scotch broth" 70. Edward Ellice Senior was 

optimistic about the future of the lower classes and saw no reason for 

further legislation to protect them 
Shaftsbury's factory acts. While "On 

and conSistently voted against 
the basis of English experience, 

this optimism was partially justified; in the Highlands it was 

absurd" 71 The Ellice estates had problems similar to those in the 

west of Ireland. In 1846 the fishing failed, the potatoes were 

blighted and many crofters died from cholera. There were rent strikes 

on the Glen Quoich estate and the landless talked of their right to the 

crofts from which their parents were evicted 72. To the Ellices. it 

was all reminiscent of troubles on their Beauharnois estate in Canada 

in the 1830's. 

Edward Ellice Junior saw the solution in the reform of the Scottish 

Poor, Law which was less humane than the English system 73. This harsh 

regime in Argyle, Invernesshire and Ross and Cromarty wen t unchecked 

between 1847-1851 as there was no insfection of workhouses. "The 

system seemed designed to protect the rich at the expense of the poor, 

the authorities were in the pockets of the landlords" 74 While Edward 
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Ellice Junior campaigned actively on behalf of the poor his fa ther 

however, was less sypathetic; 

The difficult point he", and alJ om the I'estern islands 

rilI be to persuade the savages that it is necessary to 

work. Their habit is to Jive in idlepess on their fish .nd 

pot.toes - .nd even the young .en rho hive found their ray 

soulh to Ihe rai/oad in lhe SUMler relurn 10 spend Ihe 

'OIiUM CUM dignitale' in finler IIong their relations. 

They are like the Irish and filI only l.bour on co. pUlsion 

- rherelore you lust be on your guard against riot and 

disorder ". 

Unlike his father however Edward Ellice Junior was a romantic. It was 

difficult to make a profit out of a highland estate when foreign 

competition from imported wool made tenants incapable of paying their 

rentals. Since Glen Quoich was not the main source of the Ellice 

family's capital however they could afford to build model cottages 

and be good landlords 76. 

Such deeds were far from standard practice in the Scat tish Highlands 

espeCially during the period 1830-1840 when Landseer undertook the 

majority of his Highland works. Edward Ellice was inclined to lecture 

other landlords despite the fact that Glen Quoich was the only estate 

in the parish of Kelmanivaig which stretched for over fifty miles. In 

September 1846 Edward Ellice warned a meeting of proprietors in 

Invernesshire tha t unless they employed the poor voluntarily they 

would be confronted with Irish style legislation whereby the government 

found work for the surplus population and compelled landowners to pay. 

Reluctantly the proprietors agreed to employ their poor at one shilling 

and sixpence a day 77. From the above it is clear that Landseer's 

close associa tion with the Ellice family led to a softened view of 

Highland life. Landseer's mediated experience of Highland existence 

however, was not confined to the benevolence of the Ellice family. 
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During the period 1820-1840, Landseer was also a frequent visitor 

to "The Doune", a hunting lodge close to Aviemore leased by the 6th 

Duke and Duchess of Bedford. In addition to "The Doune" the Bedfords 

leased from the Ellice family a portion of the Glenfeshie estate 

further south where they established a small vacation settlement 

consisting of a few scattered huts. In his correspondence with his 

sister, Bedford's surgeon, Allan Thomson left a record of two seasons 

activities. Thomson's account is one versed in the trappings of the 

romantic movement yet it gives an amusing and highly perceptive 

account of the Highland pursuits of a leisured class, for this reason it 

is worth quoting extensively: 

Ve are likely 10 see so'e cOMpany here no~. There are a 

great ,any of the nobility, straggling about in the ,oors 

Ihroughoul Ihe highlands 70. 

Ve have no~ selt/ed in lhis idle 50rl of life rhkh is 

generaJJy led in lhese paris rhid consisls in being 

engaged in oul of door aMusllenls, or in its higher tille 

of sports of the field, for rhkh the gmt folks ,igrate 

ril~ 50 .uch trouble and expense to Ihe norlh. 

Sporling is of course our chief emploYlenl and 1'1 gelling 

gflduaJJy initlaled inlo its .ysleries. /ly larlan and .y 

shepherd's plaid rill be here lo.orro~ rhen I shall be fil 

for the .oors 79, 

On Ihe side of Loch Inch six .U" fra. Ihe Daune, There 

is a burying place and ,onullenl of Ihe /lacpherson Ihal 

either ~ag or ras nal Onian, flulhern Castle in rhich the 

Chevalier took refuge sOle ti,e after the battle of 

CuJJoden is close to Kingussi" The slronghold of Ih, 

CUMling is a casll, in Ihe .iddle of our Loch an Elan 

rhich ras a ruin 6000 years ago, The 6rant's srear by /he 

hill called Craig Clachie rhich overhangs the other side 

of th, Sp'y clos, by this house and I dare say a .ore 
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industrious antiquarian than / Might teU you .any lore 

curious tllings connected ~ith this neighbourhood '., 

From the above quotations it is clear that Thomson was well versed 

in the historical landscape characteristic of the romantic movement, 

However, he expanded further on how this landscape was explored and 

appropriated: 

Ve have had one grand expedition on Vednesday Ind 

yesterday to a place ~hich I IIntioned last year, loch 

liven (pronoIJnrtd Avon) on the other side of CairngorM, 

This is a .ost ROJantic and ri/d lake situated in a narror 

gully or glen surrounded by precipitous rocks fro. 500-

1000 feet high and acclfsible only on one side, The only 

road or ray rather, lor Ihere is no path to get to Loch 

Aven is over Cairngorl's very top or the hills ~hich range 

along it, and strange to say luch the easiest ray is close 

to the Cairn on Cairngo,. ", 

On Vednesday the Ouchtss, Lady Abercorn and Lady 6eorgina 

and one of the Hiss Balfours, Lords Cos.os and Alexander, 

Sir Richard King and Capt Sullivan, Iro 'ilitary .en rho 

are at present being initiate(Unto High/and life, Hr 

Ellict, Hr Pllrris.ll siJJJed forth rith IMir cortegt 

consisting of a gillie (or each person, a dozen ponies, a 
gillie for each pony and so.e servants besides ___ _ 

They arrived It thl 61en in aboul six and a hilf I!curs 

dined, and passed the night in the hills, A mll lent 

ras pitched for the ladies and their "id, and the 

gentle.en slept in a natural cave a large hole •• de by an 

enOrMOUS block of granite fow'ng a (uot aMut 10 feet 

rhich hiS laJJen "idst a heap of mller blocks and in 

supported by Ihel so as to fOri the roof of a cavern __ 
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This is a ro •• on resort of shepherds and deer poarhers and 

I thinK the gentle.en rere I good deal betler off than the 

lldies S2, 

Such was the manner in which the leisured class explored the 

romantic Highlands of Scotland, Thomson in his capacity as a doctor 

however left a record not only of the romantic life but the social and 

economic conditions on the surrounding estate: 

I have hid I ronsiderlble nUlber of pltients of different 

kinds, So.e rises of rhroni( internll rO'pllints, So.e of 

these Ire atlrillulable 10 the poor living of lhe ro .. on 

people, I hive oflen heard Ihe Srotrh people referred to 

as proofs of Ihe rholeloMeness of vegetallle diel Ilone, 

bul (lft/inlr in Ihis neighbourhood 1'1 hive luffkieni 

reason lhal sOMelhing .ore Ihan one kind of vegetable food 

is required for the nutrilion of Ihe bodr ___ I thinK I 

,. juslified fro. Ihell IS reJJ IS olher drru,stanres in 

supposing oll,ell is not I rholeso,e arlirle of food rhen 

not ro,bined rith SOMething else s', 

Having noted the above Thomson however did not confine his 

observations to diet alone: 

labour is br no "'ns rhllp hlfe, bul Ihen it is only for 

I plrl of Ihe year tllll l,bourtfs rln gel IIploYllnl, They 

are pent up in lheir houses for I gml pari of Ihe rinter 

and unlble 10 do anrlhing, 

Neilh,r il fu,1 rhelp, for rarrilgl oflen rosts a good 

dell and sOlle lhink iI.ore ,rono.iral 10 burn i'ported 

roals, The rood is 11011 abundant, bul dear 1150 fro. 

rifrilge, 
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A gr,,1 .any of the people necessarily IItpend for 

sustenance on th,ir uploy.enl oy lhe sum.er anll ~inler 

residenllis, The Duchess has lIone an illense Ileal in this 

neighbourhood 10 beller the coni/ilion of the poor and not 

grealer proof of her lacl and kno~/edge of the rorld can 

be given than the judicious ray in ~hich she has done 

50 8". 

The far.s are s,all and even in Ihe lorland of Ihe Slralh 

are chiefly for cattle, The grain is of course chiefly for 

consuMplion in Ihe i,.ediale neighbourhood of Ihe place in 

rh/ch it grors __ 

The lateness of Ihe season .akes the presenl a bad year, 

for allhough the reather is nor i.proving the grain cannol 

be expected to fill, The famrs are culling il green in 

lIiny places, ,nd rh'l adds 10 Ihe probabillly of rani 

during Ihe rint" is Ihe lurnips having failed in Miny 

places and IhI polatoes hiving olln frosted __ _ 

The other day in OM of Ihe counlry houses J rlS In J sar 

a large pot of polatoel going on the fire and J asked bar 

long I I wuld lake thill, 'Nwh longer Ihan forlll! years' 

ras lhe anner 'for they are so Dad lhis yeilr lhal ~e can 

scarcely eal the. rith relish', The gaell. Iilnguilge is 

general here, bul .051 or the .en and younger people kno~ 

a lillle English, J if ooliged 10 have an Inlerpreter for 

the grealer nUlber of 'Y palients 6', 

Thomson's record tells of the harshness of life on one Highland 

estate, a harshness which was mitigated only by seasonal employment 

- the unspecified charity of the Duchess of Beford. This was the 

stark reality behind the numerous "Highland Interior" works Landseer 

produced between 1830 and 1834 96, While the local population 

struggled. for existence Edward Ellice and Edwin Landseer could, as 
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witnessed in the Glenfeshie Game Books, kill scores of grouse and 

collect an abundance of wha t Landseer la ter would call "Precious 

Trophies" (Plate 44) 87. 

Reflecting in 1884 Donald Cameron believed that the growing 

popularity of deer forests and the quest for "precious trophies" 

resulted from "an increasing. love of sport and a higher appreciation of 

wild scenery _ _ accumulation of wealth among the trading and 

commercial classes; communications and Sir Edwin Landseer" ee. While it 

would of course be ridiculous to correlate the development of Scottish 

deer forests with the production and success of Landseer's art it is 

interesting to note the temporal relationship between the two. While 

the origins of Scottish deer stalking can be traced into antiquity by 

1800 only seven deer forests remained 89. After the French War 

however the Highlands began to attract both English aristocratic and 

mercantile interests. While development was slow and uncertain by 

1833 the region and sport had become "the rage" 90. By 1839 at 

least 28 deer forests had been formed. Following Queen Victoria's visit 

to Drummond Castle in 1842 and her new found interest in the region 

expansion continued during the 1840's and at least 14 other forests 

were formed. This rate of expansion continued into the period 1850-

1860 when a further 14 forests were established 91. Mirroring the 

rapid formation of Scottish deer forests, the decade 1830-40 was the 

most creative and successful of Landseer's entire career. This success 

was based on numerous homely and sporting Highland images. These 

images however while recording peasant domesticity, the excitement of 

the chase and the glory of the kill failed to reflect the reality of 

peasant Highland existence outside the confines of the hunting lodge. 

Landseer's works were indeed based on what R. Ormond has called his 

"close association" with the Highlands, however this association 

including intimate friendship with the benevolent Duke and Duchess of 

Bedford, the Ellice family and Queen Victoria led inevitably to a 

contradiction between the false and true ideal. It is this contradiction 

in addition to the art market's pressure "to produce small prettiness 

for golden pay" which underlies the ambiguity of actuality discussed 
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above 92. Tha t the major works of the "prophet of the Highlands" 

contain no reference to "real business and action", "the hope beyond" 

or the didactic morality of the "dreary landscape" seems initially to 

negate the contention of this chapter that acceptable art in the early 

and mid nineteenth century was conditioned by aesthetic constraints. 

However, close inspection has shown Landseer's works to be far from 

free of ethical and moral considerations. The form and content of 

Landseer's works both articulated and reinforced middle class standards 

and values that lay at the heart of bourgeois ideology. By their 

very popularity with a critically minded Victorian public Landseer's 

Highland images paradoxically serve <like the hostile reception of E. 

Nicol's works) to underline the existence of inherently ideological 

aesthetic constraints. The following chapter "looks below the surface" 

of Landseer's royal Highland commissions in order to examine further 

that which lies inherent in the Highland image, the link between 

landscape and ideology, the link between landscape and culture. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

TIlE PRIVATION OF HISTORY: LANDSEER, VICTORIA AND TIlE HIGHLAND MYTH 

The use of the queen, in a dignified capacity, is 

incalculable, Vithout her in England, the present English 

Govern.ent ~ouJd fail and pass itay, /1ost people when they 

read that the queen ralked on the slopes at /lindsor - that 

the Prince of /lales ~ent to the Derby - have i,agined that 

too Much thought and pro.inence me giren to little 

things, But they hare been in error: and it is nice to 

trace hot the actions of a retired ridor, and an 

une'ployed youth beco.e of such i'portance, 

/laJter Bagehot (867) 1 

/le used a great .any fords rhose derivations re did not 

knor - for instance the rord Iyth - !lMt does it co.e fro. 

- I ras not giren enough to reply beyond the COMmon place 

facts about the ford, 

frederick Keyl in convemtion rith Sir Ed~in Landseer 

(1867) " 

In . the previous chapter the representation of the rural poor in 

nineteenth century landscape art was examined and some connections 

between bourgeois ideology and the landscape idea discerned. This 

chapter will attempt to discover whether the commissioning and 

execution of Landseer's royal commissions was governed by similar 

"aesthetic rules" and ideological considerations. To contemporaries such 

as Walter Bagehot the Significance of seemingly simple pleasures was 
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not lost for they formed an integral part of the English Constitution. 

Over the last century Queen Victoria's presence at Balmoral in the 

Scottish Highlands has been called into question. Protagonists argue 

that her love of the Highlands formed part of a conscious ideological 

exercise to manufacture and appropriate a royal Highland tradition. This 

stance 'will be critically examined below and an alternative view 

proposed, one which falsifies reductionist claims of ideological 

manipulation while correctii1g the common misconception that Victoria's 

love for the Highlands stemmed solely from the influence of 

Roman ticism. 

It is argued that Landseer's royal Highland commissions constitute 

a Highland myth, one whose ramifications can still be observed today. 

This Highland myth led not only to the privation of history, but the 

priva tion of geography and altered con temporary conceptions of the 

Scottish landscape and region. The term myth itself came into common 

English use as late as the early nineteenth century. In perhaps the 

earliest use of the term, the Westminister Review wrote in 1830 of the 

"origin of myths" seeking their "cause in the circumstances of fabulous 

history". However, from the middle of the century myth came to assume 

another meaning, that of an untrustworthy or even deliberately 

deceptive invention 3. Contemporaries such as Landseer, and his "pupil" 

Frederick Keyl could debate its meaning. Today , as in the nineteenth 

century, myth has several, often contradictory meanings. In this 

chapter the concept of myth referred to is that espoused by the late 

French literary critic and philosopher, Roland Barthes. This concept is 

outlined below as a necessary prelude to the examination of the 

relations between Land seer , Victoria and the Highland myth. 

The nature of myth 

Roland Barthes (1915-1980) was Professor of the System of Signs at 

the College de France. In his seminal work Mythologies (1957) Barthes 

"resented seeing Nature and History confused at every turn" ". In 
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essence Mythologies had a double theoretical framework. Firstly, the 

work was an explicit ideological critique of the language of mass 

culture and secondly, it attempted to provide a working methodology 

within the confines of a new science, semiology. In doing so Barthes 

sought to account for and analyse the transformation of bourgeios 

culture into nature, that is, the transformation of the historically 

con tingen t in to the na tural. 

In 1971 Barthes returned again to the concept of myth" Barthes 

recognised that semiology had developed further from his initial 

premises consequently he argued that ideological analysis ought to be 

more sophisticated than his initio.~ outline had suggested. These 

developments led Barthes to conclude that his concept of myth belonged 

to the past. However, as A. Lavers has noted, these comments were 

little more than a qualified endorsement for Barthes never disowned 

the concept ". For Barthes demystification, or demythication, had 

become a tired phrase. He was of the opinion tha t the purpose of 

inquiry should be less the analysiS of the sign than its dislocation, a 

process he called semioclasm 7. With the advent of semioclasm Barthes 

argued that the scale of semiological enquiry would know no historica0 

or geographical bounds. 

While Mythologies was a synchronic study of contemporary France 

Barthes envisaged the possibility of the diachronic study of myth. 

One can therefore i,agine a diachronic study of .ylh, 

~hether one sub,its the. to retrospection (~hich Means 

founding a historical .ythology), or rhether one lollors 

some of yesterday's .yths darn to their present forMS 

Mien means fOrling prospective history) B. 

In no sense can Barthes's conception of myth be considered ahistorical. 

In fact Barthes stressed that: 
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the specific study of fOrls does not in any ray contradict 

the necessary principles of totality and History, The 'Ort 

a syslll is specifirally defined in ter.s of its fOrM, the 

lore a.enable it is to historical cri lie is. g, 

Further, as in Barthes's other works, great importance was attached 

to history: 

one Cin conceive of very ancient .ylhs, Dui there are no 

eternal ones: for it is hUMan history rhich conyerts 

reality into speech, and it alone rules the life and death 

'" Of .ylhical language, Ancienl or nor, Hythology can only 
": i 'I,:F , . -_'. . ,~. " . 

have an historical foundation, for ,ylh is a Iype of 

speech chosen by history: it cannol evolye fro. Ihe 

'nalure of lhings' '., 

there is no fixity in .ythological concepts: tMy can COIe 

into being, aller, disintegrate, disappm completely, And 

'il j's precisely because /hey are historiedl thal history 

can euily suppress the. 11 

It is history that is of paramount importance to the study of myth. 

for, myth tranforms the historically contingent into the natural. 

To Barthes myth is a system of communication, a message, a mode of 

Signification •. a form. Examine Figure 5.1. Elementary semiology 

postulates a relation between two terms, a signifier and a sitInified, 

however there is a third term, the sign which is the associative total 

of the first two terms. In myth the sequence of signifier, signified and 

sign again appears. Myth is in essence what Berthes calls a second 

order semiological chain (or Metalanguage), and is constructed from the 

chain which exists before it. That which is a sign in the first system 

becomes a mere signifier in the second. Barthes calls the sign of the 

first order semiological system the meaning. However, since the sign of 

the first order system is also the mythical signifier another term is 
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required to describe this role. When the sign of the first order system 

(language) fulfils this function Barthes terms it the Form. The mythical 

signified Barthes terms the concept. In the second order semiological 

chain, this sign or signification is the myth itself. 

In myth the mythical signifier is both full and empty. It is from 

the meaning that myth draws its nourishment. When the first order sign 

(meaning) becomes the mythical signifier (or Form) its contingency is 

left behind. When this happens the mythical signifier (Form) leaves 

behind a whole system of values, a history, a geography, a morality. 

Barthes postulates a continuous alteration, a dialectic between meaning 

and form. Meaning forms a reservoir of history which myth calls upon 

and dismisses at will 12. According to Barthes, it is this constant game 

of hide and seek between meaning and Form which defines myth. 

Pain tinS as a 1ansuage 

While Barthes's theory of myth outlined above was specifically 

formulated to resolve central questions relating to literary culture 

Barthes argued that it could be used to study other aspects of 

popular culture. As a an introduction to the following analysis of 

Landseer, Victoria and the Highland myth this section considers 

Barthes's thoughts on painting as a language. Barthes was of the 

opinion tha t : 

everything (in be a I/yth pruvided it can be (unveyed by a 

dis(uuf6e, Hyth is nut defined by the ubjed uf its 

IIssage, but by the ~ay in rhich it utters this .essage: 

there are nu fur.al li.its to ,yth, there are no 

'substantial' ones, Everything, then, can be a .yth ? Yes, 

I believe this, for the universe is infinitely (er/ile in 

sugges lions IS, 
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From the above it is clear that Barthes believed that the study and 

analysis of myth need not be restricted solely to written language. 

For Barthes myth was a second order semiological system (metalanguage). 

Therefore: 

IIMn he reflects on I metlllngulge, the semiologist no 

longer needs to Isk hi"elf queslions Ibout the 

co.posilion of the llngulge object, he no longer needs to 

tlke inlo "count the detlils of Ihe linguistic schell: he 

will only need 10 tn.w ils 1011/ ler., or globll sign, Ind 

only inlS.uch 15 Ihis term lends ilself to mylh, This is 

~hy lhe se.iolO9isl is enlilJed to Iml in the 5I.e ~Iy 

vriling Ind pie lures 14 

In 1969 Barthes turned his attention to the question of whether 

painting was a language. Barthes reflected 

10 isk oneself if pilnllng Is i for. of llnguige Is 

i.mediltely I .oril question rhich (lJJs for a Mitiglted 

reply, a reply rhich is dlld, prolecling Ihe rights of Ihe 

individulI creator lIhe artist) Md those of hUlln 

univemJily (SOCiety) IS, 

Barthes proposed that a pai~ting be read in much the same way as a 

text, but always with regard to historical context. In doing so 

however Barthes also argued that the creative actions of the 

individual should not be denied. Most importantly Barthes argued that 

examination of a painting should not be limited to a professional 

critique of form and composition, the traditional preserve of art 

history: 

The Plinting, rhoever rriles it, exists only in the 

nlrrative ( give to il, or sliJJ in lhe number and 
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orgilnis.tion of readings /hit one could do,' • p.inting is 

never anything but its otn plur.l description I. 

Barthes argued essentially that any interpretation of a work of art was 

necessarily subjective, depending on the observer's construction of the 

work. In one sense a painting is a "setting infinitely open to 

subjective investment" where: 

the i'.ge is not the expression of • code, rather it is 

the variltion of • ~ork of codifir.tion: it is not i 

syste, but I gener.tor of systeMS IT. 

Barthes commented that semiology has tended to postulate a model 

against which paintings, myth, narratives etc could be defined in terms 

of gaps, intervals, disparities and that this approach can become too 

narrow, dogmatic and constraining. In the above reflections Barthes 

effectively warns any analysist against this potentially reductionist 

approach. Despite Barthes's qualifications on the nature of 

semiological inquiry noted above, clearly he remained of the opinion 

that painting could be treated as a language because of the nature of 

myth, ie myth is only interested in the metalanguage or the sign of the 

first order system. 

In a sense Barthes once again qualified, but did not retract, his 

concept of myth. Further Barthes stressed that subjective elements 

inevitably enter into an analysis through the identification of 

various signifiers and the naming of the concept .e. For this reason, 

and for those reasons emphasised in Chapter One, it is necessary for 

any examiner to adopt a clearly identifible theoretical framework. 

This chapter adopts Berthes's concept of myth and incorporates it into 

an overall cultural materialist framework as outlined in Chapter One. 

Having made cleer the theoretical underpinnings of this present study 

it is necessary to make some critical comments on Barthes's concept 

for the move from literature to the analysis of painting is not easily 

made .9 
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in which Bar thes 's 

Barthes's myth 

concept of myth has been 

is frequently termed 

"structuralist" and grouped along with the work of other thinkers such 

as Claude Levi Strauss 20. As a result it has suffered from the 

received wisdom surrounding the so called "structuralist school", namely 

it has been criticise.\. for being atemporal, descriptive rather than 

explanatory, and for not allowing for the "specificity of art" 

discussed in Chapter One 21 Critics argue that atemporal 

structuralists either accord priority to innate mental structures or 

account for historical change in terms of the transformation of 

successive synchronic structures 22. As the above discussion has shown 

however these criticisms of Barthes's mythological method are not 

valid for he does not subscribe to theories of inherent mental 

structure and accords a primacy to the study of historical Change and 

contingency. It must be stressed that it is Barthes's mythological 

method which is adopted in this chapter and not the broad approach or 

received wisdom of the structuralist school. 

In general recent studies have sought meaning in visual art in 

two ways; syntactical analysis in which the compositional elements are 

rela ted to each other and semen tic analysis where the art work is 

related to its cultural context. Structural studies of visual art have 

tended towards semantic analysis 23. In doing so they have aligned 

themselves with SOCiological approach outlined in Chapter One. One 

reason for this shift in method is the fact that the syntactical study 

of art, traditionally the preserve of art history, poses central 

problems, namely an art work must be carved up into discontinuous 

elements. Additional difficulties arise from the recognition that an 

accompanying caption may endow an art work with an additional and 

perhaps contradictory meaning. It is suggested that these problems may 

be minimised by careful examination of the historical contingency of 

compositional elements such as flags, dress and artistic technique. 

While recognising the importance of the above issues this chapter, in 
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keeping with other recent studies, adopts a largely seman tic approach. 

It is this approach however that critics frequently decry as mere 

description. 

Far from being a solely descriptive method Barthes's 

myth is in one sense analytical; through a reductive 

concept of 

process it 

reconstructs and re-presents one understanding of a work's meaning. It 

is not a simple matter of enumerating the various compositional 

elements present; each element's meaning depends upon both its 

historical contingency and its interconnectedness with other aspects of 

the work. Indeed it is this process of interconnectedness which endows 

a work with meaning 24. Barthes's method is perhaps best described as 

"a useful organizational pro.cedure which depends heavily on efficient 

research techniques and highly developed powers of observation; in 

short; it is an approach" 26. While differing in several key respects, , 
not least its clear ideological underpinnings, in many ways Barthes's 

method follows on from the work of earlier writers such as E. Panofsky 

and H. Wolfflin. 

The second major critique of Barthes's concept relates to its 

ideological nature and intellectual roots. Barthes's concept of myth 

is derived largely from Karl Marx's writings on demystification. For 

Marx demystification was the essence of criticism. There is a clear 

parallel between Barthes's view of myth overturning history into 

nature and Marx's analogy of the camera obscura to be found in The 

German Ideology (1848) 2". As A. Lavers has noted, Barthes used 

Marxism to explain the purpose of myth, but not its structure, that is, 

in Barthes's analysis Marxism functions as a framework but not an 

explici t model 27. Further, Barthes's consistent attacks on the nature 

of bourgeois culture has led to comments such as H. Kenner's that his 

"bubbling poin t is low" 29. While these criticisms contain elements of 

undoubted truth Barthes cannot be reduced to mere vulgar Marxism for, 

as D. Funt has noted and Barthes himself has commented upon, he is 

more concerned with process rather than the end product 29 It is 
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particularly important to remember this point given the diverse and 

often hedonistic nature of Barthes's later writings 30. 

Barthes's concept of myth has been termed tautological and has 

been attacked for what some observers have called the substitution of 

one truth for another 31. It· has also been criticised for what some 

regard as . its claim for total interpretation. However, these 

commentators have overlooked the fact that Barthes made it explicit\-.'1 

clear that the structural study of myth, can yield only half the truth, 

the other half must of necessity be supplied by empirical means 32. 

Once again it is of extreme importance to remember Barthes's emphasis 

on context and the history of the subject. Critics argue Barthes is 

inconsistent and that observers should judge his work by looking at his 

actions and not his writings. While there is undoubtedly more than an 

element of truth in these claims they arise largely from from a lack 

of reflection on Barthes's numerous, fragmentary, and often 

contradictory writings. A further criticism that has been raised is 

tha t of subjectivity. As has been discussed above , the concept of myth 

does indeed entail clear subjective elements, just as semiological 

signs have multiple motivations 33. It must be stressed however that 

no research framework can claim to be free from value judgemen ts. 

Provided the "mythologist" recognises the concept's ideological bias 

this problem may be minimised. 

Perhaps one of the most apposite criticisms of Barthes came from 

fellow linquist, Mounin, who claimed that he studied semiology so late 

in his life that he would never catch up with what it really 

entailed 34. However, as P. Thody asks, is this really a handicap if 

Barthes's methodology when put into practice yields interesting 

insights ? 35. Quite correctly Thody, a conservative critic, feels 

that it would be rash to insist that Mythologies is only really 

applicable to France of the 1950's. Finally, Barthes's curious mixture 

of contradictory "abstract scientism" and "aesthetic spiritualism" has 
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been attacked for representing: 

a perfect solution for the needs of a bourgeoisie ~hi,h at 

one and the sa.e tile ~orships science and attelpts to 

strip it of its deMystification and liberating force ", 

To S. Timpanaro in his polemical works against what he calls the anti

materialist left, Barthes like Foucault, Sarte and Levi Strauss is little 

more than a "charlatan"! 

While it cannot be denied that there is some validity in all the 

above criticisms, provided one is aware of the ideological underpinnings 

of Barthes's concept of myth it will 

methodological tool it offers a means 

be argued that as a 

of obtaining a greater 

understanding of Landseer's royal commissions, This understanding 

however, as Barthes would stress, must be firmly grounded in historical 

context. 

Landseer. Victoria and the Highland myth 

Barthes recognised that: 

every Myth can have its history and its geography/ each is 

in fad the sign of the other: a .yth ripens because it 

spreads, I have not been able to carry oul any real study 

of the social geography of .yths, But it is perfe,tly 

possible to dra~ rhat linguists would call the isoglosses 

of a Myth, the lines ~hich limit the region rhere it is 

spoten, As this region is shifting it rould be better to 

speat of raves of implantation of the .yth 

The social geography of .yths ~jJJ main diffi,ult to 

trace as long as re la,k an analytical sodology of the 

press, But ~e can say that ils place already exists ", 
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Berthes's conception of e geography of myth was, of course like the 

central theme of Mythologies, related to the myth of contemporary 

France. The above discussion however has shown that Barthes believed 

the diachronic study of myth to be possible and indeed desirable. It 

will be argued tha t the "geography of myth" can be examined in a 

diachronic manner by replacing the analytical sociology of the press , 

suggested by Barthes, by a detailed stUdy of a series of paintings and 

engravings of works by Sir Edwin Landseer. Further, while Barthes 

confined his comments to the identification and delineation of the 

region in which a myth exists, it will be argued that under specific 

historic circumstances myth by its very nature alters contemporary 

conceptions of the landscape and region within which it finds its 

nourishment. 

The reign of Queen Victoria saw the emergence of a new genre in 

painting, one which expressed a royal liking for the Highlands of 

Scotland. Through royal patronage artists such as Carl Haag and John 

Phillips rose to prominence ",... While many artists worked within the 

genre one name above all others came to be identified with the image 

of Queen Victoria and the royal family in the Scottish Highlands: that 

of Edwin Landseer. Landseer instructed both the Queen and Prince 

Consort in the art of sketching and was in many ways the last of the 

court painters. 

Landseer's first painting of the royal family in the Scottish 

Highlands was "Queen Victoria sketching at Loch Laggen" (1847) (Plate 

24). In 1849 the Queen purchased Landseer's "The Free Kirk" . Although 

not a royal commission Victoria thought this work symbolised the 

p,eacefulness of the Highlands. Subsequently, in 1850 Her Majesty 

commissioned two Highland subjects from Landseer as Christmas presents 

for the Prince Consort: "Highlander and Eagle" (Plate 25) and "Highland 

Lassie crossing a stream" (Plate 26). In 1850 Land seer paid his first 

visit to Balmoral <leased by the Queen in 1848) and was a gues t there 

the following autumn. It was on this first visit that the Queen 

discussed the details of what she considered to be the most important 

of Landseer's royal commissions, "Queen Victoria meeting the Prince 
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Consort on his return from Deer Stalking in the year 1850", This work 

was exhibited at the Royal Academy in May 1854 in its unfinished 

form and received critical reviews 39, Landseer continued working on 

the painting until 1870 when it was exhibited for a second time at the 

Royal Academy, As R, Ormond has noted, critics tactfully passed it 

by 40, The painting finally entered the royal collection around 1873 

and was engraved by W,H, Simmons in 1874 under the title "Royal Sports 

on Hill and Loch" <Plate 27), It was subsequently destroyed by order 

of George V, 

From the above paintings it is argued that it is possible to discern 

the emergence of a Victorian Highland myth, a myth in which the 

contingent and historical are lost in an image of tranquil natural 

order, Further, the loss of history in the myth automatically entails 

the loss of geography for each is intimately connected with the other, 

"Royal Sports on Hill and Loch" (Plate 27) was the largest and 

most important of Landseer's royal commissions, According to Ormond, 

the picture was intended "to identify the royal family with the spirit 

of the Highlands and the ennobling pursuit of hunting" 41 

Landseer's sketchs for the work were undertaken at Balmoral in 1850 

where the Queen discussed the picture at length with Landseer, In doing 

so Victoria was explicit in her wishes: 

It is to be thus: I, stepping out of the boat at Lod 

Ifuich, Albert, in his HighJand dress, assisting me out, & 

I aM looking at a stag ~hi,h he is supposed to have just 

killed, 8ertie is on the deer pony ~ilh If,Oonald Mo. 

Landseer Mu,h ad.ires) standing behind, with rifles and 

plaids on his shoulder, In the ~ater, holding the bait, 

are .evenl of the .en in their kills, - salmon ire also 

lying on the ground, The picture is intended to represent 

.e /l1eeting Albert, rho has been stalking, rhil.t 1 have 

been fishing, d the rhole is quile ,on.onant riM the 

truth, The .olitude, the sport, the Highlanders in the 

raler, le rilJ be, as Landseer says, a beautiful 
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exesplifkation of peareful tiMes, J of tM independent 

life ~e lead in the dear Highlands. It is quite a ne~ 

ronreption, J I think the .anner in *hich he has romposed 

it, rill he singularly dignified, poetical J totaUy 

novel, for no other Queen has ever enjoyed, ~hat I a. 

fortunate enough to enjoy in our peaceful happy life here. 

It ~iJJ tell a great deal, J it is beautiful 42. 

As " commission from the reigning monarch, Landseer's "Royal Sports" 

does indeed tell a great deal about Queen Victoria's conception of, and 

identification with the "spirit of the Highlands". By using Barthes's 

simple methodology discussed earlier in this chapter, it is possible to 

identify the signifiers of what Barthes calls language object, or the 

first order semiological chain. Firstly, "Royal Sports on Hill and Loch" 

<Plate 27) illustrates a British Queen in the symbolic act of landing 

in Scotland 43 Secondly, all eyes of the royal retainers are 

directed towards the Queen. All these are first order signifiers; what 

do they signify ? Apart from the symbolic connotation of the Queen 

landing and conquering Scotlartd, the signifiers proclaim that the Queen 

is great and that all her subjects serve her loyally regardless of 

natonality. There is no better retort to those contemporaries who would 

perhaps allege colonialism and imposition than the loyality shown by 

the natives to their Queen 44 What is the sign? Quite simply, the 

sign is royalty in a loyal HighlBl1ds. At this level of understanding the 

meaning of the engr"ving would appear to be clear. However, if the 

engraving is examined carefully, what Barthes would call a second order 

semiological chain can be detected, one whose signifiers or form are 

already present in the sign of the first order system ie, royalty in a 

loyal Highlands. It is this second order semiological chain which 

defines the myth. 

The mythical signified or concept can have several signifiers. 

Further, as Barthes argues it is through the repetition of this mythical 

signified, or concept through various signifiers that allows the 

observer to deCipher the myth. Signifiers at this second level are 

present in the physical ascendency of Queen Victoria, the royal ensign 
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and Prince Albert's adherence to the tartan and kilt, the invention of 

an English quaker in 1727 4S, What do these signifiers signify'? The 

concept signified here is that of royal imposition and appropriation of 

the Scottish landscape and Sc'ottish history. Royal imposition and 

appropriation lie at the very heart of the myth. It is through the 

concept, Barthes argues, that a whole neW history is implanted for myth 

has one principle: it transforms h'istory into nature. What then is the 

signification? The signification is the myth itself 4S. Myth is the 

process of de-politicization of the image. Here What is lost from the 

image is not royal imposition and appropriation but the contingent and 

historical, the fabricated quality of this imposition and appropriation. 

The Victorian Highland myth is the apparent naturalness of the image 

of Queen Victoria and the royal family in a tranquil loyal Highlands 

(Figure 5.2) 47 

The privation of history 

"Myth deprives the object of which it speaks of all History" "". 

From the myth and its signification in Landseer's "RoY'!-l Sports" 

historical reality is transformed into a na tural image of reality. Here 

the na turalness of the image denies the struggles of the 1715 and 1745 

Jacobite rebellions. Further, in "Royal SPQ!:1~" (Plate 27) and 

"l:!ighlander and Eagle" (PIa te 25) the image of kilted and armed 

Highlanders seems to negate the tensions of the eighteenth century 

when such items of apparel were prohibited by Georgian statutes, 

statutes which had only been revoked in 1780 4" The fact that the 

first reigning monarch to visit Scotland since Charles I, George IV, did 

so less than 30 years previously is easily forgotten. Myth has the task 

of giving the historical (here Victoria's presence in the Highlands) a 

natural justification and, in doing so it makes contingency eternal. To 

quote Barthes; "The world enters language [here the image] as a 

dialectical relation between activities, between human actions; it comes 

out of myth as a harmonious display of essences" GO. These essences 

are those which saturate the "spirit of the highlands" and in this 
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sense contribute not only to the privation of history, but the privation 

of geography'" 

Mytll.. and the privation of seosraphy 

The Highland myth contributes not only to the privation of history 

but the privation of geography. It does so in its reduction of the 

landscape idea from a romantic construction to a bland container for 

what is ultimately a socially and historically determined myth 62. 

The nature of this change in landscape representation under the agency 

of myth can be illustrated by comparative analysis of "Royal sports on 

Hill and Loch" with other works of the Highland genre by Landseer. In 

"Queen Victoria sketchins at Loch Lassan" <Plate 24), the first of 

Landseer's pictures of the royal family in the Highlands of Scotland, 

the landscape component is strong. Here the setting at the east end of 

Loch Laggan looking towards the Eas t Binnein, is more than jus t a 

backdrop for the royal image, it forms an integral part of the 

meaning 63. It is the landscape Queen Victoria is in the act of 

sketching and as such it cannot be divorced from the meaning of the 

painting. Similarly, in the pastoral imagery of "Hishland Lassie" 

<Plate 26) the landscape component, although different in nature from 

that in the previous painting remains strong. As with "Royal Sports" 

Queen Victoria was explicit in her wishes: "Highland Lassie" was to be 

all "peace and sunshine" 64. Examination of the painting shows that 

her wishes were respected. The wild animals no longer fear mankind, 

sheep graze peacefully in the background while, in the distance, smoke 

spirals upwards into a serene sky from the hearths of doubtlessly 

happy homes! 

On examination "Highlander and Eagle" <Plate 25), the companion 

painting to "Highland Lassie", appears radically different from the 

other royal commissions examined so far. Here the landscape component 

has been eradicated and the ruggedness of the Highlands personified in 

the highly romantic and powerful figure of the Queen's gillie, Peter 

Coutts. Further, the peaceful and tranquil imagery of the previous 
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works has gone. This highly dramatic image is however the result of 

Landseer's disregard for the Queen's wishes. In a letter to Queen 

Victoria's dresser, Miss Skerrett, Landseer had asked whether the Queen 

would prefer the "peaceful and sunny side" of the Highlander's character 

in preference to an "action and bloodied" image ."'. In the reply tha t 

fOllowed it was apparen t tha t while Queen Victoria's equerry was eager 

for a stormy image the Queen herself was not 66. Queen Victoria 

again expressed her wish for a pastoral image and thought the 

Highlander should represent the "natural spirit of the highlands". The 

Queen in fact proposed a forester resting on his way home with the 

spoils of a day's sport silhouetted against a sunset over distant hills. 

Clearly Queen Victoria's wishes were disregarded by Landseer in this 

instance in favour of a dramatic, powerful high romantic composition. 

Landseer, in his sketch for "Royal Sports" (Plate 28) recovered the 

romantic image of landscape and nature. Here the actions of Queen 

Victoria and her retainers remain within the framework prescribed by 

nature, or at least the artist's conception of the natural world. Even 

Queen Victoria. in all her regality cannot rise above the peaks of the 

Highland landscape. In the completed version of "Royal Sports" (Plate 

27) however, the myth, in its privation of history has brought about 

the privation of geography in at least three distinct ways. Firstly, the 

landscape component of the painting has been subsumed, if not 

eradicated by the myth, the apparent naturalness of the image of 

royalty in a loyal Highlands. The landscape image undergoes change 

from the picturesque of "Queen Victoria sketching at Loch Laggan" 

(Plate 24) to the pastoral of "Highland Lassie" (Plate 26), eventually to 

be subsumed in "Royal Soorts" (PIa te 27) where Queen Victoria in all 

her regality is higher, and by implication greater than all the 

surrounding natural world. Secondly, the animal presence has been 

completely subjugated by the royal presence. This is readily apparent 

on comparison of Plate 28 - the artist's sketch - with the final 

version, Plate 27. The number and species of dead game has increased 

while those animals which are not physically subjugated such as the 

dogs at Victoria's feet, pay homage like their human retainers to their 

royal masters 57. 
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The third way in which the privation of geography occurs is related 

not to the specific content of the painting but the context in which 

the commission was undertaken. The transformation of social relations 

in Scottish society and the resultant tensions that this transformation 

produced are ignored. All the commissions discussed so far either 

illustrate or express the Queen's desire for a tranquil image of 

Highland life. This tranquil image of Scottish rural existence denies 

the transformation of Scottish social and economic life which had been 

underway since the mid eighteenth centurYi the received history of the 

Highland clearances, the saga of agrarian revolution, political 

domination, . colonisation, eviction and emigration traditionally placed 

between 1780 and 1855 .>E,. While Landseer's tranquil images do deny 

these tensions, they mask more fundamental changes in the structure of 

social and economic life over the period 1820 to 1870. 

By 1820 a significant proportion of the Scottish people had been 

transformed into a landless proletariat. A decade later the basis of 

industrial capitalism had been ·laid: Scotland was on the brink of the 

transition to a modern economy 69. In 1841 despite the fact that only 

32.7% of Scots lived in towns of over 5000 inhabitants over half the 

population lived in parishes which were recognisably urban-industrial 

rather than agricultural in nature 60 Between 1830-1870 

industrialisation, centred on the rise of the factory mode of production 

and the decline of rural-based manufacturing over the period 1830-1840, 

finally transformed the great majority of Scots into a landless 

proletariat 61 The rise of Scotland's distinct form of client 

capitalism within the British and European economic system, based 

largely on the injection of capital from rural commerce, resulted in an 

irrevokable break of the tradi tionsl ties between the Scottish people 

and the land 62. 
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Rapid urbanisation over the period 1800-30 however resulted in poor 

sanitation, chronic overcrowding and an inadequate supply of drinking 

water in many urban areas. In the cities tuberculosis, typhus, 

measles, scarlet fever, dysentery and whooping cough were all endemic 

until the second half of the century. In 1831, 1848, 1853 and 1866 

Scotland's urban areas were ravaged by cholera while in 1836 and 

1848 typhus took its toll. Urban mortality rates returned to 

seven teen th cen tury levels and on occasion were twice as high as 

those of the surrounding countryside 63. In the early 1840's economic 

depression was so acute in industrial towns such as Paisley that, 

against the canons of the Scottish poor law, relief was given to the 

able bodied unemployed and soup kitchens established in almost all 

major Scottish towns "". For Scotland's emergent urban-industrial 

sOciety the period 1832-1855 was one of profound social and economic 

crisis. WhIle a vogue for tartan shawls following Victoria's initial 

visit to Scotland in 1842 may have temporarily eased Paisley's 

unemployment problem the Victorian Highland myth denied the harsh 

realities of Scottish urban exis tence and helped propagate an 

increasingly false regional image of a tranquil rural Scotland "". 

In propaga ting this false rural image and denying the tensions 

inherent in Scottish SOCiety the Victorian Highland myth also masked 

tensions within England and Britain as a whole "". Landseer's royal 

commissions came at a time of great administrative change and upheaval. 

To many contemporaries the climax of the Chartist struggle in 1848, 

like the Jacobite risings of 1715 and 1745 had seemed to threaten the 

very foundations of British society. In 1842 Queen Victoria on her first 

visi t to Scotland had been forced by Sir Robert Peel to undertake the 

journey by sea to avoid the chance of being caught up in Chartist 

unrest in the north of England "7. Indeed, in the months prior to this 

visit two direct attempts had been made on the Queen's life. 

In addi tion to Britain's in ternal problems, unres t throughou t Europe 

was widespread. Regardless of the realities of the situation the 

crowned heads of Europe communicated with each other in despondent 
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letters. On the 26th February, 1848 Queen Victoria's uncle Leopold, King 

of the Belgians, wrote to his niece: 

la. unrell in consequence of Iht! a,ful evt!nls al Paris _ 

llhil rill soon become of us Sod alone kno~s: great efforts 

,ill be Made to rt1Volutionise this country: as there are 

poor and ricked pt!ople in all (ounlries it say 

su((t!ed '8. 

Queen Victoria in her. reply could state: 

Since 24th February I feel an uncertainly in emything 

existing, rhich ___ ont! never felt be fort!. "hen one 

thinks of one's children, Iheir education, their fulure -

and prays for IheN _ I alrays think and say 10 .yself, 

'Lel the. grov up fit for ~hilever slalion they .ay be 

placed in - high or 10". This one never Ihought of 

before, bul I do a/~ays nov. Altogether one's rhole 

disposition is so changed - bore and Irifles __ one looks 

upon as good things and quite a blessing ___ provided 

one (an keep one's position quiel ! •• 

It was no doubt these reasons amongst others that led to the Queen's 

entourage of troops even, in her "peaceful happy highland existence". 

Tha t this presence was noticable in the Highlands there can be no 

doubt. In a letter to his friend Jacob Bell Landseer himself was to 

comment: 

The high/ands - particularly the nt!ighbourhood of 8lair in 

Alholl present a new characler - soldiers and buslle, The 

Q and P,A, being the gml attraction 7', 

Clearly, the tensions present in Scottish and British society were 

apparent for all to see, yet the myth with its tranqUil rural imagery 

ignored these. Such was the nature of the Victorian Highland. myth. 
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Propagation of the myth 

Prior to the advent of photographic reproduction the major medium 

for visual mass communication in early and mid Victorian Britain was 

the engraving. Following the invention of the steel printing plate in 

1840, and of stereotyping (the duplicating of the printing plates 

themselves), the print business was revolutionised. The very period in 

which Landseer pain ted royalty in the Scottish Highlands saw a boom in 

the engraving trade 7'. In 1842 there were approximately 20 print 

sellers in London; by 1890 126 print sellers had registered with the 

Print Sellers Association, a body established to clamp down on pirate 

engravings and prints 72. Between 1847-1894 the number of plates 

declared totalled 4,823. This figure excluded those printed privately 

further, print piracy was rife. The fact that technical innovation, in 

particular stereotyping, enabled the plates to be duplicated, and that 

thousands of engravings were taken from each plate ensured that the 

total number of prints produced could be numbered in millions. 

While the cumulative effect of the production of multiple copies on 

a large scale was to depress prices, substantial problems remained 

however in distribution of the end product. There was no national or 

international network of retail outlets. One attempted solution was the 

founda tion of art unions for example the Art Union of London which 

was established in 1837 73 Art Unions were really no more than 

glorified lotteries where members subscribed a guinea or more each 

year. Prize money was allocated by lottery and the winner could select 

a work of art currently on exhibition at the Royal Academy, British 

Ins titu te or the Society of Pain ters in Wa ter Colours. The governing 

committees of the art unions annually commissioned an engraving after 

one of the winner's choices and prints were subsequently distributed to 

subscribers. Setween 1838-1887 the art unions published 50 large 

plates one of which was Landseer and Calcott's "Harvest in the 

Highlands" (1857) (Plate 23). Despite the activities of the art unions 

the annual subscription rates and the problems of distribution ensured 

that the engraving mass market was restricted largely to the Victorian 

middle classes. From an examination of the engraving market it is 
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TABLE 5.1 ENGRAVING RECORD OF LANDSEER'S ROYAL HIGHLAND 
COMMISSIONS, 

Title, Engraver, Published., Price, 

Queen Victoria J ,T, Willimore 1858 1 gn, 
sketching at Loch W, Roffe 1881 
Leggan, 

The Free Kirk Ct ), T ,L, A tkinson 1854 2 gns, 
R, Piercy 1885 1 gn, 

Highland Lassie J, Outrim 1864 2 gns, 
crossing a stream, 

Highlander and J, Outrim 1856 1 gn. 
Eagle, W, Roffe '1891 1 gn, 

Royal Sports on W .H, Simmons 1874 3 gns, 
Hill and Loch, 

* Note: The Free Kirk has been included in the above table although 
not executed by royal commission, 

Source: Information derived from the catalogue of the Print Sellers 
Association CP,S,A) and the Incorporated Print Sellers Association, 
London (Volume I, 1847-91), 
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possible to make Some comments on the identity of those who purchased 

engravings of Landseer's works and who became consumers of the myth. 

All of Landseer's royal commissions and genre paintings discussed 

above were engraved. Table 5.1 shows tha t some were engraved more than 

once. It is impossible to provide any real estimate of the number of 

prints published, however the prices charged for these prints are 

readily available and these are detailed in the accompanying Table. 

Such prices over the period 1854-1891 were beyond the reach of the 

majori ty of the working classes. Clearly the mass market for the 

Victorian Highland myth lay in the Victorian middle and upper classes 

and perhaps, in an aspiring labour aristocracy 74. Above all myth is a 

value, a bourgeois value 76. 

The myth in context 

So far this chapter has examined the nature of the Victorian 

Highland myth and the medium through which it spread. However, in order 

to understand fully the meaning of the myth, it is necessary to relate 

it to the specific social, political, economic and cultural milieu within 

which it existed. During the period, 1820-1870, the British monarchy 

was at its most significant in terms of the real effective pOlitical 

power it wielded. The monarchy was neither impartial nor above 

politics. As D. Cannadine has argued, this continuing royal power made 

grand royal cermonial 

made it impossible 76. 

unacceptable, while renewed royal unpopularity 

Over the period, 1820-1870 due to various 

reasons such as Prince Albert's Germanic descent, the press as a whole 

remainded hostile to the monarchy. The lack of pictures mystified even 

the grea tes t of royal cermonies to all bu t the mos t li tera te and 

wealthy. There was no cheap periodic?l press. The Illustrated London 

News, begun in 1842 sold at a shilling a copy and as a result had a 

very restricted readership 77. Similarly, the cost of prints of 

Landseer's royal commissions restricted them initially to the mass 

market of the Victorian middle classes. 
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It was a combination of these kind of factors that led Cannadine to 

conclude that royal cermonies (such as state visits to Scotland) were 

not so much shared corporate events as inaccessible group rites, 

performed for the benefit of the few rather than the many 78. It is 

within this historical context that the Highland genre and myth 

discussed above must be examined for the Victorian Highland myth and 

the emergence of specific royal rituals are interconnected. Cannadine 

has argued that "the nadir of Royal grandeur and cermonial presence" 

occurred in the two decades following the Prince Consort's death in 

1861 79. However, in the Victorian Highland myth discussed above, it is 

possible to identify the emergence of a new royal ritual, a ritual 

which was intimately connected with, not the inven tion, but the 

creation and coming into being of a Scottish royal past. 

Having'identified and examined the nature of what can be called the 

Victorian Highland myth, it may be asked to what extent was this myth 

a conscious creation. Both D. Cannadine and E. Hobsbawm argue for the 

conscious creation or invention of tradition in the nineteenth 

century 80 

preference 

Given Queen Victoria's highly personal reasons for her 

for the 'Highlands and her naive acceptance of the 

romanticism of Sir Welter Scott such a stance is almost certainly 

incorrect e.. Barthes in his Mytholoaies directs his attention to 

myths that are not so much concocted as secreted and this is 

possibly the best way to view the Highland myth 82. To argue 

otherwise would be to practice a form of reductionism akin to the 

BBlmorBlity of much late-nineteenth century and early-twentieth 

century Scottish nationalist thought 83. It is not suggested that 

Queen Victoria took the lease on Balmoral to symbolically appropria te 

Scotland, nor is it suggested that Landseer's royal commissions formed 

part of conscious ideological exercise to manufacture and appropriate a 

highland tradition: to do so would be historically incorrect. There was 

no need for such measures given the apparent naturalness of the image 

of the Queen and the royal family in a tranquil loyal Highlands. Since 

the Victorian period the Highland myth has been appropriated, modified, 

and propagated by the cultural producers of today's consumer society. 
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The Victorian Highland myth was no more a conscious creation, and no 

less powerful than the myth of today 84, 
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CHAPTER SIX 

ANIMALS & NATURE IN EARLY & MID-VICTORIAN BRITAIN 

The day ~iJl come ~Mn Ihe te.1 of Ihe animal 

creation .ay acquire those fights ~hich never could 

have been vilhholden from them bul by the hand of 

tyranny __ 

lere.y Ben Iham (1189,1 I 

Vhilt is animal becomes human and ~hal is human 

becomes aniMal, 

farl !larx (/S44) 2, 

Until lately philosophical issues relating to animals have been 

largely neglected by European philosophers and moralists. With the 

exception of the writings of C, Glacken and Yi-Fu Tuan the same can be 

said for geographers 3, The last two decades however have seen great 

changes, . Animal' rights now form an active area of debate in moral 

philosophy" Animals are part of the natural world and for 

centuries they have helped mankind to define its place in nature. 

Changing attitudes to animals reflect changing conceptions of nature 

and human understanding of the natural world. The last century 

brought a gradual - but irreversible - shift in western society's 

relationship with the natural world. This chapter traces some of the 

threads of this change in though t or sensibility by re-examining the 

animal works of Sir Edwin Landseer. This chapter will attempt to show 

that far from being peripheral relicts of early and mid - Victorian 

culture to be glossed over as quickly as pOSSible, consideration of 

works such as "The Old Shepherd's Chief Mourner" (1837) (Plate 20), 

"The Random Shot" (1848) (Plate 33), "Monarch of the Glen" (1851> 

(Plate 35) or "Man Proposes, God Disposes" (1864) (Plate 48) help us 
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to gain a better understanding of early and mid - Victorian conceptions 

of nature and indeed, trace the emergence of a new sensibility towards 

the natural world s. 

As in previous chapters, many of the terms used here such as 

an thropomorhic, sensibility and animal have over the las teen tury 

assumed new meanings ". These changes in meaning 

the changes in thought and sensibility traced below. 

result largely from 

While highlighting 

the mutability of these key terms it should be stressed that the 

term sensibility is used below as it was unders toad by con temporaries 

in late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Britain i.e. to relate 

to a personal appropriation of certain social qualities together with a 

sense of morality. 

The nineteenth century saw the emergence of a new sensibility in 

man's relation to the natural world which entailed a belief in the 

autonomy of the 

new sensibility 

factors. First 

animal and the sacredness of life for itself 7 This 

was related to at least three clearly identifiable 

was the culmina tion of a gradual realisa tion tha t 

humankind was descended from the beast e. Second was the fact that 

the nineteenth century was an era of enhanced sensitivity to pain. 

Thirdly, the period was one of fundamental social transformation 

characterised by the beginnings of massive industrialisation and 

urbanisation. All of these factors informed and influenced one another. 

They converged on one ques tion: how should people trea t the animals 

around them? In answering this question early and mid-Victorians 

revealed much of their inner selves and their attitudes to nature. 

The animal works of Landseer and their propaga tion through the 

medium of engraving were part of this new senSibility yet, 

paradoxically, they also helped influence the form this senSibility 

would take. Before examining the way in which the above factors inform 

and find expression in Landseer's works it is necessary however to 

briefly review the history of animals in western thought for the new 

nineteenth century sensibility was firmly rooted in the earlier 

developments of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
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Animals in western thought: the foundations of change 

The history of animals in western thought has received considerable 

attention and the following is intended inevitably as a summary and 

prelude to the ensuing discussion of the role of animals in nineteenth 

century British thought 9 

Aristotle believed that while both man and animal shared a 

"common sensitive soul" or mechanism of motivation, only man had a 

rational soul. Similarly in Christian thought, according to the first 

chapter of Genesis, God gave Adam dominion over the beast. The animal 

possessed no soul 10. A mixture of the above ideas held sway until 

the Renaissance. R. Descartes (1649), who later identified the human 

soul with reason, also denied consciousness to animals because they 

lacked the ability to reason. Animals were mere automa ta. Despite 

widespread acceptance of the above ideas the seventeenth century 

however saw the beginnings of a fundamen tal change in at tHude towards 

animals. Experimen ts on both man and animal became ~ommonplace and 

physiological similarities were noted. Later thinkers insisted on 

extending some hUman considerations to animals. While excluding 

animals from justice and from "society which presupposes a degree of 

equali ty" and "any right of property", David Hume in his Enquiry 

Concerning the Princi.,les of Morals (1777) emphasised that mankind 

was bound by laws of humanity to give "gentle usage" to such 

creatures. Similarly, Emmanuel Kant in his Lectures on Ethics 

(1780) rejected the terminology of duties to animals but called in 

practice for "responsible behaviour". In 1776 the Rev. Dr Humphrey 

Primate published his Dissertation on the Duty of Mercy and Sin of 

Cruelty to Brute Animals. Primatt's work, a biblical exegesis on the 

scriptual foundations of man's duty to the animal world, focused 

attention on the issue of pain. In doing so it shifted attention away 

from the observer to the pitiful object and the pain and suffering it 

endured. 
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In addition to the above nuerological experiments increasingly 

suggested that human senses functioned in a similar manner to those 

of animals. Voltaire argued with rationalists: 

You discover in it ill the Sime orgins of 

feeling that are in yourself. Ans~er Ne, 

.e,hinist, hiS nilure arringed all the 'fins of 

feeling in /his inisil so thit it Niy not 

feel? 11 

By the end of the eighteen th cen tury it was a common place belief 

amongst the reading public that dogs had feelings. In addition science 

taught that sensation in people was the result of mental function; by 

implication it was believed that if brutes could feel they must have 

minds. Consequently the more articulate English readers came to 

suspect that beasts possessed not only feeling, but reason. Abstract 

reverence for animals however typically coexis ted with everyday 

"careless brutality". Yet, as J. Turner has indicated, this was 

careless brutality and not cruelty 

inflict pain and presupposes an 

for cruelty 

empathetic 

implies a desire to 

apprecia tion of the 

suffering caused 12. Prior to the nineteenth century empathy was not 

a highly developed trait . 

Towards the end of the eighteenth century new moral sensibilities 

began to find expression in religious writings. In particuluar, the 

Latitudinarians emphasised the efficacy of good works as a meanS of 

salvation. Virtue became identified with universal benevolence. 

Benevolence meant more than merely doing good, it stressed that the 

tender passions that prompted and accompanied acts of charity were 

implanted by God as an incentive to good. This new found benevolence 

manifested itself in a variety of ways such as concern over the 

condition of public school boys, prison reform and slavery 13 

Although animals began to benefit from this new found compassion 

this sentiment was far from general. By 1750 however a pose of 

sentimentality had become fashionable among the elite of England. This 

was reflected in the reading materials of the cognoscenti. James 
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Thomson's Seasons (1730) meted out pity to man and beast alike while 

growing intimacy with animals found expression in new scientific 

thought. Linnaeus (1735) grouped Homo Sapiens with other mammalian 

species and prima tes in· the order "An thropomorpha" . Throughou t the 

eighteenth century writers linked black Africans with apes. 

Paradoxically, this pushing down of black towards the beast helped 

bring the animal closer to humanity in popular consciousness. 

The diffusion of biological thought and the upsurge of a cult of 

benevolence saw human sympathy descent gradually to the animal. It is 

important to stress however that such sympathy was restricted to the 

well educated and the actively religiOUS. Although the roots of 

nineteenth century change in sensibility towards the natural world are 

clearly identifiable in the scientific discoveries and philosophic 

thought of the eighteenth century two further streams of thought 

emerged and contributed to a sharp change in attitudes towards animal 

kind; the morality of Utilitarianism and fears of social I'evolution. 

Jeremy Bentham brought animals under the umbrella of moral law and 

formalised this protection by extending to them rights akin to people: 

The day .ay co.e ~hen the rest of the ani.al 

creation may acquire those rights rhich never 

could have been ~/thholden fro. Ihe. but by Ihe 

hind of Iyranny __ 11 .ay one day come 10 be 

recognised lhit Ihe nUMber of legs, the 

villosity of the skin, or the lermination of 

the os sacru. (fur or tailI ire reasons equally 

insufficient for abandoning a sensitive being to 

the same fale, Vhal else is it that should trace 

the insuperable line? 15 it the faculty of 

reason, or perhaps the faculty of discourse? 

Sut a full gro,n horse or dog is beyond 

cOAlparison a .ore rational, as ,ell as a more 

conversable ani.al, than an infant of a day or 

reek, or even a month old, Sut suppose Ihey ,ere 
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olher~ise, ~/iiJt ~ould avail.? The quution is 

not, can they reason 1 nor can they talk? But 

can they suffer 1 " 

In addition while Thomas Paine, author of the Rights of Man, urged 

kindness to animals in the Age of Reason, it was left to others to 

tranform the rights of man into the rights of animals. In 1796 John 

Lawrence, a farmer heavily influenced by the French Revolution, devoted 

a long chapter of a treatise on the care of horses to the "Rights of 

Beasts" 1S By the beginning of the nineteenth century both the 

middle and upper classes believed that simple morality forbade wanton 

cruelty to animals. While this belief was widespread it was also thin. 

For Bentham it meant a long footnote, for Paine a few sentences. 

In 1800 and 1802 parliamentary bills to outlaw bull baiting were 

decisively rebuffed. In 1809 Thomas Erskine's "Cruelty to Animals" bill 

intended to suppress "wilful and wanton cruelty to all domestic 

animals" was voted down in the Commons. Despite these initial setbacks 

voluntary associations for moral and humanitarian reform emerged 

under Evangelical auspices. Organisations such the the Society for the 

Suppression of Vice (est. 1802) waged war against bull baiting and in 

general there was a rising interest in animals and their welfare. The 

clergy denounced brutality towards beasts as a sensual distraction from 

higher things, argUing that it debased man. The early years of the 

nineteenth century saw the rise of vegetarianism such as that 

expounded in Joseph Ritson's An Essay on Abstinence from Animal Food as 

a Moral Duty (1802). This vegetarianism drew its impetus, not from 

medical or nutritional theories, but directly from revulsion against 

animal suffering 16. Growing sympathy for animals also found 

expression in the emergence of new genres 

Taylor's The General Character of the Dog 

in literature. Joseph 

(1806) was the first of 

many sentimental texts on the dog as a pet rather than a sporting 

servant. The enormous vogue of Landseer's early animal works with 

their allocation of distinctly human characteristics to animals 

demonstrated a spreading belief in the kinship of people and beasts 17 
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Over the period 1800-1820 attitudes towards animals in England and 

America began to change noticeably, People began to perceive the 

sufferings of human beings and animals as being fundamentally the 

same, This new relationship had been reinforced around 1800 by the 

evolutionary theorizing of Erasmus Darwin and Jean Baptist Lamark '8, 

Behind a veneer of empathy with the beast however lay a deep fear 

which found expression in con temporary discussions of bull baiting and 

its effects on spectators, Contemporary critics considered such 

spectacles "degraded" t "barbarous" f "savage" t "ferocious" and "inhuman". 

Science taught that the beast shared mankind's physical nature perhaps 

even his capacity to reason, If this were so then mankind's sole 

distinguishing feature was the ability to restrain the animal instinct, 

or beast within, The practice of blood sports such as bull baiting 

obli tera ted the thin line tha t se t mankind apar t from the beas t, The 

abolition of explicit cruelty which featured so prominently in the new 

Victorian sensibility was one way of neu tralizing the fear of the 

animal in man, This theme will be discussed further below but first it 

is necessary to suggest why changes in popular consciousness towards 

beasts occurred when they did, 

Social transformation and the symbolism of the beast 

The fear of the animal within explains why the abolition of 

"barbarous" sports was practised with moral fervour but it does not 

explain why abolition movements should arise at this moment in time 

for, as noted above, the germ of such change had existed in the 

scientific discoveries and social thought of the late eighteenth 

century, 

Until the census of 1851 

over the period 1800-1850 

Britain was demonstrably a rural nation 

however the na tion experienced the 

beginnings of unprecedented social transformation as a result of 

industrialisation and urbanisation, Although both animal and human 

power was used freely for draught purposes well into the century, 

animals became increasingly marginal to the process of production "', 
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Blood sports such as bull baiting with their accompanying gambling, 

disorder and disruption of time discipline were an anachronism in this 

new emergen t social and economic order 20. The bond between man 

and the natural world was broken and remade 2'. The poetry of 

Wordsworth, the celebration of rural England in Constable's painting 

signify a new view of nature: 

trans forma ton 22. Following 

nature as an escape from social 

the work of George Stubbs English 

pain ting took a new pene tra ting look a t the beas t. Through their 

symbolic role as emblems of feeling animals served as a direct link 

between man and nature. Subsequent defences of animals became 

indirectly a defence of nature and man's emotional bond with it 

Significantly when animal protection statutes were enacted in the 

1820 's petitions supporting them came overwhelmingly from urban areas, 

London and the factory districts of the north. Early animal protectors 

succoured almost exclusively archetypal farm animals such as cattle, 

SWine, sheep and horses, other unfortunate creatures such as cats and 

dogs were neglected· until the latter· half of the nineteenth century. 

Rising abstract concern for animals was largely a phenomenon of the 

cities and factory districts and was seldom shared by the rural 

popula tion. By succouring animals highly symbolic of a rural idyll the 

urban populace, or at least certain sections of it, could feel a sense 

of continuity with a rural past. This phenomenon found expression in a 

series of works by Landseer painted between 1830 and 1860. 

Landseer and the Hishland pastoral 

Beginning with "Highland Interior" (1831), over the period 1831-

1859 Landseer painted a series of works which produced a highly 

pastoral image of the Scottish Highlands. The paintings concerned are 

detailed in Table 6.1. 
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TABLE 6.1 LANDSEER'S HIGHLAND PASfORAL IMAGES 

Date & Place of Title 

Exhibition 

R.A. 1831 

B.I. 1831 

B.I. 1832 

B.I. 1832 

R.A. 1834-

R.A. 1835 

R.A. 1837 

R.A. 1839 

R.A. 1842 

R.A. 1849 

R.A. 1849 

* 1849 

R.A. 1859 

Source: 

Notes: 

Highland Interior 

Cottage Industry 

The Highland Cradle 

(Plate 6) 

Highland Lassie herding sheep 

Highland Breakfast 

(Plate 29) 

The Highland Drover's Departure (Plate 19) 

The Old Shepherd's Chief Mourner (PIa te 20) 

Te thered Rams <PIa te 30) 

The Highland Shepherd's Home 

The Forester's Family <Plate 31> 

The Shepherd's Bible 

Highland Lassie crossing a stream <Plate 26) 

The Prize Calf 

A. Graves, A Catalogue of the Exhibited Works of Sir Edwin 

Landseer, R.A .• London, 1876. 

R.A.: Royal Academy; B.I.: British Institution 

t Commission for Queen Victoria. 
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Landseer's Highland pastoral image drew unconsciously upon long 

established art and literary traditions, in particular the writings of 

Virgil. Whether or not Virgil's Eclogues are set in Arcadia is 

debatable, they do however contain a dynamism, a dialectical tension 

between city, country and wilderness 24 It has long been noted that 

acceptance of the pastoral idea depends upon "a setting of which the 

essential is that it be different from the urban life which has made 

the poet [what] he is" 2". A constant element in the pastoral appears 

to be a recognisable contrast between pastoral life and some more 

complex type of existence such as urbanism. K. Olwig has stressed that 

the pastoral idea continually crops up at times of rural and urban 

contradiction and that the transposition of the Virgilian pastoral 

fitted late-eighteenth century Scotland remarkably well 2". 

SUbsequen t pastoral writers have molded features of geographic reality 

into a symbolic form or locus amoenus capable of encapsula ting a 

discourse mediating between city and countryside, industry and 

agriculture, and ultimately man and nature 27 In a similar manner 

Landseer's nineteenth century Highland pastoral functioned as a locus 

amoenus, an image poised between the polarities of city and wilderness 

where the tensions between the two could become manifest and partially 

reconciled. 

The pastoral image allows for a certain extent of "psychical 

distance" in both time and space 2e. In certain circumstances this 

"psychical distance" can be barely distinguishable from geographical 

distance ".... In the case of Landseer's Highland pastoral this is 

manifestly apparent and sheer geographical distance from Scotland's 

rapidly developing central belt (discussed in Chapter Five) and urban-

industrial Britain offers one key to an unders tanding of the 

popularity of the Highland pastoral image. By considera tion of such 

imagery the urbanite was able to imaginatively 

the realities of urban life and abstract, if 

ideal qualities of a distant tranquil age. This 

the attraction that the past held for early 

examined at greater length in Chapter Eight. 
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Classical and subsequent writers assumed Virgil based his pastoral 

on contemporary lifestyles. As a consequence the tranquil pastoral 

landscape came to be regarded as a recording of actual social 

conditions in which the virtues of kindness, egalitarianism and 

communal property flourished. With regard 

pastoral observers could choose to believe 

to Landseer's Highland 

that Highland Scotland 

remained a repository of such virtues however few who read 

contemporary periodicals with their continual pontification on the 

"condition of England" and H. Mayhew's relevations about Highland 

emigrants could doubt the existence of a reality contrary to ,the 

idyll 30. Indeed, as noted in Chapter Four, it was the highly idealised 

nature of Landseer's art which appealed to contemporaries. What the 

Highland pastoral provided was an alternative, one in which imaginative 

escape from the 

flee ting momen t. 

new urban-industrial age was possible, if only for a 

It is worth reflecting tha t Virgil believed tha t the 

state could only survive when the dynamism of city life was balanced 

by the virtues of country existence. This contention goes some way to 

explaining why pastoral images should assume such symbolic importance 

over the period 1820-1860. However, a second, and perhaps more 

important key to an understanding of the popularity of Landseer's 

Highland pastoral lies in the symbolic importance of animals in early 

and mid-Victorian thought. 

The animals represented in Landseer's Highland pastoral,' primarily 

sheep and deer, symbolised a rural idyll and allowed the observer to 

disassociate the.mselves imaginatively from urban life. So closely did 

Landseer's pastoral resemble traditional models that even in the 

tranquil Highlands the motif Et Ardacia Ego found meaning. Death and 

dissolution crept into the pastoral with the images of the "Old 

Shepherd's Chief Mourner" <PIa te 20) and its companion work "The Poor 

Dog" (1829) < also known as the "Shepherd's Grave"). Landseer's 

works differ of course in one crucial aspect ; it is this which 

provides a further key to an understanding of the dialectic of the 

Highland pastoral. Man's place has been taken by a beast and, it must 

be stressed, not in some trivial task but in the observance of B 

moral Christian duty. John Ruskin thought the "Old Shepherd's Chief 
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Mourner" "a perfect poem" in a lengthy, though inaccurate, eulogy 31 

That such an important transformation in the symbolic role of the 

beast went unnoticed by that great moralist, is perhaps indicative that 

animals were gradually assuming a new role in early and mid-Victorian 

thought. This work did not achieve its immense popularity until after 

Ruskin's prai~e; the lowly canine, unlike its symbolic rural 

counterparts, was yet to have its day. Consideration of the pastoral 

amongst other things impelled the observer to focus on the creation of 

an image of a new future, one in which the contradictions of wilderness 

and city, and man and nature, could be resolved in a new synthesis or 

new sensibility towards nature. 

While the iconography of Landseer's Highland pastoral resplendent 

with its animal imagery served the 

for its immense popularity lay 

ideological significance 32. 

above function part of the reason 

in its deeper iconological and 

Jdeology and the prevention of cruelty 

Statutory protection of animals in England began in the 1820's .. 

Before this time all efforts to outlaw cruelty had failed due to 

indifference. In 1821 Richard "Humanity" Martin (M.P. for Galway) 

introduced a bill into the Commons "To prevent the cruel and improper 

treatment of Cattle". Martin's bill was supported by a wealth of 

petitions mainly from London and other urban areas 33. The bill 

eventually received royal assent on the 22nd July, 1822: the law at 

last recognised the "rights of beasts". The 1822 act however 

extended only to "Horses, Geldings, Mules, Asses, Cows, Heifers, Steers, 

Oxen, Sheep, and other cattle". Once again concern had been shown for 

animals highly symbolic of a rural idyll, the very animals which 

featured so prominently in Landseer's Highland pastoral. Domestic 

animals such as cats and dogs were left unprotected. The rights of 

animals under the Act were . minimal. Nevertheless, Martin's act was a 

milestone. Cruelty to any of the abolle animals could now result in a 

substantial fine and three months in jail. 
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The 1822 Act was quickly followed by the formation of societies 

for the protection of animals. These societies became the sounding 

board for a new sensibility towards the natural world. On the 16th 

June, 1824 a diverse audience assembled at "Old Slaughter's", a London 

coffee house. By the time the meeting Closed a 

Protection of Animals" (S.P.C.A.) had been' founded. 

"Society for the 

With an initial 

emphasis on both kindness 

the S.P.C .A flourished and 

to animals and the prosecution of offenders 

magistrates welcomed its prosecutions. The 

few tracts it published had a wide circulation and several nobleslent 

prestige to its membership roles. In response to public concern over 

the faith of the S.P .C.A 's secretary (Lewis Gompertz was a Jew), in 

June 1832 the Committee declared that "the proceedings of this 

Society are entirely based on Christian Faith, and on Christian 

Principles". The S.P.C.A. inspectorate was suspended and the Governing 

Committee pledged to press charges against only the most "flagrant 

offenders". As a consequence of these actions the S.P.C.A. flourished 

and, in 1840, by command of Queen Victoria it became the Royal 

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (R.S.P.C.A.). 

The success of the R.S.P.C.A. can be traced to its 1832 decision to 

alter its poliCY in favour of educational measures. On abandoning a 

system of paid informers and prosecutions the R.S.P.C.A. became an 

organisation which appealed to both the wealthy and high born and, 

through them, to the "respectable" middle classes. Although 

prosecutions resumed when the emergence of a paid police force made 

intervention acceptable and possible, the R.S.P.C.A. continued to 

concentrate on educational programmes. Hundreds of educational tracts 

descended on British working people. A special school fund was 

subsidised from 1837 which ensured a similar assault on childrens' 

sensibilities. By adopting such measures the R.S.P.C.A made its appeal 

to the respectable. It was 

the movements leaders while 

the wealthy and influential who provided 

the solid middle classes followed. With 

the exception of a few public meetings specifically organised to 

enlighten cab drivers there is no evidence of a significant presence of 

manual workers or artisans in any R.S.P.C.A. activity during the 

nineteenth century. Status-conscious, deferential to wealth and 
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success, sober and respectable it was the middle classes who were the 

anon!1f'lous. force behind the animal protection movement - just as it 

was the middle classes who formed the main market for engravings of 

Landseer's Highland pastoral. 

Above all else the R.S.P.C.A. was the sounding board for a new 

sensibili ty, one tha t advocated "kindness to animals". Kindness to 

animals carried an important message for the early and mid-Victorian 

middle classes. Anxieties created by the kinship of people and brutes 

were given an added edge by the industrial transformation of Britain. 

In an age when men, women and children alike were mere tools in the 

industrial process inoffensive R.S.P.C.A. policies provided a "soothing 

anodyne" 34 Animal protection, its societies, legislation and 

practices acted as an intellectual tranquiliser for thousands of 

literate individuals who had to learn to live with the idea of man's 

new 

and 

rela tionship 

industrial 

with the beast during a period of fundamental social 

transformation. The R.S.P.C.A's emphasis on education 

and instruction in kindness however helped calm other fears as well. 

Ideology, self interest, and the laissez fa ire teachings of political 

economy inhibited all but the most individualistic members of the 

middle and upper classes from questioning the justice of the economic 

order. However, perhaps early and mid- Victorians tranferred their 

chari table impulses from the forbidden ground. of the lower orders to a 

more acceptable object of benevolence 3S. James Turner argues that 

the rhetoric of animal protection suggests this is the case. Animal 

lovers insisted that beasts were "faithful" and "hardworking servants" 

and as such merited fairer treatment from their "masters". References 

to the "working classes" or to the "labouring classes" of domestic 

bru tes were common. Indeed, Henry Salt was la ter to reflec t tha t 

animal lovers discussed the "lower orders" and "lower animals" in a 

similar manner 36. R.S.P.C.A. supporters justified their campaign for 

kindness by analogical argument referring to the relations between 

employers and workers. "We are bound to reciprocate duties: brutes 

give us their labour, and in return, we are bound to provide them with 

food and tender treatment" 37. The similarities between the labouring 
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classes and animal kind was not lost on more astute contemporaries. In 

his discussion of alienation under industrial capitalism Karl Marx 

commented: 

Vhal is animal be,'oaes human and whal is human 

becomes animal ", 

While such responses (with the exception of Marx) were the result 

of suppressed guilt at the plight of the labouring class they were also 

the product of an even deeper feeling, the fear of impending revolution, 

To the sensibilities of the R.S.P.C.A. member the abuse of animals 

by the lower orders was a reminder of the frightening savagery of the 

working classes. R.S.P.C.A. members saw in the tormentors of animals 

the "brutality" of the lowest classes.· Indeed, one anxious member of 

parliament explicitely linked brutality to beasts with social revolution 

and poll tical violence """. Inherent within the philosophy of the 

R.S.P.C.A., and in the hearts of its members, was the hope that training 

in kindness would root out the hatred, cruelty and anarchy thought to 

be inherent in the lower classes. In essence the function and aim of 

the R.S.P.C.A. was clear. The working classes and their malleable 

children had to be: 

__ dril1ed and disciplined to virtue: 10 

practice lhe duties if not 10 (eel the 

sentiments o( mercy and compassion _ _ £The 

poorl riJJ be brought up rith their spirits .ore 

hUllbled and rill more faithfully fulfil tMir 

dutie5 vith their fellor man '0, 

Throughou t the nineteenth century the R.S.P.C.A. with its public 

meetings for "humbler folk", distribution of tracts to working men, and 

additions and elteraticns to school curriculum never deviated from the 

tenets it established in the 1830's. Sensitivity to its essentially. 

conservative, middle class support conditioned its every move. It was 

against this background that Edwin Landseer on the basis of his animal 
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representations became the most popular artist in early and mid -

Victorian Britain. 

Guilt and fear did not dominate the lives of early and mid -

Victorians however the 

moral ambiguities 

educated person could not remain blind to the 

inherent in industrialism and the capitalist 

spirit 41 The status of animals under capitalism, the succoring of 

the beast, provided a channel for as James Turner puts it "some mild 

carping at an economic system otherwise warmly embraced by its 

grateful beneficiaries" 42 It is this which in part accounts for 

the enormous popularity of Landseer's animal works however three other 

factors must be considered - the collapse of human uniqueness. new 

attitudes to pain and the Victorian dread of the beast within. All of 

these factors were reflected and articulated in the animal art of Edwin 

Landseer. 

The collBpse of human uniqueness 

Studies in fields such as animal psychology delivered a death blow 

to any lingering hopes of human uniqueness 43. Mankind now formed 

part of a larger biological continuum where the distinctions between 

man Bnd beast had become all but invisible. Charles Darwin's writings 

gave new impetus to advocates· of animal intelligence while his Descent 

of Man (1871) undermined the foundations of human mental 

uniqueness. The issue of human uniqueness was not confined solely to 

scien tific circles and anecdotal articles concerning the "Ques tion of 

Animal Uniqueness" were common in magazine's such as Harper's or the 

Westminister Review. By the last half of the century many literate 

people were of the opinion that the higher mammals shared human 

sentiments such as affection and shame, perhaps even religious and 

aesthetic impulses. These new views of the animal mind were to have 

sweeping ethical implications for it was but a short step to the belief 

that cruelly treated animals suffered as much from a sense of 

injustice as from physical pain. It was argued that since animals 

shared man '5 men tal faculties their "claims" upon man res ted: 
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not upon the cMsiderations of ,ere passing 

sentiment, but upon the elernal la~s of 

justire, as reJJ as of sympalhy, ~ilh our 

fellor beings ami fellow creatures .. 

The collapse of human uniqueness and the rise of the idea of the 

autonomous self-determining animal can be discerned in Edwin Landseer's 

works from 1840 onwards. Preceding widespread general acceptance of 

this idea, it is argued that these images played a formative role in 

the acceptance and elaboration of this concept. It is to Landseer's 

later works, which both reflected and structured this new sensibility 

that this discussion now turns. 

From 1840 onwards the content and character of what was depicted in 

Landseer's animal painting began to change. More and more Landseer 

began to depict animals in their own right apart from man. Where man 

entered into the works it was as an external threatening force bent 

on the destruction of animal kind. 1842 saw the appearance of 

Landseer's "The Sanctuary" depicting a fleeing beast emerging from the 

water onto an island in the middle of Loch Maree where it has found 

sanctuary from man the hunter. In 1844 this work was followed by 

the largely anthropomorphic "The Challenge" (Plate 32). However a 

change in tone can be detected in Landseer's two subsequent major 

works, "The Random Shot" (848) (Plate 33) and "The Stray Shot" 

(850) (Plate 34). Both works show deer as the innocent victims of 

man's aggression, victims whose death is slow and painful to behold. In 

essence both "The Random Shot" (Plate 33) and "The Stray Shot" 

(Plate 34) depict man's needless destruction and gratuito},s violence. 

That this was apparent to contemporaries is manifest from the text of 

a letter to Landseer's agent Jacob Bell from the engraver Charles Lewis. 

Lewis wished to obtain the commission to engrave "The Random Shot" 

(Plate 33) but commented: 

J cannot make out the publishers they seem 10 

think, a really beautiful pie" of poetry J of a 

.ost touching i'ind, cruel,' Ihe effeminacy of lhe 
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times is dreadful, I think that pidure tM 

sweetest thing in the mId, I have named it to 

6raves it leist twenty times, I would be glad to 

do it almost for love, it wLwld be sure to sell,· 

It should not be lost sight of ", 

While Charles Lewis thought the work beautiful shrewd publisher 

Algernon Graves sensed the moral imperative inherent in the image and 

questioned whether such a cruel image would be accepted by the public 

given the effeminacy of the times. 

While articulating a growing awareness of man's destructive 

potential "The Random Shot" <Plate 33) still linked man and animal in a 

functional causal sense. By 1851 however Landseer had broken this 

link. Exhibited in the year of the Great Exhibition (1851), "Monarch 

of the Glen" <PIa te 35) has been dismissed as "in tellectually 

pretentious" "'''. To view. what is perhaps Landseer's most enduring 

image in this manner is to misunderstand the original importance of the 

"Monarch", an importance which is rooted in the social context in which 

the work was painted. The fact that the work was originally 

commissioned for the refreshment room of the House of Lords has 

blinded critics to its broader significance. "Monarch of the Glen" was 

a reflection of the changing intellectual climate of mid-nineteenth 

century Britain. J. Holloway and L. Errington have quite correctly 

viewed this work as: 

a serious attempt to envisage the natural 

environment as standing in some other possible 

relation than to man and his needs " 

"Monarch of the Glen" is in essence a glorification of the life of the 

stag in, and for, itself. It is a visual reversal of man's precedence 

over the animal world. 

While "Monarch of the Glen" glorifies the concept of the autonomy 

of the animal this work was to be followed by others which showed the 
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frequently cruel reality of animal existence in mid-nineteenth century 

Britain. "The Stag at Bay" (Plate 36) with its depiction of the last 

desperate struggles of a doomed beast tells of the reality of man's 

brutality and perhaps the monarch's fears. "The Last Run of the 

Season" <1852, Plate 37» - also ironically entitled the 'Best Run' -

shows a similar scene. While both of these works were used for the 

purposes of political satire their importance lies elsewhere for they 

were but a prelude to Landseer's more important, but seldom discussed 

works, 6. series of engravings known 8S "The Forest", 

"The Forest" derives from a series of 20 chalk drawings specially 

undertaken by Landseer for engraving. Begun in 1845 and completed in 

1861 , Landseer himself commissioned and watched over the 

of the prints, something he had not previously done 4e 

production 

Engraving 

was undertaken by three engravers, Thomas Landseer (14), Charles G. 

Lewis (4) and John Outrim (2). The prints were initially released over 

the period 1852-1868 with some works being subsequently reissued in 

1881 as part of a library edition of Landseer's works. Selling at one 

guinea each these prints were bought by the very same people who 

supported the R.S.P.C.A., the middle classes and the aspiring labour 

aristocracy"'''. "The Forest" depicts the progress of a stag hunt from 

its stealthy initiation to its bloody conclusion. Due to the 

commissioning of the works from various engravers the prints appeared 

out of sequence. However when· they are viewed in logical sequence the 

orginality and radical nature of Landseer's "Forest" is readily apparent. 

liThe Forest" 

seven browsing 

opens with "Suspicion" (1852) which shows a group of 

deer; man's presence is detected. "Missed" (1852) 

depicts a solitary stag on the run over the brow of a hill, while 

"Doomed" shows that its fate is assured. "Some of the best Harts" 

<1861> records that the beast's efforts have been in vain. "Waiting 

for a load" (1846) (Plate 38) documents the commencement of the 

difficult process of transporting the carcass home. Here the arduous 

journey is to be undertaken by a rather tired and worn out pony - man 

the taskmaster is nowhere to be seen. In "A Goodly Frei!!ht" (1846) 

(Plate 39) the journey has commenced and the pony struggles under 
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the weight of the load. The conto~ted face of the dead stag strapped to 

the pony's back demands the attention of the observer. The strain of 

the task of transporting the load is emphasised in "Well Packed" 

(18471 (Plate 40) where the laden beast staggers away from the 

observer. Here the contortions of death cannot be ignored, indeed 

they are the most striking feature of this print. Prior to the 

transportation of the carcass it has been disembowelled .. This process 

is depicted in "The Grealoch" (1857) (Plate 41) and the result of 

these endeavours in ''Blood'' (1852) (Plate 42). "The Grealoch" is of 

broader significance however and will be discussed further below. The 

end products of the hunt are depicted in "The Venison House" (1845) 

(Plate 43) and "Precious Trophies" (1857) (Plate 44). The remaining 

prints of this series rep~esent animal life or man in his preparation 

for the hun t 60 

For Landseer "The Forest" represented a radical departure from his 

earlier anthropomorphic works. 

only too clearly is the cruelty 

world. This series sold well 

Why 

Wha t Landseer's "Forest" represents 

of man's relationship with the natural 

and indeed, many of the works were 

was the depiction of such carnage subsequently reissued. 

acceptable to the largely middle class market ? The answer surely 

lies in the development of the Victorian construct of pain for this 

construct formed the keystone of a new Victorian senSibility towards 

the natural world. 

Pain and the early and mid - Victorian sensibility to nature 

Pain, as an evil mental construction and not a mere biological 

reaction, was a construct of the Victorian age '" The growth of 

kindness to animals and people in Victorian Britain required a revulsion 

from suffering, one which entailed a new fear of physical pain. This 

fear of pain entailed a paradox for, wherever it was found, it under lied 

a new more "humane" senSibility. Through pain cruelty itself was 

defined: cruelty was the infliction of unnecessary pain. The horror of 

pain not only evoked sympathy for animals, it reinforced a fear of the 
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animal within man for more than any other act, the infliction of pain 

on animals turned man into a beast. 

The transformation in attitude to pain bore momentous import for 

the structure of values and beliefs and man's attitude to the animal 

world. Fuelled by religious and humanitarian currents revulsion from 

pain and its ethical implications transcended the question of kindess to 

animals and reshaped prevailing ideas on the nature of society and 

social being 62. Victorian revulsion from pain was connected with the 

growth of technological ability. In many instances mankind no longer 

had to endure unnecesary pain. Doctors seized upon the use of ether 

and chloroform with a sense of immense relief. Anesthesia passed into 

common use more quickly than any other medical discovery. This ready 

acceptance was manifestly apparent in the process of childbirth which 

underwent enormous change during Queen Victoria'S reign. On the· 7th 

April, 1853 during the birth of her eighth child Queen Victoria was 

given chloroform. Many of the Queen's subjects expressed immediate 

interest and her physician was inundated with requests for information 

concerning the drug. While the clergy considered chloroform a "decoy 

of Satan" that would harden SOCiety and decrease reliance on spiritual 

assistance, Victoria in her position as Head of the Church 

effectively silenced objections by using chloroform again in 

1857 63 The century opened with the isloation of morphine in 1806 

and closed with the introduction of the asprin in 1899. Paradoxically, 

the Use of anesthetics and analgesics while relieving pain actually 

intensified the fear of pain. 

Heigh tenect sensitivity abou t pain formed only one ingredien t in 

early and mid - Victorian revulsion from suffering. The other factor 

was empathy with the pain experienced by others. Em~thy with animals 

and even tually, empathy with children and those in abject poverty. The 

Victorian mind was struck by the fact that while people could feign 

sickness and injury the suffering animal was the avatar of unmitigated 

pain. Each cry or tremble of a bru te evinced certain agony. While 

people could offset physical pain by mental or spritual diversions the 

suffering animal could not. It endured unre1ieved and unredeemed 
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agony. Fear of pain in the human was transposed.empathetically into a 

distaste of pain in the natural world. It was empathy grounded in an 

increased sensitivity towards pain which determined the favourable 

acceptance of many of Landseer's stag pictures and the popularity of 

"The Forest". It was the fear of pain that Landseer's "Forest" 

touched and played upon for, atone ins tan t, the observer could 

empathise with the beast while distancing himself from man the beast. 

Undoubtedly empathy and a distaste for pain featured strongly in 

John Ruskin's denouncement of Landseer's earlier "Otter Hunt" <R.A. 

1844, PIa te 45): 

I know ef nothing mere destrudive of the whole 

rheoreti.- facultij' nel 1" s.y 01 tM vhole 

Christi.n ch.mter and human intelled, than 

these ",cursed sports in vhich Nan makes 

himself, cat, tiger, serpent, chaetodon .nd 

allig.tor all in one,' ,nd g.thers into one 

continu.nce of cruelty, for his amusement, all 

the devices that beasts sparingly and at 

intervJls use .gainst each other for all their 

necessities . ... I vould have Ifr landseer 

before he gives us anymore writhing etters, er 

yelping p.cks, relled vhkh is best vor/ny 01 

contempl.tion in a hound be it's ferocity, or 

the o/ter in it's .gony, or in the human being 

in it's vidory, hudly achieved even vilh the 

aid of it's most s;;gaciou5 bru/al .llies, over a 

poor little fish c.tching cmture, a foot 

long 54 

With hindsight it can be argued that Ruskin's savage attack an this 

work missed the implicit meaning of the "Otter Hunt". It seems 

possible that Landseer in painting the otter in all its agony intended 

it to be symbolic not 

higher and more 

only of man's brutality to animals but of a 

worthy cause, one which young Ruskin would 
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commend ss. This stated however the important point here is that 

Ruskin should denounce in explicit terms the infliction of pain itself. 

Landseer. vivisection and the Victorian sensibility 

It was sensitivity to pain and empathy with the beast, encapsulated 

by Ruskin's comment above, that led animal lovers to welcome 

anesthetics. Ether has scarcely come into common use when the R.S.P.C.A. 

urged its applica tion in ve terinary surgery. Widespread concern for 

the pain endured by animals however found its clearest expression in 

the public outrage over vivisection - experimentation on living animals. 

Richard "Humanity" Martin had attacked this form of 

experimentation as early as 1825 and vivisection itself had a long and 

distinquished history. Occasionally eighteenth century men of letters 

had protested against it but the tempo of protest accelerated only in 

the nineteenth century as sympathy for animals grew. Thr~ughout the 

first part of the century most scientists preferred physiology, 

comparative anatomy and clinical observation. To many early and mid -

Victorians vivisection seemed both morally wrong and technically crude. 

Animal lovers objected not to the animals ultima te dea th bu t the 

protracted suffering and agony experienced. Many of these claims were 

justified as, prior to the 1840's, vivisectors lacked any effective 

anesthetic. The R.S.P.C.A. attacked vivisection in its first publication 

and thrice over the ensuing two decades clashed with experimen tal 

physiologists. Despite this frenzied. activity against vivisection in 

Britain prior to 1850 physiological experimentation remained little more 

than a hobby for a handful of physicians. 

Pain was the indictment of experimental science and torture the 

method by which its aims were achieved. Unlike that inflicted by the 

non scientist, pain inflicted by the vivisector was deliberately 

calcula ted. Calculated pain was the symbol of evil. Vivisection 

polluted all decency, destroyed all kindness and hardened the heart. 

"Extremists" such as Francis Power Cobbe insisted that no good could 
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result from the "devil's work"; the sensibility of the operator hardened 

and he became indifferent to the infliction of pain and suffering 6 .. 

Evil pervaded not only the practice of vivisection but contaminated 

the vivisector himself. For many no claim of utility, not even the 

ultimate alleviation of human pain, negated the evil of vivisection 67 

Like Darwin, many early and mid - Victorians turned away from a 

callous God who could sanction such practices. While many scientists 

increasingly sealed off their professional pursuits from their 

religious, many opponents of vivisection could not. In direct contrast 

to the followers of Darwin anti-vivisectionists didn't abandon their 

faith but clung to the idea of a benevolent God and denied the world 

that operated on a such principles. There is evidence that Landseer 

himself found not only consolation in faith, but a means of reconciling 

the conflicting demands of science and sensibility. This theme is 

examined in more detail in the following chapter. Most Victorians 

chose neither Darwin's way nor that of 

to reconcile their faith in God with 

the anti-vivisectors but 

their dread of pain. 

against this background that Landseer's "Forest" and it's 

sought 

It is 

stark 

representations must be considered. If vivisection served to harden 

the heart, Landseer's "Grealoch" <Plate 41) effectively served - if 

only unconsciously - to remind the public how low man could sink. 

Landseer was far from insensitive to pain indeed, evidence suggest 

tha t he was a hypochondriac 69. Despite the protes ts of Ruskin there 

Can be no doubt that Landseer was sensitive to the pain experienced 

by animals and direct evidence exists linking Landseer with the 

animal protection movement and the issue of pain. 

In 1869 Landseer was vice president of the R.S.P.C.A. and at one 

well publicised trial tha t year he made his views known 69. Landseer 

claimed he had invariably refused to pain t a cropped dog or a docked 

horse as he considered the animal's health to be adversly affected. 

As a judge a t one of the ear lis t dog shows Landseer expressed a wish 

to exclude all mutilated dogs but as the exhibitors had not been 

forewarned he could not press his point. Landseer argued that at all 
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future exhibitions no dog with cropped ears or any other mutilations 

should be admitted. An anonymous correspondent wrote to the The 

Times suppporting Sir Edwin and two further letters followed in The 

Times and The Field supporting the practice. Landseer replied to the 

article in The Field in a letter to The Times. Landseer proclaimed 

tha t he had no prejudice agains t cropping bu t though t the writer in 

the The Field would be much improved by the operation as: 

il is qui~1 evidenl Ihal his ears ar~ absurdly 

long; possibly it might have the ~ffed of 

giving him the knowing appearance h~ wishes to 

produce in dogs, If the artide in 'The Field' 

represents the views of dog fancy, it is quiet 

dear Ihat they are in vulgar ignorance of Ihe 

outmd beaulies of Ihe various breeds of dogs 

and unable to apprecia le the rays and high 

qualities of the noble animal ____ Once for 

all I protest against this barbarous custom '., 

Speaking at a meeting of the R.S.P.C.A. in 1870 Landseer told a 

story of one of the "proudest moments" of his life. In Regent Street 

he entered into conversation with a man with two puppies. Landseer 

had said to the man, "I see they are not cropped". The individual 

replied, "Sir Edwin Landseer says they ought not to be cropped". "I 

don't know why it was" Sir Edwin concluded, "but I felt extremely 

flattered by this, and felt I had done something for the ca liS E" 6' 

These commen ts when taken in conjunc tion with Landseer's acu te 

sensitivity towards his own health and pain suggests that 'the pain 

wracked bodies of "The Forest" and their explicit symbolism is far from 

coincidental. They also suggest that Landseer's caricature of 

"Humanity" Martin <Plate 46) springs more from admiration than from 

malice. 
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Pain and paradQK 

Despite Landseer's representation of pain in "The Forest" some 

necessary qualifications must be made to the above discussion for the 

artist, like many early and mid - Victorians, enjoyed pursuits directly 

at odds with his beliefs. Landseer enjoyed distractions which many 

today would consider cruel. His friend Frederick Keyl reminded him of 

his predeliction for rat baiting: 

I mipded him of ho~ he had brought her la dog} 

home OP Dairy Haid the cream pony, how proud 

.r.s5ie was a of Mm at fir5t, He told Ne 

fledmond says he will bad her 10 fight anything 

ip a few months time and .. n now with her milk 

leelh 1'111 a dozen, nay 25 rals is quidly a5 

possible ___ he Ihen held her up (carefully 

and deverly) by one of her delicate ears ind 

she stood it wonderfuJly at last givipg a 

whimper of impallence More Ihan anylhing 

else '2, 

Landseer's behaviour here must be seen in context for even "Humanity" 

Martin in 1824, after being goaded in parliamen t, had refused to 

extend the provisions of his act to include rats 

As detailed in Chapter Four Landseer enjoyed the rigours of deer 

hunting. 

commented: 

In a much quoted letter to the Earl of Ellesmere in 1837 he 

There is something in the toil and trouble, the 

~jJd weather and Ihe savage scenery, that .akes 

butchers of us a1l, IIho does not glory in the 

death of a fine stag? op the spot _ when ip 

truth he ought 10 be ashamed of the 

assissinition __ _ 
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StiJJ. ~ith all my respect for the aniMal '5 

inoffensive 'harader _ my love of him IS a 

5uNed for the pencil flls the betler of such 

lenderness _ a ,reature 11~ly5 picturesque Ind 

nlv", ungra,'eful is loo greal a properly 10 

sacrifice to (ONMon feelings of humlnity .. 

The above quotation appears initially to negate the argument of the 

preceding discussion. Here however it should be noted that Landseer 

argues that the artist and hunter should feel shame at the 

"assassination" of a noble beast. The "effeminacy of the times" or the 

common feelings of humanity mentioned earlier are emerging - i.e. 

tender feeling for the animal world. Three years after writing the 

above Landseer suffered a debilitating mental breakdown from which 

he never really recovered. While continuing to participate in deer 

hunting Landseer exhibited a new heightened sensitivity towards the 

hunted beast, the cruelty of the sport and the pain animals could 

experience. As Frederick Keyl recalled: 

He Slid: I shoal bldly but 11~IYs kno~ ~hlt to 

hit, Vhatever ~Iy a dm StlndS I like to know 

my ~Iy __ Md ~ilh I flir chln(e, All I (in SlY 

is I should nol We 10 bl lhe deer ___ Hiss 

/essie !Llndselr '5 sislerl Ihought the held ~as 

genenlly aimed a I, he Slid I never will do 50 

while I live Iyel he killed the flllo~ buck 

50), Therl Ire only two pllels the size of I 

hllf (rown ~herl you (an kill Ind I hive seen 

the gmlest Crullly (ommilled by firing It the 

head ___ I dm with its jaw dangling, Ihe 

dogs learing out and eating his tongue and lhe 

poor deer yel getling a~ay .S, 

Despite the above Landseer continued to travel north every year to 

participate in stag hunting, Landseer was not unique in experiencing 

apparently contradictory beliefs concerning pain and cruelty for the 
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nineteenth century change in sensibility towards the natural world was 

gradual and entailed many paradoxes. It was the gradual nature of 

such change which resulted in some of Landseer's more telling 

commments such as: 

Vhen I Kill an animal I al~ays try to get /0 

kno~ i/ is ~elJ is I ran ". 

These contradictions in thought and actions have their origin in both 

gradual societal Change and Landseer's own personal sensibility to 

nature, a sensibility which strived to reconcile. past, present and 

future ways of viewing man's relationship with the natural world. 

Though Landseer through his own personal problems may have experienced 

this dialectical process more acutely than many contemporaries, it was 

however a process common to many early and mid - Victorians. 

As the century progressed, animal experimentation linked explicit~!J 

with pain became a principal focus for anxiety in the mid - Victorian 

mind. The use of dogs as experimental animals compounded the case 

against vivisection. It was all too easy for. the individual to imagine 

the family pet under experimentation - the Landseer painting under 

the knife. By opposing such practices the anti-vivisectionists 

publically denied complicity in the infliction of pain. The large scale 

practice of vivisection in England began about 1870. Landseer's works 

such as "The Forest" came more than two decades previously and 

contained the germ of what was to develop into a new senSibility and 

understanding of nature. In 1875, two years after Landseer's death, 

Francis Cobbe organised a deputation to urge the R.S.P.C.A. to press for 

legislation restricting vivisection. An accompanying petition 

presented to the R.S.P.C.A. bore the signatures of such luminaries 

as Tennyson, Browning, Ruskin and Carlyle. Vivisection caught the 

public imagination. On 24th May 1875 the Home Secretary announced a 

Royal Commission. to investigate the practice. On 8th January 1876 the 

Royal Commission recommended some form of s ta te regula tion of 

vivisection and on 15th August 1876 the Cruelty to Animals Act 
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received royal' assen t. It protected all vertebrate animals and 

required individual experimenters to be licensed by the Home Secretary. 

Experiments without anesthesia to illustrate teaching, or to test 

former discoveries and those in which animals recovered consciousness 

required a special certificate. Although the law con tained many 

loopholes and in practice served to legitimise vivisection the rights 

of beas ts were assured. The works of Edwin Landseer with their 

empasis on empa thy with the au tonomous pain wracked animal had been 

ane formative factor in this process. 

The Victorian beast within 

While the idea of the beast within is of long standing it emerged 

in a strong 

publica tion 

new way around the middle of the nineteenth century. The 

of Charles Darwin's Origin of the Species <t859) and 

(1871) roused the scientific world and deeply affected Descent of Man 

literate people. In addition to Darwinism other factors played an 

important 

namely the 

A deluge 

role in defining more clearly human kinship with animals, 

rapid development of ethnology, anthropology and prehistory. 

of explorers and travellers furnished accounts of distant 

primitive peoples. In doing so they raised a serious question: were all 

primitive peoples as human as their discoverers? As James Turner 

notes. the very need to ask such questions shook the Victorian belief 

in the demarcation between the human and the beastial 67 

At another level the use of metaphors reflected only too clearly the 

relationship between man and animal. In a letter to the Princess Royal 

Victoria expressed her distaste for the barnyard aspects of childbirth: 

Vhil you SiY of Ihe pride of giving birth 10 i 

mortil soul is v~ry fine, dnr, bull o~n Ihit I 

cannot enler into Ihil/ I thinl' Much more of ,lur 

b~ing like i cov or dog it such mom~nls: wMn 

our poor niture becom~s so very inimil ind 

unecstilic. 
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For Victoria and her contemporaries· the animalistic processes of birth 

and dea th were unavoidable reminders of the physical and modal na ture 

of humanity, However, the process of birth and its attendant fear of 

pain and death wa·s also: 

an unwanted reminder of the physical, barnyard 

f.,ls "f life frg, whid $.nr MddJe-diss 

Vi,torians prrdemd to look nay as if tMy 

~ere no t there .', 

The Origin dominated conversation at dinner parties, Landseer 

himself discussed Darwin's ideas with his "pupil" Frederick Keyl and 

dismissed them out of hand: 

He then asked Ne if [ kno~ any of the world's 

philosophers, ~hat are their names, Huxley, 'how 

old is he', .bout SO, told hiM how sick he w.s 

om the first dead porpoise he dl5$e.-led, Then 

[ said there is Darwin, Vallis, Hr BIyth __ _ he 

call these men who know Latin names can bother 

the pvblir very much [sic), but they kMW really 

nothing and have no observation of Jiving 

things ", 

Landseer doubts to the contrary, Darwin's theory was rapidly 

accepted by well educated people, By Landseer's death in 1873 it had 

crushed all but the most stubborn opposition, Many animal lovers 

rallied to support Darwin'S theories, for them evolution had become a 

simple matter of fact and a basis for future discussion of the 

relations between man and animal. Regardless of its scientific validity 

in its emphasis on the common origins of man and beast Darwinism 

taught a moral truth, Many however could not accept the ramifications 

of Darwin's thought, For them it was characterised by one unacceptable 

feature: an uncompromising materialism which had great ramifications 

for religious thought, While many sympathisers appreciated and 
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displayed their closer ties with the beast few wanted to be related to 

Godless "bru tes" . 

In response many animal lovers contrived for themselves a much 

altered "Darwinism". This modified form, while stressing the relationship 

between the human and the beast, mitigated the beas tiality of the 

latter. Instead of degrading people it eleva ted animals. In doing so it 

served as an an tidote to the threats of man's own animality as 

posited by Darwin 70, The later paintings of Sir Edwin Landseer it 

will be argued served a similar purpose. 

Landseer and the beast within 

The revolution in thought which had broken down the barriers 

between man and beast created new demons to torment anxious early and 

mid - Victorians. These demons were closely connected to attitudes 

towards nature 71 Throughout the nineteenth century nature grew 

larger and more impersonal and the human more insignifican t. Darwin's 

wri tings followed those of Charles Lyll's Principles of Geology 

<1830-1833) which had outlined a view of nature as an arena of 

ceaseless strife. Darwin finished what geological writings in an age of 

religious doubt had begun. 

Darwinism struck fear into the hearts of many because human descent 

from the beasts implied that that paragon of virtue, the Victorian 

middle classes could have inherited their ferocious nature. Literate 

Victorians recognised with ease the animal lurking in real people, just 

as easily as they recognised it in the later fiction of Robed Loius 

Stevenson 72. The popularity of the ideas of criminologist Cesare 

Lombroso furthered these ideas. During the 1860's Lombroso developed 

his theory of the "criminal type" where the "na tural criminal" resembled 

the ape in brain and facial structure. Criminal man was a throwback to 

his beastial ancestors. By translating the ever-present fear of the 

"lower orders" into unease over the animal in human beings Lombroso 
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married two of the Victorian's greatest fears. Each 

reinforced the other 73. 

jus tified and 

Just as Victorians feared that they had inherited the beast's 

ferocious nature their kinship with animality raised another issue, the 

Victorian demon, sex. The association between sex and the realm of the 

beast is not obvious. However, to the Victorian mind, fornication, 

adultery, impure thoughts, masturbation and the curse of 

"sperma torrhea" reflected the release of the animal within the 

human 74 The perceived universality of the sexual drive heightened 

this fear. Landseer's depiction of the "Grealoch" <Plate 41) with man 

astride the animal was inherently sexual in its symbolism. Such 

symbolism was far from common in "acceptable art" of mid-Victorian 

Britain and where this demon raised it's head grea t discussion was 

generated 76 

conno ta t ion s of 

No mention 

Landseer's 

is made by contempor'aries of the sexual 

"GreaIoch" did the sensitive mid-

Victorians fail to recognise this symbolism? Perhaps the answer to 

this question lies in the fact tha t Landseer's work made only too 

apparent the release of the beast within man, a beast whose actions 

like those of other animals could be condi tioned by irrepressible 

malevolent sexual drives. As M. Foucault has noted this refusal to talk 

abou t sex marks it as the secre t and places it at the centre of 

discourse 76 Far from being a period of repression the Victorian age 

has been viewed by several commentators as being characterised by an 

explosive growth in discourse relating to sex '77 

Of the appearance of sexuality in Victorian art R. Pearsall has 

commented: 

rh~ nude adolescent girl ViS considered le •• 

hein,'us than tM nude roman, if only for tM 

lad of voluptuousness and pubic hiir, rhkh 

ViS in affront to tM respect.ble: a thesis 

could be written on the effect of pubic hair 

on Vidorian sexual thinking. Pubic hair WiS the 

omnipresent reminder of the inimal in man, the 
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hairy beast br"ughi to IM kno~/edg~ of the 

shocked middle dimes by Darwin 78, 

Such a comment far from being a frivolous aside contains a fundamental 

truth. While Landseer could not bring himself to accept the 

fundamental basis of Darwin's thesis he was qUiet clear as to the 

demarcation between man and beast: 

__ he aJ~.ys advo'"t~d shaving J deaning the 

chin as being tM r/is/intiive fealure of man, no 

animal having .vd ", 

While documenting Landseer's belief Keyl saw fit to add: "His chin 

was hidden by a white beard of recent growth" 90. This observation 

and Landseer's criterion of demarcation serve to reinforce the role 

played by body hair in Victorian thought and more importantly the 

origin of such thoughts, the underlying fear of the beast or animal 

within man. 

In early and mid - Victorian Britain sex and animali ty reinforced 

each other, indeed for many Victorians it was hard to separate the tWD 

concepts. From the middle of the century an extraordinary degree of 

identification between .women and animals emerged. Women described 

themselves as horses being flogged, others saw their position embodied 

in the image of the helpless animal bound to the vivisector's table. 

This process of identification was manifestly apparent in three areas: 

gynaecology, pornography, and literature. Images from these three areas 

fused on an unconscious level and underlay the fervour of many female 

anti- vivisectionists 81 The full impact of the anti vivisectionist 

movement cannot be understood without recognition of this fact. 

GynaecO~08iGG\~ patients were bound to "saddles" on elevated tables 

and their ankles placed in "stirrups" while pauper women were 

effectively classed with animals as fitting subjects for 

experimentation. Similarly the language of Victorian pornography was 

also the language of the stable 8". There were marked similar! ties 
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between the devices used to restrain women for man's sexual 

gratification and the apparatus replete with stirrups and leather 

thongs which readied women for the surgeon's knife. 

Vith mosl vom~n lhe displic~mint of i.ige ind 

concept, fr," humin to inimil ind tr,'. sexuil 

activity to vivisetiion, Must hive been 

unconscious ind all the more poverful because it 

ViS n~ver brought into the light of day". 

In Victorian pornography the violated woman did not protest or scream, 

she howled, mewed, screeched, and yelped and the author by choice of 

his metaphor reduced her to the condition of an animal. Animals were 

increasingly seen as a surrogate for women who themselves read their 

own misery into the vivisector's victims. This empathetic process found 

its fullest expression in works of anti-vivisectionist fiction such as 

Wilkie Collin's "Heart and Science" (883) or George MacDonald's "Paul 

Faber. Surgeon" (1878). Implicit in these works was the expression of 

woman as an animal and the link between sexuality and animality. 

The link between sex and animality however was only to apparent to 

contemporaries in Landseer's later work "Taming the Shrew" (Plate 4-7>, 

a work which created a minor sensation when it was exhibited in 

1861 : 

Sir ftMn Lanriseer 5h,ws U5 a splendid mire 

immediately after the Rarey fring prOCf5s his 

DeM Ihoroughly «rried oul by that accomplished 

fugere, Ifiss 6ilbert. Though pros/ration in 

animal life vas never more "omple/ely rendered: 

the glazed eye, the relaxed limbs, the SPMt 

strength _ all are deIineiled in the Most 

.asterly,anner: and Ihe satin gloss of the 

mire's tuJJ hind qUi/lers is pertedly pit-able. 

Bul the courtly Sir £d~ln has scarcely been so 

successful in his delineation of the lady. There 
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is a pert self sufficiency ab,'ut the expression 

of her half dosed eyes, th. t is /lot pleasant, 

besides I doubt very Much whether so practical 

a lady rould 'go in' for the laming process 

wi Ih her fair hand abundantly covered ~ith 

rings! .. 

In 19.1 we had 'The Shrew Tamed', showing a 

riding .istress , who, having overcome Ihe 

termagant pr,'pensities of. viscious (sicJ 

thorough bred mare, _ for, as nol seldom with 

Sir fdwin, his pictures echoed the wandering 

voices of the hour, and 'horse lamers 'were n,'w 

in vogue, _ has made her lie down on straw and 

triumphantly reclines her own head on her flani', 

as the dame supine and smiling, rests beside Ihe 

stead, while she gently and obediently caresses 

her hand; the former, conscious of her vie/ory, 

pals the animals head, The horse is exquisitely 

faithful in the handling, the glossy muscle 

binding hide is all ashine with health and 

hOl'seload; her poverful hoofs; her eye of fire 

subdued but not depressed, and full of Yig'w; 

the slrong unmas tered ned, tha t turns 

gracefully in its vigour towards the slender 

lady resting fearlessly among the dreadful feet, 

as if there vere more harm in them than in her 

own that peep daintily brodequinned, beneath the 

blue riding robes.edge, Among the straw and 

painted as only Landsm could painl lap dogs, 

vas a saucy little beast of that kind .S, 

The model had ostensibly been a Miss Gilbert, a refined and 

accomplished woman who had figured in several canvases including W, 

Frith's "Derby Day" and who shortly afterwards died of consumption. 

However, as the above comments make apparent many contemporaries felt 
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uneasy about the work. The language of the above reviews was 

naturally the language of the stable however it was little removed from 

(and owed much to) the language of the pornographer. Those familiar 

with the demi monde immedia tely recognised Ca therine Walters, a 

young high class prostitute known to her clients as Skittles .. 6 

Walters in common with many other pros titu tes paraded her wares on 

horseback along Hyde Park's Rotten Row. The Annual Register announced 

its disapproval of the work and the painting rapidly acqUired its more 

popular title "The Pretty Horesbreaker" (Plate 47) after a contemporary 

ba1lad: 

The Ycung ImIJs in /lctten /lc~ 

AIJ cui it mighty fine, 

And quiz Ihe fair sex, you kno~, 

And say it is divine, 

The pretty liltle horse-breakers 

Are breaking hearls like fun, 

Fcr in /lclten /Iow Ihey all musl go 

The ~hole hog or none .', 

This cult of the lady riders in Hyde Park fostered a creeping 

sadism and masochism which was naively sponsored by the 

and Englishwoman's Domestic Magazine 

animality which lay inherent in 

apparent, Here the tamed and 

paradoxica1ly the female victim 

.... The link between sex 

the "Grealoch" was now manifes tly 

tamer were both symbolica1ly and 

of Victorian pornography and the 

subject of male fantasy, Whether contemporaries thought of the 

implications of female taming female is questionable, what is not is 

the link between sex and animality, The public reception of "The Pretty 

Horsebreaker" (Plate 47) i1lustrated only too clearly that it was never 

far from popular consciousness. 

The link between sex and animality however was but one expression 

of a deeper seated anxiety, 

While many ostensibly found 

one rooted in fear of the beast within. 

the "Taming of the Shrew" distasteful a 
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larger number of contemporaries found Landseer's later work "Man 

Proposes, God Disposes" (1864) unacceptable. 

The return of the beast 

Even as Darwin's ideas became more acceptable the fear of the 

beast within recurred time and time again throughout the century. The 

nature of, and response to, this fear was nowhere better illustrated 

than in the public reception of Landseer's "Man Proposes, God Disposes" 

<1864, Plate 48). 

During the nineteenth century Arctic exploration aroused national 

interest. Preparations, departures and progress were followed as closely 

as communica tions allowed while the return of an expedition genera ted 

articles, dioramas, lectures and books. Explorations, while they had 

sCientific, strategic and commercial purposes, were also a matter of 

national prestige "". The mid - Victorian attitude to the Arctic was 

deeply affected by the image of the environment itself. Arctic 

explorers moved through a world illumina ted by "a ligh t tha t never 

was, on land or sea" and this land took on an almos t allegorical 

significance 90. . People's perceptions Were deeply affected by literary 

works such as Coleridge's Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner. Coleridge 

anticipated one Victorian response to the Arctic by making it an 

environmen t which provoked theological specula tion 

Shelley in Frankenstein (1818) anticipated another 

and fear. Mary 

by making it a 

set ting in which human pride could show its folly in the face of the 

immensity of nature. Both of these responses can be seen in 

Landseer's "Man Proposes, God Disposes" <1864, PIa te 48) however they 

are dwarfed by a third and more powerful theme, the return of the 

beast. 

Accounts of scientific exploration were intent on giving a rational 

and scientific description of the environment but had exactly the 

opposite effect on the early and mid - Victorian public. They helped 

to foster a popular romantic image. Many adults who grew up during 
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the period 1820-1840 formed an image of the Arctic which was a 

strange mixture of fact and fiction mingled with the lure of the 

Sublime. Landseer's "Man Proposes, God Disposes" <PIa te 48) depicts 

the fate of the Franklin expedition (1845), Britain's greatest effort 

in the search for a nodhwest passage. Franklin's ships the Erebus 

and Terror were superbly equipped and the crew of 128 men were the 

cream of the navy. The Navy was so confident that no contingency 

plans were made for search and rescue. Franklin himself, famous after 

two earlier expeditions, embodied British qualities which would enable 

the expedition to overcome all odds. Although national pride was 

involved in the expedition the symbolic value of the expedition went 

beyond mere patriotism. "The Franklin Expedition was not simply 

carying the Union Jack into the Arctic; it was carrying Western man's 

faith in his power to prevail on earth" 91 

The shock of the expedition's fa te Came gradually for the navy did 

not send any search party until 1848. The loss of these brave men 

"whose aims were certainly as pure as the air of those high la titudes" 

in the advancement of geography, was partly the result of the 

difference between expectation and reality 92. However, the real 

shock related primarily to the fear of the beast within. On the 

23rd October, 1854 The Times printed a report by Dr John Rae who 

had recently returned from a Hudson's Bay Company expedition in 

northern Canada. Rae claimed to have met Eskimos who told him 

that some years previous they had discovered bodies of white men along 

the shore of the King William Island. That Franklin's men had died of 

starvation had been hard enough for the public to swallow however Rae's 

report suggested that: 

__ our rrekhed countrymen had been driven to 

the I .. t resource __ cannibalism .. a means of 

prolonging existence ". 

Public reaction was immediate. Rae's honesty was called into question by 

some while others questioned the veracity of the Eskimos. In a series 

of articles in Household Words Charles Dickens expressed the 
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outrage felt by the nation. The Eskimos were "a gross handful of 

uncivilised people, with a domesticity of blood and blubber" 94 

Agains t such savages Dickens placed the "brave and en terprising" 

British explorers who, because of their character and training would be 

unable to take the "last resource". "In defending Franklin, Dickens 

defended his own faith in man's power to endure under stress, and the 

source of this power lay not so much in man's reason and will as in 

man's heart" 95 After a brief burst of horror the press ignored 

the reports of cannibalism and the nation began to accept the idea that 

Franklin and his men were all dead. In 1858 Leopold McClintock finally 

reached the western shores of King William Island and found many 

bodies and some pathetic relicts including a message which had been 

buried in a cairn. McClintock did not confirm the reports of 

cannibalism nor did he find all the bodies. Positive proof however had 

been furnished that Franklin had died early, the ships had been 

crushed by ice or deserted by their crews and tha t the men had died 

one by one as they tried to walk south to the Canadian mainland. 

In spite of determined attempts to ignore it the fear of cannibalism 

persisted. With the appearance of Landseer's "Man Prolloses, God 

DisDoses" (Plate 48) in 1864 these fears once again broke through 

into the open. C.C. Loomis righ tly calls it a lurid painting, one 

which is unforgettable 9". Landseer's work shows two polar bears 

around the wreckage of one of the expeditiorts ships. On the left one 

bear shreads part of what contemporaries recognised as a Union Jack, 

while on the righ t another bear lifts its jaws from a human ribcage as 

it gnaws on a bone. Landseer probably did not intend to evoke the idea 

of cannibalism bu t given the prominence of the expedition in public 

consciousness it was inevitable that this would happen. The Times 

thought: "Sir Edwin Landseer goes to the heart of the subject - animal 

ferocity and desola tion" 

commented that: 

97' while The Illustrated London News 
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lhe piinler (on(~jyes ind presenls ber.w us, not 

the im.ediile or impeMing 1.le 01 tM survivors 01 

some Ardir expedition - ~e viII nol spe(u/ile 

vhieh - but Ihe uJlimite lile ,,1 Iheir rem. ins, 

blraordinirily originiI .nd iNiginitive is this 

p.inting is, it m.y be queslioned vhelller Ihe 

represent.tion is not loo purely harrowing for lhe 

proper function of alt ", 

Clearly from the tone of these reviews. Landseer struck something 

deep in the mid - Victorian sensibility to na ture, This becomes more 

apparent when the comments of the Fine Arts Quarterly Review are 

considered, While noting the popularity of the work and commenting 

that it is "perhaps the very highest of Sir Edwin's many achievements" 

the reviewer added: 

__ it pliefs the piinting of brute Jjf~ upon i nev 

.M higher pIilform, hildly inferior in lofty 

suggestiv~neS5 10 humin sub/eds ", 

"Man Proposes, God Disposes" (Plate 48) troubled Victorians because 

it reminded man of the basic animal! ty tha t lurked inside him, an 

animality which could find release in cannibalism. Paradoxically, it was 

this which led to the immense popularity of the work despite hostile 

reviews, "Landseer's image of Nature in the Artic [was] quite other 

than sublime; he portrayed the brute animal force of Nature, not it's 

inorganic sublimity" 100. However, Landseer's work did more than this 

it reflected and heralded the adven t of a new concep t in the moral 

sta tus of the animal, one which had been implici t in his works of the 

1840's such as the autonomous "Monarch of the Glen" .(Plate 35), In 

placing the animal "upon a new and higher platform, hardly inferior in 

lofty suggestiveness to human subjects" 

like the earlier "Forest" works, poin ted 

itself", the very right of the animal 
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This new sensibility was recognised by some contemporaries, witness the 

The Examiner's review of this work: 

It is very easy to call this horrible, vi/hout 

feeling that it is so, Bone i. but bone, and to the 

hungry bm it matter> little ~hether it be the 

bone of a man or bone of mutt,'n, There is n"thing 

ghastly in the aspect of a rib-bone, and seeing ho~ 

long a man must lie in Ihe cold north before his 

flesh can ~aste 10 a dry skeleton, ~e must accept 

Sir £dwin's emblem of arctic inhospitality ~ilh as 

much equanimity 11 man 's o~n diuNbodied spirit may 

feel, ~hen he .ees ~hat be,'oNe> 01 bones that he 

hild done ~ith y"lerday or centuries ago, Vantonly 

10 depict mere ghastlyness 01 death is bad in arl, 

but a man's dry rib-bone is no more unsightly Ihan 

the bone of any of Ihe lo~er animals, that the mo.t 

dainty lady Cln, ~ith her own h.nds and ~ith"UI • 

shudder, .crape and pick. So let us protest in 

advance against all mod squeami.hness over the 

very na lural behaviour 01 these two bears 10/ 

The above discussion has noted how the "Monarch of the Glen" and 

other contemporary works by Landseer emerged as "a serious attempt to 

envisage the natural environment as standing in some other possible 

rela tion than to man and his needs" 1 ()2 In the con temporary 

discussion of "Man Pro~oses, God Dis~oses" there is both recognition 

of this achievement and the emergence of the concept of the 

"sacredness of life for itself". This concept was to be fully developed 

only in the years following Landseer's death in 1873. The Landseer 

works discussed above however, in preceding these changes in thought, 

both reflected and help structure the emergence of a new senSibility 

towards the natural world. 
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From brute to animal 

By the last quarter of the nineteenth century animals existed not to 

satisfy man's needs but to fulfil their own natures. This belief was 

clearly expressed in the writings of contemporaries: 

Hodern philosophy teaches us although ~e are at the 

heart and infinitely higher than any animal, still, 

in the first place, animals exist for themselves; 

thq enjoy their lives, and are happy merely 

bee.use they live '03 . 

Further, witness Henry C. Merwin's assertion that: 

The only way of utilising the inferior animals 

whieh c.n certainly be pronounced right is the 

na/uNI way '04 

People could rightfully take advantage of the strength of a horse, the 

predatory instinct of a cat or the watchfulness of a dog however, to 

drive an animal beyond its capabilities or to employ it in a manner 

unsuited to its natural abilities was not only unnatural but morally 

wrong. In essence animals ought to live by nature's laws and not 

those of man. Widespread recognition of this fact saw two millennia of 

Christian and secular rational thought with regard to animals 

overturned. A new ethos emerged: the autonomy of the animal and the 

sacredness of life for itself. Nature became the effective standard 

by which to judge the proper treatment of animals. 

By the 1860's and 1870's the exposure of man's animality manifest 

in the abuse of beasts troubled all educated people. By far the most 

common response was the refurbishment of the brute/animal itself for, 

"a sweetened animal meant a less bestial human being" 105 The 

,-emodelling of the image of the beast extended even to the term beast 

itself. By 1900 the word brute as a synonym for animal had virtually 

disappeared and the term beast seldom referred to anything but the 
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most bloodthirsty of creatures. The neutral term animal became 

standard. The granting of autonomy to animals enabled them to serve 

as exemplars of human behaviour, yet this entailed a paradox. 

Previously animals had been remodelled to resemble people now people 

had to model themselves on animals. Exemplary animals did not display 

all human traits, only the most admirable. Essentially Victorians 

wanted and expected some kind of reinforcement of their own ethical 

and moral standards. The articulation of this characteristic can be 

seen in many of Landseer's later works. 

"Wild Cattle" <1867, Plate 49) and "Deer of Chillingham Park" 

<1867, Plate 50) illustrate with penetrating clarity the sacredness of 

the Victorian bourgeois family headed by a dominant male. The 

Victorian family was the first family form in history which was both 

long lasting and intimate. It formed a crucial site for modern ideology. 

The bourgeois family and it's domestic ideal did not derive directly 

from developmen ts in capitalism bu t neither 

autonomous development. It was related 

political forces. The conscious articulation 

ideology was a result of the fear of social 

was it a completely 

to broader social and 

of bourgeois domestic 

disin tegra tion and the 

self-development of an increasingly dominant class. Sexual and family 

decorum formed a vital part of social stability. The domestic ideal 

functioned as an important social cement for a stable home was viewed 

both as a microcosm of a stable society 

unstable and rapidly changing world lOG 

and a sanctuary from an 

While the domestic ideal carried clear economic connota Hons its 

prime function was less to influence others than to articulate the 

class feelings and experiences of the bourgeoisie itself. By the second 

half of the nineteenth century the domestic ideal and its attendant 

images such as Landseer's "Wild Cattle" <Plate 49) and "Deer of 

Chillingham Park" <Plate 50) had become important features in the 

development of the idea of middle classness and the creation of a 

differentiated class identity. Engravings of Landseer's works such as 

his "Cattle" and "Deer" which hung in bourgeois parlours were an 
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expression of class confidence both against aristocratic immorality and 

the masses. 

While apparently similar to the earlier an thropomorph ic 

representations of Landseer such as "!:!igh..-Life" and "Low Life" (1829) 

the above paintings were informed by, and reflected a different 

sensibility to the animal world. Earlier works indeed showed that the 

idea of learning from animals was not new 1 07'. However, the animals 

of "The eat's Paw" (1824, Plate 51), "The Monkey Who Had Seen the 

World" (1827, Plate 52» or "Jack in Office" (1833, Plate 53) wer-e in 

essence people in disguise serving to warn against human vice while 

encouraging virtue. Indeed Ruskin had singled out this very point for 

criticism in Modern Painters: 

In o/Jr modern Irealmenl 01 lhe dL'g, 01 ~hi(h lhe 

prevailing lendinq is marked by landseer, lhe 

inleresl laken in hill is disproportionale to Ihal 

lalen in lIan, and leads 10 • some~hal Irivial 

mingling 01 senlillent, or mping by caricature; 

giving up the frue na lure of Ihe aniMal for the 

sake of a prelly Ihought L'r pleasant itsl 100 . 

Such naive anthropocentrism could not survive in the post Darwinism 

era, except perhaps for the purposes of political polemiC. As witnessed 

by the later works of Landseer the use of animals did of course 

survive. However, animals were no longer a mirror of values but their 

source. 

According to one contemporary animals showed "intelligence, industry, 

docility, self denial, fidelity and affection" 'os For contemporaries 

these qualities could be readily discerned in Landseer's later works. 

One such example of this can be found in the reception of "Highland 

Nurses" 0856, Plate 54), a painting which was dedicated to Florence 

Nightingale. As C.S. Mann recorded in his compilation of Marks and 

Remarks on the Ca talo~ue of the Royal Academy for 1856, on reflection 

some observers were prone to bit ter commen t: 
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Crawling Ihrough Ihe tangled healMr 

Stalks tM Huntsman of the Highlands, 

Lawless hunter of the helpless, 

Not for ven'son but for frolick,' 

Slealthily he toils and grovels, 

Creeping on 10 sport and slaughter 

Oeath struck prostrate and despairing 

Cries to Heaven, his hapless victim, 

Cries aloud for Retribution: 

Swells the fierce and panting nostril, 

Till the life blood ebbing - failing, 

All Ihe oulrage is accomplished 

For the ,oral read the Picture: 

See the piteous helpless 'Nurses' 

Teaching merry to us .orlals: 

Nark Ihe touching sweel expression 

Of the nurse in adive service: 

IIhile I h"ld 'y own opinion 

That it tells anotMr story, 
Tells in unexampled language 

A far .ore heart slirring story 

Than Ihe piinler hid inlendM: 

Thin his mil,hless skill intended 

In some others I could mention 

In some olhers I lLll ~ention 110 . 

As demonstrated in the above quotation for many middle class mid -

Victorians animals were both the source and teacher of such values and 

the lesson to be learnt was "heart training through the Animal 

World" 11'. The great majority of people who of course could not 

purchase Landseer paintings found instruction both in popular 

literature and the engraving market. The enormous success of Anna 
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Sewell's Black Beauty (1877) testified to the need and market for 

such instruction. Those who could not afford oil paintings for their 

parlours could chose from hundreds of engravings or hand coloured 

11 thographs. Though many of these works appear ludicrous tOday in an 

age when sensibilities have once again changed, they were of grea t 

significance in mid- nineteenth century Britain for they effectively 

allowed the animal to en ter the human family by the back door. The 

engraving market in part transformed the animal world into man's shy 

friends. Human beings no longer needed to fear nature indeed, they had 

to ma tch up to its moral standards. 

Despite their importance in structuring nineteenth century thought 

the role played by Landseer's works must not be overstressed. The 

philosophical underpinnings expressed in Landseer's compositions wer'e 

in all probabil1 ty taken on board unconsciously by both observer and 

artist alike. Animal lovers found virtue most readily accessible, not 

in the pain tings and engravings of Edwin Landseer or those of any 

other artist but in the domestic pet. Pets of course were nothing new 

but their widespread acceptance in the middle class household coincided 

roughly with the changing intellectual climate around the middle of 

the nineteenth century 112. 

By creating the modern pet - the cuddly puppy, the 

cute kitten - <pisal lovers manufactured an animal 

designed to quell savage nature with the balm qf 
liS , 

Paradoxically, when the pet bared its fangs it symbolised just as 

effectively a savage uncaring nature yet, this contradiction was large 

lost on contemporaries, Where it was recognised it caused mild 

discomfort and necessitated a shifting of sensibilities as circumstance 

dictated. 

Animal lovers sought to mask the savage reality of nature. It has 

been argued that the establishment of the animal as a model of 

compassion and virtue achieved three things 114, Firstly, it 
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calmed ever-present anxieties over man's kinship with the beast. 

Secondly, it effectively neutralised the beast which lurked within man 

despite attempts to disguise it. Thirdly, it brought the beast into the 

Victorian parlour and in doing so it gave the beast not only a mind, 

but a compassionate heart. . The image of the compassionate beast 

which can be seen in Landseer's "Highland Nurses" (Plate 54) or the 

Chillingham works allowed mid - Victorians to learn to live wi th the 

idea tha t they too were animals. Further, if compassion was a 

characteristic of the animal then human compassion wasn't a fleeting 

impulse bu t a basic characteris tic of na ture. There was however a 

fourth thing the image of the compassiona te beast achieved. Together 

with the emerging view of the totality of na ture it was eventually 

to allow the reconcilia tion of science and sensibility. 

The rise of nature 

The nineteenth century ended with a fundamental shift in 

in tellectual and moral concern for animals. Kinship with animals, 

revulsion from pain coupled with a new respect for science all merged 

to redefine man's place in nature. Afte.' 1870 the character of the 

R.S.P.C.A. movement changed and domestic pets ousted their rural 

relations from the centre of concern. AnJdeties which fuelled the 

protectionist movement diminished. Man could now accept kinship with 

the beast and indeed, the urban industrial age. New outlets for 

humanitarian concern emerged such as the Royal Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Children which received its charter in 

1884 115 Further, over the century legislation was enacted 

protecting women and children from the rigours of the urban- industrial 

age. It was no longer necesary to lavish pity on suffering animals for 

want of acceptable human objects of compassion 116. 

By the 1890's only pets aroused more interest than wild birds 

amongst animal lovers. 

organised fashion 

extermina tion of birds 

For the firs t time animal lovers attacked in an 

the taking of life itself. Concern over the 

saw the emergence of a new ethic with regard 
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to human treatment of animal life. This ethic later flourished into 

wha t twen tie th cen tury 

approach. This idea 

observers would recognise as the ecological 

derived from the new belief in the autonomy of 

animals and what contemporaries recognised as the "sacredness of life 

for itself" 117 Bird protectionists stressed the role played by 

birds in preserving the balance of nature and this approach eventually 

came to be held by a large proportion of animal lovers. The idea of a 

interrelated chain of being was of course not new but it was only in 

the agita tion over the trea tmen t of birds tha t this idea coalesced in to 

a coherent understanding between humanity and the natural 

world llB, Wha t brough t abou t· this change was the simple 

realisation that man no longer had primacy over nature. 

Few animal lovers, Landseer included, 

allegiance from older theories of animal 

consciously switched their 

rights to those outlined 

above however, by the end of the nineteenth century ecological rights 

had become part of the educated person's intellectual baggage. All 

living creatures now held rights because all dwelt together in nature 

and regulated their activities in accordance with the principle of the 

"sacredness of life for itself". It was this concept tha t Landseer's 

later works such as the "Forest" reflected and reinforced in stark 

contrast to the naive anthropomorphic representations of his earlier 

career, 

Over the period 1800-1900 man's relationship with the natural world 

changed completely. Animals became increasingly marginal to the 

process of production yet at the same time they assumed a new symbolic 

importance. Together with other aspects of nature they became an 

escape from social transformation. Consequently concern for animals 

was a characteristic of the cities and was seldom shared by the rural 

population. Animal rights derived initially from the capacity to feel 

pain. These righ ts were basic and included only the freedom from 

unnecessary pain. Animals remained subject to the superior rights 

of people. From the middle of the cen tury older views of animal righ ts 

rooted in both Christian theology and secular thought were rejected by 

a growing number of the middle classes. The theories of Darwin and 
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others raised brutes to a new height and shattered traditional 

foundations of animal rights. A reflection of the above changes can 

be seen in the animal works of Sir Edwin Landseer, the most popular 

artist in early and mid - Victorian Britain. Through the popularity of 

engravings of his later works Landseer helped to structure and 

propagate a new sensibility towards the natural world. This new 

sensibility was founded on new Victorian conceptions of pain and was 

characterised by new beliefs in the autonomy of the animal and 

eventually, the sacredness of life. for itself. 

It is this respect for life itself which led Landseer nearly half 

a century earlier to entitle one of the "Forest" plates "Precious 

Trophies" (Plate 44). "Precious Troahies" is, if anything a hollow 

symbol of man's mindless dominion over the br·ute. The new ecological 

ethic demanded the same respect for life, human or. animal. It did not 

condemn people for killing for food or clothing but it did ask equal 

reverence for all living creatures. There is something about Landseer's 

"Forest" discussed above which provokes the sympathy and demands the 

attention of the observer; it is the nascent claim that all creatures 

should be tree ted with equal reverence. 

Landseer himself did not live to see the fruition of the ecological 

concept of nature. Paradoxically, the artist whose works did so much 

to inform the development of this new senSibility was to struggle to 

realise a very personal analogical and essentially Christian view of the 

natural world. It is this struggle which forms the basis of the 

following chapter. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

FLOOD IN THE HIGffi.ANDS: FROM NATURE'S GOD TO NATURES WORKS 

__ the transition is 50 natural from 'nalvre '5 work 

to nature's aod' ind to .e it ihays brings ~ith 

oVir~helMing force the question, rhat returns? 

IIriothuJey RvsseJl I 

The Trinity of 6od, Hin, ind Niture ViS cenlril to the 

nineteenth century universe, Niture itself ~a5 

iJJu,inited by Inother Trinity: ul, science, ind 

religion, 

In the previous chapter the symbolic importance of animals in early 

and mid-Victorian thought was examined and the emergence of a new 

senSibility towards the natural world traced. This chapter examines 

Landseer's last major Highland work, "Flood :In the Highlands" 0845-60, 

Plate 55), and argues that Landseer struggled to realise an 

essentially Christian, analogical view of the relationship between man 

and the natural world. From consideration of the referential 

symbolism of Landseer's ''Flood'' it is also argued that it is possible to 

gain an understanding of man's attitude to the environment within a 

specific social and historical context. 

Landseer's "Flood" perplexed many contemporaries and failed to find 

genUine popular appeal. 1t is suggested that this failure was 

ultimately related to a combination of factors, namely, Landseer's 

highly individualistic symbolism, the emergence of the new senSibility 

examined in Chapter Six and the development of new ways of seeing, 
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appreciating and apprehending landscape and nature. Before turning to 

such general observations however it is desirable to determine what 

"Flood in the Highlands" purports to depict and the social context in 

which the work was produced. 

Flood in the Highlands 

"Flood in the Highlands" <1845-60, Plate 55) was inspired by the 

Moray floods of August 1829 3. As a result of heavy rains the rivers 

fed by the Cairngorm and Monadhlia th Moun tains flooded causing severe 

damage and loss of life. The events of the flood were doc'umented in a 

series of sketch books made by Sir Thomas Dick Lauder in 1829 and in a 

volume subsequently published in 1830 4 Lauder recorded that many 

families sought refuge on the roofs of their houses. Although several 

buildings and bridges were swept away the majority of the crofters 

were saved. Landseer's painting represents "Dandaleith", the first farm 

below Craigellachie where the combined waters of the Fiddick and Spey 

scoured 26 acres and covered another 50 with a three foot layer of 

sand and debris. Lauder recorded that 107 families in the parish were 

made destitute by this event s. 

Landseer's "Flood in the' Highlands" <1845-60, Plate 55) depicts a 

group of figures on the roof of a central building seeking refuge from 

the floodwaters below. The figures in the foreground appear to be 

sitting on the turf roof of an outhouse ". On the left of the 

painting stands a board inscribed "Alick Gordon! Upputing! Stance! Mile 

East". From this it is clear that the main building shown is an inn 

prOViding accommodation (upputing) for drovers who could leave their 

ca t tle a t a "s tance" one mile to the eas t. Sea ted on a chair in the 

centre of the composition is a terrified mother clutching her child, an 

empty cradle lies beside her (PIa te 56). Adjacen t to the mother is a 

young girl who is grasping her stoical grandfather's hand. The young 

boy in the bottom right of the picture does not appear to be part of 

the family group. He is not comforted by any adult and his sole 

companions are his puppy and the pup's mother. In their terror and fear 
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of the flood various animals gather around the people while below a 

bleating goat tries desperately to escape the waters. In the lower left 

hand corner a black ox is about to be sucked down by the waters while 

a group of men on the adjacent building struggle to save a horse and 

an upturned cart. Storm clouds roll across the sky and fallen trees 

lie around. The impact of the event is all the greater because the 

floodwa ters are barely shown "7 

"Flood in the Highlands" <1845-60, Plate 55) received a mixed 

reception from both critics and public alike. The Times called it "a 

deciSive answer to those who whisper tha t Sir Edwin's power is on the 

wane"" while The Athenaeum thought "Sir Edwin has done his best in 

this picture; and as a result of many years study shows how profitably 

they have been employed in ensuring him fresh honour" 

contemporaries however thought otherwise, one believed it: 

too purely tragiC. To excite sympathy by the 

exhibition of simple pain and distress belongs to an 

early stage of art ___ it is by no leans the 

highest resort of art to represent un'iligaled 

calui/y in any shape /0 

". Some 

Later critics too were of mixed opinions. S tephens though tit a 

masterpiece, "probably the strongest of all his pictures ___ if it 

was not his finest work, it was at any rate his culminating one" 11 

Manson however thought it an "invention beyond his control" 12 

Landseer rarely went to Scotland before September or October and it is 

unlikely that he witnessed this particular summer flood although he did 

witness others. Man's insignificance in the face of the uncontrolled 

forces of nature was a favourite romantic theme, indeed Landseer's 

"Flood in the Highlands" (1845-60) can be linked thematically with 

earlier works such John Martin's "Deluge" (826) and Francis Danby's 

"Deluge" (1840) l: •• 
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Jmage and realit~ 

Dandalei th in the parish of Knockando does not appear in the series 

of evaluation roles (parish lists of valued rents for general land tax) 

held in the Scottish Records Office and examination of the surviving 

estate plans fails to find any trace of Landseer's "Al1ck Gordon" and 

his droving inn. However, estate plans taken in conjunction with the 

first edition of the Ordnance Survey map (1874) of this area give a 

reasonably clear impression of the nature of both the settlement and 

economy of Dandaleith over the period, 1845-1861 ,.... Further, there 

is no reason to doubt Lauder's assessment of Mr MacInnes of 

Dandaleith and the productivity of his lands '" 

In 1859, the year prior to the exhibition of Landseer's "Flood in 

the Highlands" <1845-60), the earliest extant estate plan shows 

Dandaleith to be tenanted by a Mr J. Mac Innes '6. As for the nature 

of the settlement there can be no doubt. The following figures are 

drawn from estate plans held in the Scottish Records Office 

Arable 

Pasture 

Wood 

House & 
Gardens. 

298 0 25 

40 1 3,j: 

222 0 22 

10 0 25 

570 3 26 

All figures are in Acres. 
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Clearly Dandaleith was an arable farm. Examination of the 1874 

Ordnance Survey map shows the existence of disused buildings, possibly 

cottages opposite Heathery Isle, and it may be possible that this is 

the location Landseer depicted (Figure 7.1). No further information 

can be found on this site however and the esta te plans of 1859 and 

1868 (Figure 7.2) do not show any type of settlement at this 

loca tion ,a. Lauder described Dandaleith as being tenan ted by a Mr 

Innes in 1829 and, in the absence of other evidence it seems likely 

that over the period 1829-1868 Dandaleith remained an arable farm H' 

As for the existence of a droving inn as depicted by Landseer, 

droving stances were indeed determined by the existence of accessible 

pasture and ,.ater ,.hich Dandeleith possessed on the Haugh. Cattle were 

brought to some convenient point where purchases were gradually 

collected into droves 20. Craigellachie, on the east bank of the Spey 

opposite Dandaleith, was one such area. Due to the absence of a bridge 

over the Spey to Elgin until the early nineteenth century, 

Craigellachie remained a collecting area for one of the major drove 

roads south to the trysts. However, from the surviving documentation it 

would appear that Landseer's "Flood in the Highlands" (1845-60, Plate 

55) with its drove inn at Dandaleith belongs to a fictitious landscape 

permeated with romantic association with the past rather than a 

portrayal of contemporary reality. This accords well with the surviving 

evidence for after 1835 the droving of cattle to southern markets 

declined dramatically due to a variety of factors 2' 

New attitudes to land ownership, reduced access to wayside grazing 

coupled with the rapid disappearance of common land, agricultural 

change which enabled cattle to be wintered in the Highlands and the 

surfacing of roads were all instrumental in the decline of droving. 

Between 1820-36 a marked change took place in the transportation of 

cattle from north eastern districts. Cattle were transported from 

I\berdeen to Leith (Edinburgh) and London by sailing ships for £1.10s 

per head. As the size and value of the beasts increased with changing 

agricultural practices such as the introduction of the turnip, graziers 

and dealers in Banffshire, Morayshire and Aberdeenshire took increasing 
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advantage of the new steamship transports. Risks to the beasts and 

charges of £2.10 and £3.00 per head were offset by a chance of fatter 

beasts at market and a quicker passage south. 

From an examination of surviving estate plans it can be seen that 

by 1859, Dandaleith had become a station on the Morayshire Railway 

Line <Figure 7.1) 22. The Morayshire Railway Company line, which 

opened on the 10th August 1852, ran initially from Elgin to the port 

of Lossiemouth however, by 1855 a connecting line eastwards to 

Aberdeen had come into operation 23. By 23rd December, 1858 a branch 

line from Dandaleith had come into operation 

undertaken between Aberdeen and Inverness. 

enabling journeys to be 

On 17th May, 1861 the 

Morayshire Railway was empowered to extend its line southwards over , 
the Spey at Craigellachie and effect a junction with the Strathspey 

Railway which in turn joined the Highland Railway at Boat of Garten. 

This made. possible direct journeys southwards to Perth 24 

Ai though largely a passenger line the presence of a stock yard 

indicated on the 1868 <Figure 7.2) estate plan immediately adjacent to 

the railway station suggests that by this time Dandaleith may have 

served as a loading poin t for ca t tle and produce des tined for sou thern 

markets, perhaps via the ports of Lossiemouth and Aberdeen 25. 

The effects of the railway on Dandaleith and the local economy remain 

unclear. From 1860 however rapid change occurred with sou thern buyers 

travelling to the Highlands to buy direct from the graziers and from 

1875 the railways overall constituted a major factor in the decline 

of droving 25. What can be concluded with certainty is the fact that 

Landseer, through his selection of a traditional romantic theme and a 

form of economy that was rapidly passing into obscurity through 

technological and societal change, chose to recreate a view of nature 

rooted in the historical past rather than Highland reality. 
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Lauger's account of the Flood 

From the above discussion it is clear tha t Landseer's pain ting, with 

its image of a historic pas t ra ther than con temporary reality, can be 

viewed as part of a wider romantic vision. This stated it is possible 

to identify certain elements in Landseer's "Flood" which are historically 

specific and to relate them to prevailing circumstances as noted by 

Lauder in 1830 27. Lauder's account provides a graphic description of 

the events at Dandaleith: 

The first fdrM on the left is thdt of Odndaleith, d 

stretch of level ldnd, vhich has been rendered, by the 

skill dnd cdpitdl of Ifr Ifaclnnes, the bOdSt of 

Speyside. And rell it .ight be cdlled 50: for ldnd in 

higher ruJtivdtion, or lore perfedly fenred WdS 

novhere to be .et rith, But the Flood burst over it 

fro. the Lam Cnigelldrhie, the Spey being forred to 

the left of the Fiddirk, and ronverted into d desert, 

that seeud that it had never been tiJJed by .an, At 

least 26 daes of fine land ~ere cdrried dWdY 

entirely, dnd not less thdn fifty .ore me rovered in 

51nd and grdvel to d depth of three feet: imsense 

river rhdnnels were cut in vdrious plares, the fenrl15 

levelled dnd the whole rrop destroyed. The ground WdS 

stre~n over when / SdW it with enormous trees: amongst 

others, one i~mense odk from Bdllinddllofh, weighting 

rith its roots not less than three or four tons, 

Besides all this, the whole rorn stdrks of the /928 

""P, five exrepted were rdlfied off like i1 fleet of 

ships, 6mt pdrt of d thriving distiJJery me thrown 

down, A cow herd, rho slept there, being asked if he 

losl dnything, 'Aye' he replied, '/ lost tWd sdlks 

lshirls}, dnd dne 0' Ihe. riS dean loo', As / wdJl'ed 

over the fdrm, / was suddenly drres/ed by observing d 

longiludindl rairn of small stones dbout the 

dimensions of d 'dn's body, This ViS d frdfl dnd 
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Melancholy monu.ent, Placed there by the friends of 

poor Cruickshanks, to Mark the spot rhere they had 

found his body, 

Opposite to Oandaleith is the Heathy Be, aMong the 

trees of vhich were found spinning rheels, chairs, 

tables, beds, chest of drawers, and all .anner of 

cottage furniture and fafling utensils, from tile 

cradle to the cart '", 

From the above !,assages it is ap!,aren t tha t many of the 

com!,ositional elements present in Landseer's "Flood" accord with the 

circumstances of the 1829 flood at Dandaleith. Given that Lauder's 

account was !,ublished fifteen years before Landseer began work on 

"Flood in the His:hlands" (1845-60) it is possible that Landseer drew 

directly on Lauder's text for some composi tional elements such as the 

strewn trees, cattle, cradle and hay cart. Further, (assuming he was 

aware of them) it is also possible that some of the elemen ts in 

Lauder's description with their religious over· tones may have had a 

strong appeal to Landseer. This theme will be discussed below. 

similarities between Lauder's accoun t and Landseer's 

depiction it is clear however 

the 1829 flood Landseer's 

tha t as a portrayal of the actuality of 

pain ting is of Hmi ted value as an 

empirical source "9 This stated it is argued below however "Flood in 

the Highlands" (1845-60) does reflect a people's attitudes to nature 

within a specific societal and historical context. These attitudes 

become a!,parent through an examination of the referen tia1 symbolism of 

the painting and a reading of surviving accounts of the flood. 

Following discussion of this referential symbolism attention will then 

be given to Landseer's individualistic symbolism inherent in the work. 
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Referential symhoJ.ism in Landseer's Flood 

Roland Barthes has categorised symbolism into two basic types; 

reFerential and individual 30. ReFerential symbolism relates to a 

stock of commonly held and easily recognised symbols while individual 

sym bolism re la tes to a "network of displacements and substitutions" 

peculiar to an individual ,,, Barthes's taxonomy will be used in the 

examination of the symbolism of Landseer's "Flood" which follows below. 

The identification of referential symbols in Landseer's "Flood" can 

be undertaken with relative ease. In the bottom right of the painting 

lies an hour glass on its; side <Plate 57). This symbolises the fact 

that time has ceased to flow. Time has become static and the painting . , 

may be interpretated as depicting key concepts that remain constant 

throughout time. The themes of life and death are encapsulated in a 

vignette in the bottom right of the painting; life and death are 

symbolised by the cat devouring the freshly laid egg against a backdrop 

of dead fish, while the ladder symbolises the ascent from life to death. 

Similarly, on the theme of mortality the vertical forms of the cradle, 

chair in which the mother sits, inn sign, dovecote and chimney are all 

reminiscent of gravestones. Next to the hour glass lies a highland 

bridal cup which symbolises marriage, a broadsword and adjacent dirk 

wrapped in tartan plaid symbolising an absent father and husband 

<presumably a soldier) now dead (Plate 57). As the plaid has become a 

shroud so the targe becomes a tombstone. These are clear referential 

symbols to universal concepts. 

In this context the phrase "universal concepts" does not refer to 

supposed timeless qualities inheren t in so called "grea t art" which 

place a painting like some essence above and beyond the vicissitudes of 

history -the truths P. Fuller has attacked as being "just one more 

attempt by the bourgeoisie to universalise their own particular 

ideology to tUrn what is historically specific into something 

eternal" 32 This term refers to matters relating to man's relatively 

constant biological condition and his dependence on nature. This is not 
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to place these concepts above social and economic considerations but 

merely to note: 

One rannot help but recognise a/so that tlJere are non 

superstructura/ elements in ruJtura/ activities ani! 

institutions " 

The universal concepts referred to here are birth, life and death. In 

examining these concepts in a specific social and environmen tal con text 

mankind's relationship to, and dependence on nature becomes more 

apparent. This task however is made more difficult by the complex 

nature of Landseer's symbolism. 

On the theme of mortality two further points must be noted with 

regard to Landseer's "Flood". Both of these points suggest that, in 

addition to the referential symbolism present, a "network of 

displacements and substitutions" peculiar to Landseer exists :>4 

These displacements form a system of individual symbolism in the work. 

Dandaleith was one of the few locations where an actual fatality 

occurred, the death being that of Cruickshanks, a local inn keeper whose 

grave is mentioned above. Secondly, the finding of an empty cradle at 

Heathy Be opposite Dandaleith is striking given the prominence of the 

empty cradle in Landseer's painting. Throughout the long period during 

which this work was completed <1845-59) Landseer's mental health was 

deteriorating and in his distressed state of mind and failing reason it 

is possible he attached more significance to certain elements of 

"Flood in the Highlands" than has previously been thought. This 

individllal symbolism will be examined in grea ter detail below. 

Referential symbolism and attitudes to nature ~eteenth century 

Morayshire 

For many leading nineteenth century thinkers such as John Ruskin, 

God, man and nature were interconnected phenomena ''''. Further, as a 

recent stUdy has stressed, contemporary understanding of nature was 
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often illuminated by studies in art, science and religion 36 While 

teleological philosophies were by no means new, in the hands of 

talented polymaths such as Ruskin, they were greatly refined. In many 

regions however, these new philosophies struggled to supersede older 

established ideas with regard to the perceived relationship between 

God, man and nature. As a result of a schismatic religious past early 

nineteenth century Morayshire was one area where older ideas were 

firmly rooted. 

With the coming of the Reformation to Scotland in 1560 Protestant 

religion waS gradually propagated throughout Morayshire, however as 

one intemperate chronicler documented: 

The nu.ber of papists ~as great. Those ~ho professed 

the "rotestant religion retained strong prejudices in 

favour of their ancestors 37, 

Initial reformers taught the Calvinistic doctrine however during the 

reign of James VI "Arminianism" became popular. This doctrine was 

accompanied by much superstition and the practice of what 

contemporaries called "heathenish and Catholic customs". Pilgrimages to 

wells and chapels co- existed with a belief in apparitions and fairies. 

"Charms, casting nativities, curing diseases by enchantments, fortune 

telling were commonly practiced, and firmly believed" 38. Writing 

from a viewpoint clearly grounded in Protestant doctrine L. Shaw argues 

that by the late nineteenth century these practices had been largely 

discarded. Nevertheless he personally recalled hearing people swear not 

to practice witchcraft, charms or spells 39 

Since the Reformation ?o?ular belief in Morayshire varied greatly 

and each successive doctrine contained elements of another. While 

the overall predominance was that of Protestantism, elements of pagan 

and Catholic thought survived, if only in a somewhat obscure form. 

These surviving elements, together with the actions of an 

unpredictable and uncontrollable hostile environment made individuals 

susceptible to superstitious belief. As A. Polson noted: 
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The superstition of the highlanders differ froM those 

of the Lowlands in kind rather than number, Nor is 

this to be ~ondered at ~hen the environment of .. ny 

inhabitants is considered 40, 

Just as a hostile environment can be the source of religious beliefs 

however, from deeply held religious beliefs certain attitudes to the 

environment can emerge 4', Consider the following extracts from 

Lauder's account of the 1830 flood, 

Tom Meldrum was a merchant whose house, constructed of 'substantial 

stone and lime' stood above the bridge of the Aven fourteen yards from 

the river bank and twelve feet above the level of the river. 

/le syne thl ~a ters rise orer the eaves 0' our tha tch, 

an that was the way that a' thing ras till 100' 

clock neist mornin', ~hen re ca.' back, an' fund that 

a' the s.a' kinkind 0' articles had been floated oot 

at a back rundo, But raur nor' a' that, the hail of 

Tam '5 goods, tea, sugar, an sicl ike, rar a' gane, an' 

the sugar a' Meltit! A hunder pound rudna ,ak' it up 

till us, An' oor comfortable hoos, too, see hoo its 

ruined, an' it beggit but twa years ago! an' the 

gairden new taen in! an' a destroyed a5 ye see! But 

it's the Lords riIJ, an' we Maun submit '2. 

John Cly, the miller of Tomore had a similar experience: 

The rapid burn of the TOlore descends fro. thl 

.ountain of Belrinnes on the right, lohn Cly, the meal 

'iIJer of ro,ore, a sturdy, hal, independent 'inded 

old .an of 75, has been singlllllly perseellled by 

floods, having slIllered by that 01 11G$, and by three 

or lour inllndalions since, bill especiaIJy thal of 

1783, rhtn his noli se and .ilJ rere curfed away and he 
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rlS Jefl penniless, He m not a JillJe affeded by 

Ihal caJa,ily ~hich feJJ upon hi' and on no one eJse,' 

bul his indomilabJe spirit got Ihe beller of 

everything, About seven yeus ago he undertook 10 

improve a piece of absoJule beach of I~o acres, 

enlireJy covered rith enormolJs slones and graveJ, Bul 

John knet that a deep rich soil Jay beJot, buried 

there by the flood of 1768, He removed Ihe slones rith 

i,mense Jabour, for.ed IheM inlo a buJvuk and 

encJosure around the fieJd, Ire.eJed dorn the graveJ 

10 a deplh of four or five feel, and brought up Ihe 

soiJ IIhich afteuuds prodlKed .ost Juxurianl crops, 

The fruils of aJJ John's Jabours lIere s~epl uay by 

lhe direfuJ flood of the Srd Augusl, Bul Ihe pride of 

his hearl as lhis i.provemenl had been, the fJood lidS 

not abJe 10 slIeep nay his equani.ily and phiJosophy 

togelher rith his acres, Vhen SOMe one condoJed hi. on 

his Joss, '/ look it frae Ihe Aven' said he, lIith 

emphasiS, 'and Jel Ihe Aven hae her ain again, 

Afler lhe yeu 1183, he built his house on a rock Ihal 

shered itself frOM under the soil at Ihe base of Ihe 

bank, bounding Ihe GJen of Ihe burn, During Ihe Jate 

flood, Ihe lIaler vas dashing up al his door, and his 

sisler rho is older than he, having expressed greal 

lerror, and proposed Ihal they should bolh fJy for 

il, 'Vhal's Ihe lIoman afeard 0' 7', cried lohn 

impa lien IJy, 'hae lie not baith lhe rock 0' nalure an' 

lhe Rock of Ages to trusl /ilJ 7 __ Ve'JJ no slir one 

fiI! ", 

Both Tom Meldrum and John Gly (if the reader is to believe. Lauder's 

testimony) were clearly men of firm convictions and such beliefs were 

common in Morayshire 44, When Mr Gumming Bruce's new house, 
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'Dunphail' on the River D1vie was isolated and had its gardens destroyed 

Bruce could only comment, "Dreadf~l indeed _ _ is the devastation 

that a few hours have wrought. But we must be thankful that all around 

us are safe. God's will be done" 4"'. Similarly a Mr Funns could, 

after the event state, "l'se be grateful to God a' my days. Its muck le 

comfort till a poor man to feel the Lord is his friend" 4... It was 

such strong religious convictions that led John Geddes "a poor and 

indus trious man" to tell neighbours seeking shelter in his house to 

"trus in providence neebours" 47. That these beliefs should have such 

. an apparently firm basis in popular thought is hardly surprising given 

the views and teaching of the local clergy. The Rev. Duncan Gran t 

claimed he had never before seen: 

so great a Minifestation of the .ight and Mijesty of 

60d in the dispensations of His Providence, nor 

evidence so cOPvinc ing of the ~eakness, the utter 

helplessness of lin ' •• 

Belief in Providence and predestination, apparently widespread in 

nineteenth century Morayshire, was of immense comfort for: 

In the saipture the devout could find immediate 

analogies with their o~n experience and they drew 

reassurance from the knowledge that the ~orst of their 

tribulations had been undergone by Job, Jeremiah 

or SOMe other Biblical hero ", 

It was the certainty of such beliefs which produced such resigned 

attitudes as that of Landseer's old man to the Highland Flood. "The 

victim of misfortune could thus draw some stoical consolation from the 

knowledge that God was controlling his fate, even if the respective 

roles of God, man and nature were sometimes a matter for delicate 

computation" "'0. Further: 
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As Cilvin had pointed out, the perils of diily 

existence ~ould have .ade life intolerable (or .en who 

believed that everything happened by chance and that 

they me subject to emy caprice of arDitr.,y 

fortune. The Chrislian could sub,it himself 10 Ood, 

secure in lhe knovledge Ihat no hml could befi1l hill 

unless the i/lighl, per.itted it, ina Ihit. if 

idversilies sliU fi'e his ~iy, they me il least 

intended for his o~n good ", 

It is in this social context that Landseer's "Flood in the Highlands" 

must be examined for, as Lauder's Account makes clear, it was faith 

in the doctrlne of predestination tha t provided a degree of security 

for individuals in an uncertain and often hostile environment. It is 

possible that Landseer's calm and stoical old man is one clear 

referential symbol to a widespread belief in predestinatlon throughout 

Morayshlre in the first half of the nineteenth century. Detailed 

examination of Landseer's "Flood" reveals other referential and 

individual symbols that point to the possibility of a meaning rooted in 

traditional Christian iconology. 

There are a number of symbols in Landseer's "Flood in the Highlands" 

which suggest a religious or spiritual interpretation. Landseer's "Flood" 

contains many biblical analogies. Firstly, there is the analogy of Noah 

and the Great Flood ''''. Indeed Lauder himself found it "difficult to 

resist the idea of the recurrence of a general deluge" 6". On the 

River Dee: 

The cOMbined horrors o( /his dmdful night led .any 

in Brielir to i,agine that the end of the ~orld ~as 

approaching, One individual, in pir/fcu/ar, reMained a 

~hoJe night fn the corner o( his house, and vouJd not 
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go to bed, in the full persuasion that the 

termination of all things was at hand '4 

Flood in the Highlands 

Although sligh tly forced, in Landseer's "Flood" people seek refuge on 

the roof of a droving inn and parallels may be made with the analogy 

of the biblical inn and stable. 

One way of course in which God could be seen to test the faith of 

individuals was a direct confrontation with diabolical agency. In the 

bottom left of the painting a screaming goat is depicted staring 

directly towards the observer. Given Landseer's interest in spiritualism 

and the occult this may be in terpreta ted as being symbolic of the 

devil ss. Adjacen t to the goa t and abou t to be washed away by the 

floodwaters is a bull bleeding from the mouth (Plate 58). If the goat 

is symbolic of the devil then the bull may indeed be viewed as a lost 

soul or, as in Leviticus, a sin offering for the individual or 

multitude seeking atonement 56 This possible interpretation is 

supported by the fact that in 1861 ( the year following exhibition of 

the ".E..1oodll
) Landseer exhibited at the British Institution a painting 

entitled "The Sin Offering". 

upon a burning altar and 

This work showed a goat lying bound 

it was accompanied with an extract from 

Leviticus (Lev. x. 16) 57. In the foreground of the "Dood" on a flat 

projection lie two goats, one of which a!,pears to be bound (Plate 59). 

In the light of the above, the parallels with the image of a 

sacrificial altar are immediately apparent. 

In addition to the above explicitly Christian symbolism "Flood in the 

Highlands" contains several occultic references ,references which are 

directly related to the environment and the superstition which it 

hel!,ed to foster. The horseshoe on the child's cradle is made of iron. 

Iron, especially in the form of a horseshoe was thought to be an 

effective charm against malevolent fairies, witches and demons se In 

its specifically inverted form as painted by Landseer the horseshoe was 

intended to be a charm against witchcraft. The role !,layed by the 
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flowing floodwater in the llainting is llroblematic. As G.L. Kitteredge 

ooints out: 

There is a mani/lISt connec/lgn ~ilh the ancient and 

alll/niversal belief that ~ater, particularly running 

water dissolves iI spell or interposes an obsta.le to 

the pil5sage of uncanny beings ", 

This !,re Christian belief was incorporated into Christian ideology by 

the use of water as the agent of baptism. Water, being the agent of 

baptism, would not accellt im!'ure elements so. If the observer chooses 

to accept this llarticular symbolic meaning of water then one llossible 

meaning of "Flood in the Highlands" is the triumph of good for the 

water has acted as a barrier to the goat While it has offered 

redemption to the sin offering. 

Having noted the above it is possible however to !'oint to a 

contradictory inter!'retation of the symbolism. In the background of 

the !,ain ting on the left two enormous trees have fallen across each 

other in ways not compatible with the llrevailing climatic or 

hydrological conditions. The direction of the wind is clearly shown by 

the red flag or rag in the centre of the llainting and accounts for the 

direction of only one of the fallen trees. If the tree on to!, lies 

there as a result of the floodwaters then both cart, bull and goa t 

would have been swellt away. If it is accepted that these two trees lie 

in a way unexplained by the prevailing conditions then it is llossible 

to inter!,ret them symbolically as representing a fallen cross <Plate 

60). In terms of referential symbolism in llollular belief (as in 

Eurollean folklore) the cross was thought to be an effective talisman 

against witchcraft "'. In this instance the fallen image may have been 

intended by Landseer to symbolise the failure of such !'rotective charms 

against malevolent forces. 

Clearly from the above the symbolism of Landseer's "Flood in the 

!lighlands" is extremely com!'lex and 0llen to various interpretations. 

However it does seem tenable to argue for the existence of two systems 
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of symbols as detailed above. The first form of symbolism is 

referential and relates to universal concepts outlined above which are 

biological in origin, birth, life and death. These conceots must be 

located within a s!"ecific societal and environmental context. Other non 

biological universals such as good and evil too are related to this 

form of symbolism. Secondly, "flood in the High~ands" seems to contain 

a form of individual symbolism !"eculiar to Landseer which is informed 

and ins?ired by his own religious and su?erstitious beliefs. The 

existence of these two types of symbolism yield two ?ossible levels of 

understanding with regard to the work. Neither of these however can 

be !"ro?erly understood without regard to the other and both point to 

a meaning roo ted in Chris tian iconology. 

~dseer and the individualistic symQQljsm of the FlooQ 

In 1840 Edwin Landseer suffered a severe mental breakdown and for 

the remainder of his life was prone to bouts of depression. The artist 

had an obsessive interest in criminals and murderers. Des?1te a!"!,,eals 

from contem!"oraries such as the Duke of Richmond he was known to have 

visited condemned men in their cells. Further, like many Victorians 

Landseer is known to have attended seances and to have had a keen 

interest in spiritualism and the occult 62. A strong body of evidence 

suggests that Landseer was a hypochondriac and that in the final years 

of his life he suffered from alcoholism. By 1872 Landseer's behaviour 

was so erratic that his family and financial advisor, Thomas Hyde Hills 

had him certified with the concurrence of Gladstone and other 

individuals E"'. 

From the mid 1840 's Landseer worked on "Flood in the Highlands" over 

a period of 15 years. His close friend and fellow artist Frederick Lee 

recalled seeing the painting almost finished in 1846 however, when he 

next saw it again in 1860: 

___ it m so altered that he no longer liked it. 

One of the .odels rho hid resumed her si ttings for a 
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{igllrf in IMt pidlln allfr such an in/uval 

expressed /0 me her astonishment a t seeing the picture 

almost obliterated by smpings, save only the part 

for which she had sat. Landsefr had entirely changed 

the enlire scheme of the picture, which seeMed to be 

an incubus upon hiM .. 

It seems quite feasible to suggest that Landseer's confused state of 

mind was responsible for the long gestation of this work, an incubus 

which was not a commission but one of his own personal choosing. As 

one of Landseer's contemporaries noted: 

The picture makes no distinct impression as a whole. 

One has to spell out the individual parts, and piece 

the. together for oneulf. The .erf physical 

difficulty of seeing the pic/ure is, thanks 10 the 

peculiarities of colour and perspective very great: to 

see it as a whole is well nigh ilpossible 6'. 

One characleristic of this sudden raging flood, it's 

confusion, is empathetically reproduced, on canvas, 

and renewed on Ihe spectators .ind. The piclun is 

not created but laboriously built logether. The fusion 

is nol chemical but mechanical. This miscellany of 

,an, WOMan, baby, boy, drowning ox and horse, 

claMbering goat, vet collies, burro~ing hare, HlmmIng 

ducks, frightened hens, serene back arching cat, 

admirably painted mauds and worsted stockings __ it 

is a mere cento of pit/urn, each in itself is 

technically admirable: it is not a picture. All this 

unparalleled technical facility and Malerial pom, 

a/J these years of labour, based on 50 ride a 

knowledge of ani.al and even human nature, ends in a 

n/Jgatory result: it is a tower of Babel by which the 

arlist in vain strives to reach the heaven of 

invention __ _ 
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Did Sir (Mn lVer set it in his o~n .ind? .. 

R. Ormond has viewed the disparate elements of Landseer's "Flood" as 

being united by a single theme, the psychological study of the· effects 

of fear and despair induced by a sudden catastrophe 67 While 

undoubtedly many elements of the "Flood" can be accounted for by this 

framework, many cannot; for example the tranquillity of the old man 

in such a situation. These elements suggest a possible alternative 

understanding of Landseer's "Flood in the Highlands". It is argued that 

Landseer's "Flood" rellresents an attemllt to realise an essentially 

Christian analogical view of the world in a period of fundamental 

social transformation. As far as Landseer is concerned Ormond has 

stated that: "Neither politics nor conventional religion meant very much 

to him" "8 From this statement it apllears that the above 

examina tion of the referential symbolism of Landseer's "Flood" may be 

readily dismissed. However Ormond's statement can be .challenged on the 

basis of a comllarative examination of Landseer's works from 1840 

onwards and by reference to surviving manuscripts. 

Landseer's selection of the theme was perhaps in part inspired by a 

communica tion he received from Lord Cosmo Russell. Russell proposed a 

work entitled "Such is Life"; 

Thus depicted: Principp,/ figure, a very pretly *ido* 

rith an expression of extreme hope looj's inlo Ihe 

distanre inlo a beaM of light (or picture of a laden 

sky) to*ards a dislant rhicken yard. beneath Ihe 

pir/ure a bothy *ilh a Shepherds plaid, stick and dog 

in consdous helpless grief. In the foreground bel~een 

the rido* and her conteMplaled di5tance a group of 

unconscioul happy my things, children _ puppie5 _ 

playing, Tho shofing a state of unconsdousness in 

each, and the superiority of ltfi .. over fynite 

grief ". 
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While Landseer's "Flood" is not set in such a situation there are 

obvious common elements not least, it will be argued, the need to show 

"the su!'eriority of Xtrism over fynite grief". 

From 1840 it is !'ossible to discern an undercurrent of Christian and 

spiritualist symbolism in a series of !,aintings which reflect Landseer's 

troubled mind. Although their significance has been dismissed recently, 

a substantial body of corres!,ondence suggests that Landseer was 

heavily influenced by !'ractising Christians and Christian thought 70 

In February, 1842 following his mental breakdown Land seer received a 

comforting letter from Caroline Elizabeth Norton (Plate 61): 

No on~ kno~s beller than I do, the loathing 

hnrtsickness of first trying 10 relurn to su,-h 

occupations _ the impossibilily of attention of a ral. 

and fit sort _ the fit of ~eariness and fits of 

desperation ~hich come on, in spite of gleams of hop~ 

and efforts at invention _ But to have one's mind 

stagnate is not rholesD.e either; it is a choice of 

nils _ the struggle or Ihe stagnation; 60d .eant the 

slruggle Of he ~ould have not joined such tenacity o{ 

suffering ~ith 50 mu,h entrgy and buoyanry as ~e find 

in the mid, People tell one to keep the mind quiet 

as if it ~ere an unruly horse, and one had nothing 

bett" to do than bur a different bridle and 

.aflingale 10 control its morements; but those ~ho 

have really endeavoured at this nearly hopeless task, 

kno~ that it is infinitely difficult to keep it quiel 

than to keep it occupied. Removing habitual occupation 

is like re.oring the liring Man aMong strangers, _ a 

blank is not a ,-o,{ort nor can it be endured, I say 

nothing of religion _ it is folded in aJl hearts as a 

secret, ~hat degree of porer they have, to turn fro. 

thl cross they .ust bare to the cross they may kneel 

at, _ but the endeavour to pray and the endeavour at 

~holesoNe occupation o{ the .ind lies the only secure 
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balanCf, if ,'ne could find it and strength to teep it 

steady 71 

Such correspondence was not 

Wriothesley Russell, (Plate 62) 

written: 

new to Landseer, in 1830 Lord 

Chaplain and Canon of Windsor had 

I hear thal in your pictures you have surpassed 

yourself, bul if my hopes have all been ~ished you 

wiJI before this have felt that human applause, 

fasdnaling as it is, cannol cenfer one moments real 

happiness, God permit that you may soon kn,'~ ~hat that 

means in the Fullest extent of Ihe word - that dup 

overfloring feeling of joy, of pea,-e, which the Vorld 

cannot give and whose only course is in Hi. 'Vhose 

blood ras shed for our sins and not for ours alone but 

the whole world', As you have nor probably Made some 

progress in the books I sent you, I wish that you 

would let me hear your opinion of them, Write Me 

freely rith correspondence and be assured that no one 

can feel a deeper interest in your welfare, OoddJing I 

think eminently adapted to some, the unthinking but it 

appeared to me that you required instruciion and I 

think the clean philosophical style of [rskine 

admirable _ By God's grace I trusl that the two read 

together may pul you in possessl<,n of Ih,'se spiriluill 

gifls I so earneslly dtsire for you, bul there is one 

Book only thal is needful, Study its divine contents 

and pray to be enlightened 72, 

Again in 184-0 following the death of Landseer's mother and 

immediately prior to Landseer's breakdown Wriothesley Russell wrote 

again: 
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There ilre times when ~e ilre forced to piluse and 

collect ourselves, ilnd I know not the results of illl 

the reflections the day of sorrow brings with it, is iI 

tendency to diMinish the poignilncy of our regrets. Ve 

are forcibly reminded of the feilrful concomitilnts of 

deilth - of judgement- ilnd eternity. /le ilre compelled 

to ilst, 'lIhill is I? llhen iJi I going? IIhilt am I 

Jiving for? IIhat hiVe I as yet acquired thilt is 

worth hilving? IIhat is 'y portion for the world to 

come? These are questions thilt will rise ilnd I trusl 

must be solved - ilnd here comes the real deep 

unspeilkilble COMfort of the Christiiln. Hen Iillk of 

resigniltion but what do they Mean by i/ ? A miserable 

cold thing /hilt chills the heirt - it seems to fortify 

and deceive with the no/ion that we submit when in 

trulh we .re only yielding to Ihilt which we (ilnnol 

ilvoid. 

(very grief, every bereavement, every loss is met with 

'JI is the Lord, lel Hi. wh.t see.eth his goM'. I 

would fain hope you feel thi$, for I know how deeply 

you neM these draughts of consolation ~hich this 

world cannot give. I would nol be intrusive but I 

should be Ihankful if you would allow me 10 endeavour 

to .Ilevi.le your sorrows by books, by letlers, 

by visits or anything th.t J can do 73. 

In another, undated, letter Wriothesley Russell urged Landseer to 

seek the salvation Christ offers: 

__ Ihe transition is so natural frOM 'nature's work 

to nilture's 60d' Ind to me it .lwlYs brings with 

overwhel.ing force the question, what returns? __ 

The only return he recognises is Ihilt ~e sh,'uid all 

accept the sillv.tion He offers. Host people SlY Ind 1 
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billieve think they do but MiI Romilnts affliction must 

convince Ihem of thil 'uttilr' fallary of thilsil idilas, 

11 is not long since I 'tusblild' on put ling to myself 

Ihesil simplil questions, 00 I hope to bil savild and on 

~hal do I found this hope? I could 1701 ansm 

salisfactorily I billiilved IM inferencil ~iS 

inevitable, 

Russell concluded "would anyone seeing a friend walking in his sleep 

and in the act of walking over a precipice hesitate to awaken him from 

the fear of disturbing a pleasant dream" 74, 

This concern for Landseer's spiritual well being was perSistent and 

cannot have failed to have had an impact on Landseer's impaired 

reasoning, In the immediate wake of his illness Landseer pain ted 

"The Otter Hunt" <1844, Plate 45) for the 4th Duke of Aberdeen 70, 

In the "Otter Hunt" the pyramidical shape topped by the pierced otter 

reflects an established compositional structure of western art it is 

symbolic of Christ's crucifixion and the act of impalement. It is 

instructive to compare this work with one produced the following year, 

"The Shepherd's Prayer" 0845, Plate 63). "The Shepherd's Prayer" was 

exhibited in the same year as Landseer began work on "Flood in the 

Hi.ghlands", In discussing the engraving of "The Otter Hunt" <Plate 

45) The ~rt Union could comment: 

~e c<'nfess it is 1701 ~ithout pleasuril re Iilarn he is 

aboul 10 abandon Ihis slyle for one of a far loftier 

ordilr _____ Vii should e.lprilss no pleasuril in thil 

prospecl of his quit ling a bealiln tmk, in which he 

has achievild 50 much distinclion, but re know him 10 

be capablil of efforls equally gml in pursuits far 

vorihin, soril honourablil, and more profitable - to 

mankind, cllftainly, and, ~e beJiiIViI, to himself, If 

report speaks truly, thil beauliful and very slriking 

prinl bilfore us rill be one of the last addressed to a 

section; tMsil that are to follor being designed 10 
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keep pace ~ith the on ,,,ch of inteJlect and the 

improve.ent of public taste 7. 

As detailed in Chapter Five, at this time (1847) Landseer began work 

on a number of royal commissions and this may be wha t the above 

reviewer referred to. However this comment may be a veiled reference to 

works inspired to Christian thought for in "The Shep-herd's Prayer" 

(Plate 63) the symbolism of crucifixion implicit in the "Otter Hunt" 

became explicit as did the use of water as an agent of purification 77. 

"The Sheoherd's Prayer" <Plate 63) is essentially a religious allegory 

and shows a Belgium shepherd before the crucified Christ on the fields 

of Waterloo, his flock stretching into the distance. Both these works 

serve to illustrate how natural was the transition from beast to man in 

Landseer's thought, if not in popular consciousness. 

In 1859, the year before Landseer exhibited "Flood in the Highlands" 

Landseer exhibited "A Kind Star", a painting tainted with Highland 

superstition. "A Kind Star" illustrated the belief that hinds were 

protected by beneficent stars. The work shows a spirit with a star in 

its hair bent over a dying beast. Contemporaries were shocked. Pre

Raphaelite F.G. Stephens commented that: 

those rho had oved hi. 50 much delight for 50 many 

years stood aghast before it. Some even tried to 

ascribe its exhibition and even ils p~odllL'ti,'n to some 

unfrequent impulse ___ deference to some inferior 

.ind, subservience to some vulgar taste ", 

That Landseer should have produced an image of this kind is hardly 

suqlrising given his interest in spiritualism and the occult. This 

period was a trying one for Landseer and led him to doubt his fu ture 

well being, so much so that Dickens' biographer, John Forste,- had been 

forced to comment the previous year: 

You hIVe no right to as5Ulf that Providen,'e which has 

been 50 kind and prodigal of gifts to YOII heretofore, 
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rill not be so to the end, See cheerful people, and 

be cheerful yourself, It is a duty ~e ove in this 

rorld T5 

Following the exhibition of "Flood in the Highlands" in 1860 

Landseer's physical ailments and mental condition deteriorated. During 

the mid and late 1860's at various times Landseer's mental condition 

became so bad that he had to be confined under the care of Dr. T. Tuke, 

a neurologist. It was amidst declining health that Landseer began work 

on "Man Proposes, God Disooses" (Pla te 48) discussed a t length in 

Chapter Six. Despite such fatalistic images and a rapid decline in 

Landseer's health a spiritual undercurrent was clearly discernable in 

his final works, "The );l1l.0tismal Font" (Plate 64) and "The Lion and the 

Lamb" (Plate 65), indeed, it was here that these beliefs burst into the 

open for all to see. 

I::onclusion: Nature's God to Nature's works 

This chapter has suggested that two systems of symbols can be 

identified in Landseer's "Flood in the Highlands". Firstly. that there 

exists a system of referential symbols derived from a general lexicon 

of universal symbols which relate to, and reflect man's constant 

biological condition and his dependence on, and interaction with nature. 

From considera tion of these referen tial symbols it is argued tha t it is 

pOSSible to gain an understanding of man's attitude to the environment 

within a specific societal and environmental context. By its use of 

these referential symbols Landseer's "Flood in the Highlands" 

illustrates one cultural response to a hostile environment and the 

mediation of this response through the agency of religion. Secondly. it 

is suggested that Landseer's "Flood" contains "a network of 

displacements and substitutions" peculiar to Landseer and that these 

too are informed by religious considerations eo 
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In the "Floosi" Landseer created a 

romantic past and religious association 

landscape permeated with a 

ra ther than Highland reality. 

Why did Landseer choose to do so ? Roland Barthes provides a 

partial answer in his discussion of the "obtuse" or "third meaning" .H 

The "third meaning" is a meaning which "exceeds the copy of the 

referential motif". To Barthes the obtuse is "a signifier without a 

signified" and is largely concerned with disguise and emotion. The 

emotion of the third meaning "is an emotion which simply designates 

what one wants to defend: an emotional value, an evaluation" 62 In 

dissociating itself from what Barthes calls the "obvious meaning" (ie. 

the meaning of the referential symbols) the third meaning: 

hIS. de-n.turing effecl ~ith reg.rd 10 Ihe referenl 

llo mlily in n.lure, lhe mlisl insl.nee) ", 

From the above commen ts it is possible to See in Landseer's "Flood in 

the Highlands" an "obtuse" or "third meaning", one which en tails an 

emotional distanCing from the social transformation of nature. This 

in ?art accounts for Landseer's selection of a past flood as a theme 

when in contemporary resli ty Dandaleith was but one of the growing 

number of Highland railway stations. The choice of a such a location 

and to!,ic need come as no surprise for both the coming of the railway 

and the biblical deluge stood as strong cultural symbols in an age of 

radical doubt. Indeed, W.M. Thackery encapsulated this very !Joint in 

writing: 

Ve ~h,' Jived before rtlii~.ys, .nd survive oul of the 

ancient mid, are like Father Noah and his fa.ily out 

of the Ark ___ Ve ~ho lived before raii~.ys - ilre 

antediluvians - ~e must pass a~ay .', 

Similarly, the projection of religious ideas on to the landscape need 

come as no surprise either for, 

detailed study of American art 

as B. Novak has pointed out in a 

the imposition of new moral 

imperatives onto both nature and landscape coincided with 

destruction of wilderness in the early and mid nineteenth century 
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Landseer's image is in a sense, a defence of the indefensible; an 

attempt to distance himself from the social transformation of the 

Highlands and indeed, the restructuring of British society itself. 

Barthes has argued that the "third meaning" cannot be held in "a 

figurative painting" as it lacks the necessary diegetic horizon, however 

Landseer's "Flood" was only one, if not the culmination of a series of 

paintings depicting the Scottish Highlands 66. The question of whether 

Landseer's "Flood" contains a third meaning, an emotional distancing 

from the ramifications of the social transformation of the Highlands 

as suggested above is of course debatable. However, Landseer's 

struggle to establish an essentially Christian representation of man's 

relationship with nature is, like those mid century American artists 

studied by B. Novak, of a much broader significance to an 

understanding of changes in nineteenth century thought. 

In a recen t collection of essays P. Fuller has developed an argumen t 

for what he calls "the consolations of lost illusions" 67 "Good 

art" Fuller argues, requires the presence of a shared symbolic order 

such as tha t provided by religion. While retaining an emphasis on 

imagination, biology, social process, material conditions and tradition, 

Fuller stresses that these influences are tempered by the "grand 

illusions of faith and tradition" ea "Flood in the Highlands" 

together with later works by Landseer discussed above reflect long 

established traditions of Christian iconography and the myth of 

redeeming sacrifice embedded within western cultural history. 

Landseer's depiction of images of ntlt.ure which articulated social and 

moral im):>eratives reflected not only the work of American artists 

but other contemporary painters such as Holman Hunt and Gaspar 

Friedrich e9. That Landseer himself eventually believed in the 

redeeming myth of Christ is apparent from the nature of "The Sheoherd's 

Prayer U 

.the Lamb" 

<Plate 63), "The Baotismal Font" 

<Plate 65) . 

<Plate 64) and "The Lion and 

The mixed public reception given to Landseer's analogical "Flood" 

was indicative of intellectual changes taken place in not just British, 
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but western society. Scientific advances increasingly questioned 

teleological views of the world and undermined many of the foundations 

of contemporary religious belief. As has been noted recently: 

11 ~as the puticular achievement of nineteenth 

century science to elevate causal over analogical 

reasoning as the only valid avenue to truth about 

na tural processes and phenomena •• 

The century saw a steady retreat of religion from contemporary life. 

As a consequence reliance on a traditionally shared Christian 

iconography and understanding of the natural world began to collapse 

as reliance upon tradi tional classical and religious iconography 

became culturally exhausted 9'. A new source of a common symbolic 

order was increasingly required and paradoxically "a future mourning 

the loss of faith and consumed with ecological nostalgia was not far 

away" 92 As indicated in Chapter Six, the new source of symbolic 

order was to be nature itself. 

This is not to suggest that Landseer sought secular equivalents of 

the crucifix, pieta and Holy Family but mere-ly to point to a 

fundamental shift in popular consciousness 93. This new symbolic 

order, like the shift from analogical to more scientifically based 

causal thinking, was related to fundamental changes in the social 

organisation of society in mid and late nineteenth century capitalist 

Britain. Scientific change enabled not only the more efficient 

exploitation of established resources but the definition of new areas 

for development. With the realisation that aspects of nature could be 

lost for ever a new ecological reverence for the natural world 

developed 94 

In 1872 Landseer exhibited "The Baotismal Font" <Plate 64), together 

with an unfinished portrait of Lady Emily Peel and another unfinished 

work entitled "The Lion and the Lamb" <Plate 65). As The Tjmes noted: 
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The Baptismal Font 1I.9{») has been transferred from 

some ruined place .,f prayer to a park. It stil1 sh.,., 

the Saviour '5 face and the sy.bols of RedeH/ption. Life 

in all gradations, from spotless innocence to tile 

darkest sinfulness, is typified in the lambs, ~hite 

and black, and Mottled, ~ho gather to these raters of 

life. A black lamb presses, closest to the consecrated 

lavers. Round the basin doves have descended or are 

descending,' and about and above tMm plil, the 

fragments of a shatterM riinbor, so "ny signs that 

/iere is hope and cleansing even for the bladest 

sinner, or perhaps intended as a suggestion of the 

universality of Christian salvation, offered to black 

and rhile alike .5 

F or con temlloraries the 

and Landseer's llainting 

meaning 

stood 

of the allegory was far from clear 

apart from the mainstream of 

con temllorary art '''' However, as the above reviewer noted, the key 

thing was that the work transferred the waters of balltism from church 

to country. 

Perhalls the most telling aspect of Landseer's "Baotismal Font" is the 

fact that it was originally commissioned by Baroness. Burdet-Coutts, 

president of the Ladies Committee of the R.S.P.C.A "'7 In Chapter 

Six the emergence of a new sensibility towards the natural world was 

examined and the genesis of "ecological" science traced. This new 

sensibility entailing a new belief in the autonomy of the animal and 

the sacredness of life for itself was only one part of a growing 

"ecological nostalgia" which placed a premium on the value nature's 
works. That nature should become a source for a new symbolic order 

a t the same time as animals became a source of human values was no 

coincidence. Both processes were linked by scientific change and 

the social transformation of everyday life, further both served 

ultimately to illustrate a fundamental and irreversible transition in 

popular thought, the shift in attention from consideration of what 

Wriothesley Russell termed "nature's God" to "nature's works". While 
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Landseer's "Lion and the Lamb" brought one career to a "grand and 

fi t ting close", like "Flood in the Highlands" and "The Baptismal Fon t", 

it also reflected the beginning of the end of British Christian 

analogical thinking with regard to the natural world ,." 
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June, 1872. Cited in C.S. Mann, National Art Library MSS, 

86.BB.19, pp. 108-9. 

98. The Times, May 4, 1872, p. 5a; D.E. Cosgrove, 1984, p. 253. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

REFLECTIONS: THE HIGHLAND IMAGE IN VICTORIAN BRITAIN 1820-1870 

Ve ~ere ~ise indud, could ~e discern truly the signs 

of our o~n tiMe; and by knowledge of its ~ants and 

advantages, ~isely adjust our o~n posilion in it, Lel 

us, ins lead of gazing idly into lIIe obscure distance, 

look callly around us, for a little, on the .ore 

perplexed scene there ~e stand, ferhaps, on a more 

se/ious inspection, something of its perplexity ~iJ1 

disappear, some of ils distinc/ive characters and 

deeper tendencies more ciearly reveal themseim; 

*hereby our o~n relations /0 il, our o~n true ailS and 

endeavours in il, lay also become clearer, 

ThoSis Carlfle, 1829 ' 

In 1831 in a moment of reflection on contemporary society J.5. Mill 

wrote "The 'spirit of the age' is in some measure a novel expression. I 

do not believe that it is to be met with in any work exceeding fifty 

years in antiquity, The idea of comparing one's own age with former 

ages, or with our notion of those which are yet to come, had occurred 

to philosophers; but it never before was itself the dominant idea of 

any age" "'. J.5. Mill's reflection was indeed highly perceptive for 

in early and mid nineteenth century Victorian Britain many modern 

attitudes to the temporal process first emerged "'. Erudite society 

became obsessed with the issue of time and concepts of the past. 

While the roots of this obsession lay in structural social 

transformation, a reformulation of the concept of history, the genesis 

of new forms of historical writing and profound scientific change, 

concern for the past deeply affected early and mid-Victorian art, 
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This final chapter traces some of the less tangible reflections 

of this preoccupation with temporal process in Landseer's Highland art 

and notes the active role such works play in the formation of a strong 

regional image. In conclusion it is suggested that the diverse images 

examined in previous chapters have one thing in common: they reflect 

and articulate two central traits of early and mid Victorian thought -

the value of the rural and the pull of the past. Before reflecting on 

these two themes and their articulation in Landseer's Highland image 

it is useful however to briefly re-examine the social context in which 

they occurred. 

garly and mid-Victorian reflections on past and present 

Wi th the end of the Napoleonic Wars (1815) British historical 

writing flourished. Henry Hallam's View of the State of Europe during 

the Middle Ages (1818) and Lingard's History of England (1819) heralded 

a plethora of pedantic volumes. In popular fiction the his torical 

novel came into being; history formed not only the basis of pedantic 

works but popular literature 4. Further in both a public and private 

sense time became the concept around which personal narrative was 

structured ". The nineteenth century was the age of the autObiography, 

and in various ways social philosophers made new appeals to a Time

spirit or "Zeitgeist" "'. From J.S. Mill's Spirit of the Age (1831) , 

A.W.N Pugin's Contrasts (1836), Newman's theological Tracts for the 

Times (1841), Ruskin's Time and Tide (1867), Praeterita (1885), to 

Thomas Carlyle's "Signs of the Times" (1829) and Past and Present 

(1843), the concept of time was central to informed discourse and 

reflection. Concern with temporal issues was also reflected in new 

sciences such as uniformitarian geology and evolutionary biology. In 

their emulation of these physical sciences embryonic social sciences 

too grounded their methodology in temporal processes. Concern with 

things temporal was not limited to an in telligen tsia. Such was the 

hold of the past on popular imagination that J.S. Mill suggested 

that his fellow Englishmen "carry their eyes in the back of their 

heads" 7 
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While the concept of time was not a new phenomenon its nineteen th 

century formulation differed fundamentally from that held in previous 

ages. Previously history had been viewed as the product of mere 

temporal accretion. This concept of accretion was replaced by the 

notion of his tory as a medium of organic growth ie. a process of 

evolution and fundamental change a. Inherent within this new 

formulation was the idea of development in which the past, although it 

would never repeat itself, would persist through each successive 

modifica tion. From this new conception "The past accordingly became 

the object of solicitous regard; the present could not be cu t off from 

its his tory" 9 • 

These new ideas gained an increasing hold on both academic and 

popular thought as the century progressed. Between 1820-1870 however 

history remained conceptually detached from the value free 

scien tific discipline it was la ter to proclaim itself to be: for 

many writers and thinkers it was a vehicle for moral, po11 tical and 

religious comment 10. In using history in this manner protagonists 

such as Carlyle, Pugin and Ruskin drew heavily on an organic analogy 

and the belief that the present could not be conceptually separated 

from the past. Further, through the historical novel even those who did 

not consciously read history were drawn into its intricate didactic 

web as writers and painters alike used the past as a vehicle for 

contem?orary comment. 

History in Victorian art 

Mirroring new fashions established by both didactic and popular 

writers and following on from the ?ioneering work of C.R. Leslie and 

David Wllkie, from the 1830's the past became an important part of 

the iconography of every major artist. Over the decade 1840-1850 the 

number of history paintings exhibited at the Royal Academy peaked and 

the years 1840-70 were the heyday of his tory pain ting 1 1 

Amongst its notable exponents were E.M. Ward, C.W. Cope, Daniel 

Macl1se, Charles Lucy, John Calcott Horsley, Frederick Goodall. Charles 
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Landseer, W.P. Frith, Augustus Egg and John Faed. The production of 

such a large volume of self proclaimed historical works during this 

period is beyond question, however as has recently been painted out, 

"it is by no means self-evident that such a cavalcade of hi5torical 

pain tings played a cen tral role in the 're-discovery of the pas t '" "". 

Indeed the definition of what constituted a historical painting during 

this period is problematic in the extreme for .history, like landscape, 

was "the province not only of the history painter but also of the 

exponents of genre" 13, 

Edwin Landseer is frequently listed among the key exponents of 

the historical genre ''''. Works such as "The Hunting of Chevy Chase" 

(1826, Plate 5), "Hawking in the Olden Time" <1832, Plate 66), the 

immensely popular "Bolton Abbey in the Olden Tymes" (183oi, Plate 67) 

and "Queen Victoria and Prince Albert as Queen Philippa and King 

Edward <18oi2) do indeed appear to make specific use of the historic 

past. Landseer's working relationship with Sir Walter Scott is often 

cited in sup!'ort of this contention. Further, in several of the artist's 

works historically specific details are present and can be readily 

identified. On closer inspection however it must be stated that 

Landseer's work bears a more ambiguous rela tion to the his torical 

process. 

In a discussion of Landseer's "Hawking" (1832, Plate 66) and 

"Bolton Abbey" <1834, Plate 67) S. Bann makes some interesting 

observa tions. In the former Landseer situa tes the human participants 

on a distant horizon while placing a grim battle between heron and 

hawk in the immediate foreground. In the latter he covers the canvas 

with suitably robed monks and peasants but immediately reinstates the 

prominence of the natural world by taking as his prime subject the 

payment of tithes through gifts of fowl, fish and game. Such 

compositional structures lead Bann to argue that Landseer's propensity 

for sketching animals and birds inevitably leads to the displacement 

of the historical by facets of the natural world, "from objects or 

situations having a real connection with historical events, to the 

creation of a fictive world in which the real world is the timeless 
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drama of the chase". On the basis of the above observation S. Bann 

boldly generalises: 

It seems as if almost the only 

'historical' paintings rhich landseer d,'es 

not Mst ashamedly to suit his special 

still are the scenes ~hich take Seait'. 

fiction as their i,.ediate source: and 

unimportant compositions ncording 'The 

Sr ide of laIMermoor' and the 'Oea th of 

(J'plth lIudJ,bacNI' fr," rh, Antiquary 

(both painted by 18JQ) ,. 

Bann further argues that Landseer's works are characterised by 

sentimental appeal rather than any real concern for antiquarian detail. 

In essence Bann contends that the artist's work "masquerades under 

the colours of the genre, while it is actually observing qUite different 

criteria of fidelity" 16. 

This historical problematic of the relationship between history and 

the natural world is not unique to Landseer. It is a characteristic of 

much romantic art and literature which apparently embodies a 

"radically revolutionary desire to annihilate the past". '7. In 

romantic art the repudiation of the past is frequently accompanied by 

the rediscovery of landscape as a wilderness unscarred by human strife. 

It is said tha t William Wordsworth looked at nature as if he were her 

first born, while John Constable strove to forget the entire history of 

art when making a sketch from nature. While the challenge to history 

in the work of Constable was largely implicit, in the work of Turner, 

who was obsessed with history, it was explicit. Although Turner 

painted historical events throughout his entire life he made history 

compete for mastery with the forces of nature and with the his own 

profoundly pe'rsonal visions '8. The work of Worosworth, Constable and 

Turner embodies a strategy of displacement in which public history 

gives way to private or natural history '9. In this process natural 

phenomena and personal history assume the value and importance 
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traditionally associated with socio-political history. This process has 

been further commented on by R. Paulson who has implied that landscape 

painting is in essence history painting with the history removed 20. 

Bann's harsh criticism of the historical nature and veracity of 

Landseer's art is predicated on two basic assumptions, firstly that 

Landseer was free to determine the subject matter and composition of 

the work and secondly that he consciously sought to recreate a past 

age. In 

unfounded. 

the works discussed by S. Bann these assumptions 

In the "Hunting of Chevy Chase" (lB26, Plate 5) 

prove 

the 

soortinB'Xubject matter reflected the wishes of Landseer's oatron the 

6'th Duke o"'f'sedford 2' "Bolton Abbey in the Olden Ti~fl." <1834, 

Plate 67) - one of Landseer's most popular works - also reflects the 
tastes of Landseer's patron the 6th Duke of Devonshire but is more 

problema tica!. While the Duke of Devonshire s!>ecifically wanted "a 

re!>resentation of the place" Landseer painted a general evocation of 

medieval monastic life. In terms of dress and architecture the work 

lacks authentic antiquarian detail that both R. Strong and S. Bann 

would recognise as being a necessary characteristic of the Victorian 

historical painting 22. In this sense the historical status of the 

work is questionable; its claim to authenticity is further belied by the 

fact that the historical agents depicted are in essence little more 

than a pastiche of Landseer's personal friends 23. This said "Bolton 

Abbey" does exhibit an ambiguous status which leaves itself open to 

interpretation. 

Given the status of Roman Catholicism in Brit<>.in in the 1830's "It 

would be easy to read a satirical meaning into Landseer's picture, and 

to see the abbot as the representative of a greedy and cynical church 

exploiting the people, whose natural way of life is an indictment of his 

own". This said Landseer apparently does not seem to in tentlonally 

suggest that the relat1onshi!, between the abbey and its dependants is 

wrong or unna tural 24. What contemporaries, especially ardent 

protestants, made of the work however is open to question for popular 

historical works frequently served a didactic function in early and mid 

Victorian Britain. 
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In "Queen Victoria and Prince Albert as Queen Philiopa and Kina 

Edward_ (1842-46) Landseer recorded a scene from a fancy dress ball 

held at Buckingham Palace on May 12 th 1842. Ostensibly in aid of the 

struggling Spitalfields Silk industry, the ball, like the earlier 

Eglington Tournament, was one tangible expression of the on-going 

medieval revival 25. Unlike "Bolton AbbeJ!-" (Plate 67), Landseer's work 

accurately records Victoria's period reproduction dress designed by 

Vouillon and Laure and made under the supervision of historical dress 

expert James Planche. To call this work little more than "a polite 

conceit" is to oversimplify the context in which the work was 

produced and to project contemporary concerns into the past 26 

In analysing the historical in the work of Landseer the examiner 

encounters fundamental problems of interpretation relating to both the 

artist's individual tastes and the nature of the market for which the 

work was produced. These problems suggest that greater attention be 

given to the social context in which the works were produced. 

erivate aud public hiStory in the art of Landseer 

One way to approach the fundamental problem of the historical in 

Landseer's works is to return to the elementary notions of private and 

public history. There are few better examples of the creation of 

private history than Landseer's "Rent day in the Wilderness_" (1868, 

Pla te 68) a work commissioned by Sir Roderick Murchison. As a leading 

geologist of his era and author of pioneering stUdies such as The 

S.J-lurian System (1838) Roderick Impey Murchison (1792-1871) played a 

pivotal role in establishing the international reputation of British 

geOlogy 27. Further, as the crea tor of the "Silurian" sys tem Murchison 

promoted widespread popular appreciation of geological science. Despite 

its undoubted importance however Murchison's scientific work 

constituted only the middle segment of a frustrated career which 

began with military aspirations following the Napoleonic Wars and 

ended with the Presidency of the Royal Geographical Society 28 
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Murchison's public and private writings were replete with metaphors 

of militarism and imperialism and he himself considered his scien tific 

endeavours to be the fruition of a much sought after patriotic 

career. In a detailed study of these metaphors J. Secord has argued 

that for Murchison geology served as an alternative to an arrested 

military career and as a means of obtaining social distinction and 

national ?rominence. Further through the aggressive propagation of his 

"Silurian" system Murchison achieved both personal and international 

territorial conquest 29. Given the above facts and the light they shed 

on the nature of Murchison's character it is possible to pass some 

further comment on the historical nature and role of Landseer's "Rent 

Day in the Wilderness" (1868, Plate 68). 

"Rent Day in the Wilderness" <Plate 68), Landseer's last historical 

Highland image was ostenSibly commissioned by Murchison to 

commemorate the bravery of his ancestor Donald Murchison. R. Murchison 

had also built a monument to his ancestor's 

at Cononside in the parish of Urray. 

memory in the churchyard 

For the aspiring Roderick 

Murchison his ancestor's life offered a model of bravado and action -

a lifestyle for which he himself had yearned for but failed to 

realise. Following the defeat of the Stuart army of 1715 at Sheriff 

Muir, several leading landowners forfeited their estates. One such 

landowner was the Earl of Seaforth who fled abroad leaving his lands in 

the hands of Donald Murchison. For ten years Murchison illegally 

collected and transmitted rents to his exiled chief resisting all 

attempts by the government commissioners to reassert control over the 

Seaforth Estates. In a moment of glory in October 1721 Murchison 

ambushed a company of more than hundred soldiers close to the end of 

Loch A ffric with a large force of Mackenzies and drove them back. A 

year later he drove back a second invasion. Four years later General 

Wade complained bitterly to the King that Murchison was still 

collecting rents and travelling unmolested to Edinburgh to remit eight 

hundred pounds to Seaforth's agents. 

As R. Ormond has observed Landseer's picture does not seem to 

specifically depict the Loch Affric ambush, rather it appears to be 
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more a general record of Donald Murchison's exploits. In the central 

character's hand is a letter signed "Seaforth", while in the foreground 

,rests an account book clearly dated 1721. Next to it lies a large 

tartan snuffbox given to Donald Murchison by the Old Pretender. Having 

identified these elements which provide historical detail some further 

comment is necessary however, for they function here not to establish 

the historical veracity of the scene depicted but to furnish Donald 

Murchison's descendant with an illustrious past. Roderick Murchison 

himself posed for the portrait of his ancestor and was also the proud 
owner of the historic snuff box. Further, it was Murchison's express 

Wish that Landseer's work be donated to the National Gallery of 

Scotland "to be well placed and in the best light in tha t Gallery and 

to have a tablet or Inscription affixed thereto stating that it was 

presen ted by me" 30. Like the "Silurian" sys tern "Rent Day in the 

Wilderness" <1868, Plate 68) was to stand as a monument to the life 

and memory of Roderick Impey Murchison 31. While R. Chamber's could 

state with regard to Donald Murchison "A more disinterested hero never 

lived" the same could hardly be said of his descendant 32. 

As an individual work replete with personal imagery and private 

history "Rent Day in the Wilderness" offers no overall conception of 

either Scottish history or the Highland region. Although authentic 

historical detail is replicated several times within the work it is not 

repeated in other related works. In contrast Bann and others have 

argued that an original period depiction of public history does not 

have to present what he calls its "titles of justification" 33. The 

authenticity of such works rest exclusively on the accurate 

delineation of both the event and period detail. Further, scenes of 

public his tory frequen tly form part of a series. When this occurs 

they may be truly said to re-present the past or period they depict. 

Although ini tially in tended as purely personal family records 

Landseer's images of Queen Victoria and the Royal family in the 

Scottish Highlands belong to this category. Through a series of 

popular engravings private images became public history, yet, as Chapter 

Five has illustrated, history of a impoverished kind. Although 

Victoria considered aspects of Landseer's royal Highland commissions 
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"quite consonant with the truth" these works led to the emergence of 

a Highland myth which resulted in the ~rivation of history and 

geogra~hy. This Victorian Highland myth both altered contem~oraries' 

conce~tion of the Scottish landscape and Highland region and ensured 

that the contingent and historical was lost in an image of tranquil 

natural order. 

Landseer's series of royal paintings and engravings discussed in 

Cha~ter Five were not his only works however to become a part of 

~ublic history for virtually all the artist's Highland images were 

linked to more general temporal and spa tial propositions - the search 

for ruralism, the pull of the ~ast, the rise of regionalism and the 

tem~od.s",-tiili\. of s~ace itself. 

Ruralism and the pull of the past 

Idealisation of the relationship between city and country has a 

long history in western thought 34 and attitudes towards the city and 

countryside have always served 

other less tangible things 3S. 

as indica tors of sensibility to 

Over the period 1820-1870 with 

increasing urbanisation fundamental changes occurred in the way people 

perceived and related to the rapidly changing world around them. 

Attitudes to Britain's 

regions began to change. 

past heritage, future prospects and rural 

Although a shining symbol of Britain's remarkable industrial 

achievement the Great Exhibition (1850) marked the culmination of 

educated o~inion with regard to industrial capitalism. In both pedantic 

and popular writings, "a cultural cordon sanitaire" was constructed 

around Britain's growing industrial systems and structures which gave 

"a particular softly rustic cast to middle and upper class 

culture" 36. A new ca tegorisa tion of values and rela tionships with 

regard to what constituted "Englishness" occurred. Few aspects of 

bourgeois culture remained unaffected by this Change. Art proved no 

exception 37. 
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During the second half of the century Britain's industrial revolution 

and its distasteful side effects were effectively domesticated 

as the literate classes constructed for themselves a culture of 

containment 3". Although holding widely different ideological 

viewpoints the Victorian sages Arnold, Mill, Ruskin and Dickens all 

recoiled from the ramifications of industrial society. All contributed 

to some extent to this emergent culture of containment which was 

characterised by a concern for non-materialism and closeness to the 

past. Contemporaries found these qualities best encapsulated in rustic 

imagery and peripheral rural regions which suggested a sense of 

timelessness 39. 

Writing in 1862 in "Unto this Last" against the hollow materialism 

of the industrial age John Ruskin argued "THERE IS NO WEALTH BUT 

LIFE". For a growing number of contemporaries that "life" was 

increasingly one of honest labour and pastoral contemplation. Feelings 

for rural life were expressed time and time again. Bucolic nostalgia 

emerged in the social though t of all political persuasions, from the 

cottage gardens of William Cobbett and M. Birkett Foster, to the 

gardenesque landscapes of James Loudon and the socialist utopia of 

William Morris's News from Nowhere (1890) 40. Amongst a plethora 

of popular works Richard Jefferies' <1848-87) Hodge and his Masters 

(1880) provided the richest portrait of a rural England. For R. 

Jefferies and his readers pure country air and living was vital to the 

mental and physical well being of the nation. The alternative future, 

which Jefferies described in After London; or Wild England (1885), 

struck fear into many Victorian hearts. 

Scenes of rustic imagery provided a means of accommodating both 

the presen t with the pas t and the pas t in the presen t 41. Like 0 ther 

artists of the period Landseer's work was largely devoid of 

industrial imagery and mercantile symbolism 42. Of the hundreds of 

works produced by the artist only two address these issues indirectly 

through animal representations. The works in question, "Free Trade" 

<Plate 69) and "Protection" <1852, Plate 70), are telling symbols of both 

British supremacy and a paradoxical distancing from the material 
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effects of industrialisation. Painted during the Great Exhibition, 

"Free Trade" is dominated by a large, dark, powerful stallion. The 

beast stands erect and has a ribbon tied to its tail as if on display . 

Unlike its counterpart, "Protection", the stallion in "Free Trade" is 

unbridled. Behind the horses' head stands a fat cheery farmer clothed 

in a smock. In his right hand the farmer clutches a pennant on a long 

staff. The ligh t coloured flag has a pa t tern with laurel leaves on it 

and at the man's feet is a sturdy terrier. All three stand on a raised 

piece of ground. In the background is a hazy industrial townscape 

complete with eight smoking chimney stacks. In the centre stands a 

church. 

While "Free Trade" <Plate 69) end "l"rotection" <Plate 70) celebrate 

the effects of mercantile theory they also celebrate the triumph of 

country over town for these works are nothing but a glorifiea tion of 

unfettered agrarian capitalism 4"'. In choosing to use animals to 

symbolise economic theory and in occluding the material consequences of 

industrialism in a hazy background Lendseer merely followed 

prevailing tastes which placed a premium on rural symbolism 4.. This 

symbolic role and use of animals in early and mid Victorian Britain 

has been commented on at length' in Chapter Six and provides one key 

to the understanding of the immense popularity of Landseer's Highland 

images. The animals depicted in Landseer's Highland pastoral, primarily 

sheep and deer, symbolised a rural idyll. By id en tifying with such 

animals viewers of the images could experience both a sense of 

continuity with the rural past and a momentary escape from the 

realities of the present. 

For those who could afford more than a momentary escape from urban 

and industrial existence the Highlands initially provided an ideal 

opportunity "To find a country where no railroad existed" 46. Yet even 

in later years when such developments had fully penetrated the region, 

as Chapter Seven illustrates, artists such as Edwin Landseer could 

ignore reality in favour of analogical images of nature and past 

society. Such was the symbolic importance of ruralism and the pull of 

the past. The importance of ruralism is well illustrated in 
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Landseer's images of the royal family in the Scot tish Highlands 

discussed in Chapter Five. While the Highlands provided a real 

alternative to urban ism for Victoria and a symbolic retrea t for the 

art buying public, the social and industrial transformation of Scottish 

society was masked by the emergence of a powerful Highland myth which 

emphasised ruralism and an untroubled past. 

While industrialism profoundly affected early and mid Victorian 

attitudes to nature, rural life and the past it was not the only facet 

of a rapidly changing world which worried contemporaries. 

During tM years 18::.'0-7Q tMre ~ere many mOMents ~hen, 

for external reasons alone, the future seemed very 

insecure indeed: .ajor epidemics of cholera in '31, 

'48-9, and other lesser outbreaA's: chances of 

revolution in 'S2, '39, '48: great di./urbances in 

many parts of the country in 'SO, and riots that 

thoroughly disturbed /lat/het IIrnold in '66: Major 

staru of foreign invasion in /M fifties, fro. 

Napoleon Ill, and in the seventies from 

Prussia ". 

For early and mid Victorians life was far from safe, calm and secure. 

For consolation many turned either to inward reflection or the 

contemplation of distant rural lands. Given a pronounced interest in 

things temporal it is not surprising tha t many favoured rural regions 

which appeared not only distant in spatial terms, but also distant in 

time . 

. Th!L!!.!g.hland region and the tempor; .s .. b o>'\. of space 

While ordinary mid-Victorian's remained fascinated by the rural and 

new concepts of time the emergent sciences of uniformitar1an 

geology and evolutionary biology explored the relations between time 

and space. While time was important for Roderick Murch1son and 
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others geology was considered "primarily as a science of spa tial 

rela tions which had a visual language of sections, views and 

maps" "7. From scientific enquiries and the embryonic social sciences 

such as geography a new awareneSS of the importance of regional study 

emerged. In keeping with this development the peripheral areas of 

Europe began to assume a new symbolic importance with a discerning 

public ..... In Britain attention increasingly turned to the distant 

Celtic fringes of society 49. 

As noted above. rural imagery provided individuals with some measure 

of escape and reassurance. Nowhere were these characteristics more 

apparent than in the Scottish Highland image. While the realities of 

Highland life may have been far from rosy, Landseer's images were 

untainted by disease 60. Further, as Chapter Four has illustrated, 

where scenes of dirt, poverty, emigration and hunger were depicted 

these issues were re-presen ted in a manner which met the moral 

requirements of the mid-Victorian art market. Despite continual 

structural upheaval in Scottish rural society over the period 1820-70 

peasant resistance to change was sporadic. While resistance 

occasionally assumed significant proportions the Highlands received 

remarkably little attention in even the Scottish press; there 

certainly· was no need for artists to invent new styles to deal with 

traditional rural themes s'. Contemporaries who were concerned about 

the stability of society found nothing in Landseer's Highland image to 

alarm them. Through a whole series of quaint peasant/domestic genre 

scenes and symbolic animal representations Landseer's rural Highland 

image, like countless other facets of mid Victorian culture, served as 

an anodyne for both an unpalatable, growing industrial order and an 

unstable society. 

Between 1827-70 Edwin Landseer painted no less than 60 major 

Highland Images 62. Almost all of these works were engraved; many 

were re-published several times throughout the century 63. In addition 

between 1825-35 Landseer painted over a hundred small Scottish 

landscape sketches largely for his own pleasure s ... These images helped 

create in the minds of contemporaries a powerful regional image which 
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spoke eloquently of both the Scottish landscape, people and places and 

the value of rural life. Leaving aside the artist's Scottish animal 

and personal landscape representations, Landseer's Highland 

depicted "traditional" aspects of rural life and economy. 

Images 

These 

aspects of Scottish rural life however were either obsolete or 

passing rapidly into obscurity. Landseer's representation of a 

Highland Chieftain and his retainers in a triumphant "Crossing the 

Bridge" <1837, Plate 21) was little more than an image of a lost past 

and a moribund society. As detailed in Chapter 7, even viable practices 

such as Highland droving (depicted in the "The Highland Drover's 

Departure" 1835, Plate 19) were soon to be eclipsed with the coming 

of new technologies and markets. In a real sense Landseer's Highland 

images looked not to the Victorian present or future, but to a bucolic 

past. 

In looking to the past rather than the present Landseer effectively 

situa ted these Highland works in ideal landscapes of the pas t. 

In doing so, like other leaders of mid-Victorian culture, he brought 

together two central threads in Victorian thought: the value of the 

rural and the pull of the past. It is in this broad context of the 

mediation of the past and the present, rather the representation of any 

specific scene or period, that the historical in Landseer's art lies. 

It is this mediation between past and present that provides a key to an 

understanding of the role of the Highland image in popular 

consciousness over the period 1820-70. 

While "Victorian thought was dominated by the idea of history as a 

sequence of even ts in time. The sequence was imagined in terms of 

space" "". The ideal rural landscape that Landseer re-presented was 

situated not only in distant time but space: space itself became 

temporised-. - The Scottish Highlands were not merely a distant 

peripheral rural region of Britain; they were also symbolically 

distant in time. When combined with the sheer geographical distance 

from urban-industrial Britain this temporal factor ensured that the 

region offered a powerful rural symbol ideally situated to mediate 

between past and present - a symbol which could also reconcile the 
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con tradictions of a new society and provide relief for many from 

the stresses of the present. In addition the Highland Image, like 

co un tless other forms of rural symbolism offered to many the promise 

of release from the relentless tyranny and march of time 66. In 

fulfilling this function the Highland image was merely one of a 

growing number of symbolic links between landscape and culture in 

mid-Victorian Britain. 
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While this thesis has examined selected themes in Landseer's art and 

their relationship to early and mid-Victorian concepts of landscape and 

nature, no claim to total understanding of the complex cultural 

symbolism involved can possibly be made. While recognising this fact 

it is hoped however that this study has at least afforded some 

improved understanding of the role of culture in reflecting and 

articulating early and mid-Victorian concepts of landscape and nature. 

No study is all embracing and,· at the conclusion of any such analysis, 

there are 

explore. 

brief and 

inevitably questions left unanswered and new avenueS to 

While these are beyond the scope of this present study, this 

speculative postscript outlines one such avenue which may 

reward further examination and reflection. 

While Landseer's works were in essence images of the past it is 

possible that their immense popularity helped prepare Victorian society 

for a subsequent historicist reaction which clearly illustrated the 

power of the past in shaping the social policy and regional 

development of the Highlands. Throughout the nineteenth century the 

enormous popularity of Landseer's Highland images did much to awaken 

and sustain interest in the Highland region. The artist's images 

portraying a peaceful, quaint and happy peasantry were known and loved 

by millions. While most critics recognised Landseer's images were 

highly idealised few realised the full extent of what contemporaries 

called the "Highland Problem". In the years following Landseer's dea th 

in 1873 the Highland economic situation deteriorated and discontent 

spread throughout the region. During the 1870 's the foundations of 

landlord authority were questioned throughout mainland Britain. In 

Highland Scotland this process was stimulated by continuing Irish 

agitation and the onset of depression in the sheep farming community. 

Prevailing laissez fa ire axioms which had substantiated the abolition 
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of customary tenancy rights were seriously challenged. By 1881 these 

axioms had been displaced in popular thought by the rise of 

historicist axioms which legi timated the concession of comprehensive 

tenant rights. 

As a direct consequence of new historicist axioms tenant demands 

and righ ts emerged which exceeded those ascribed to tradi tional 

Highland society. These new attitudes were rooted in polem1cal 

didactic writings which propaga ted images similar to those Landseer 

had created decades earlier. The two decades following 1870 

witnessed a remarkable flowering of Celtic historicist writings. These 

writings formed an integral part of continuing agitation in the 

Highlands and eventually led to the establishment of the Nap1er 

Commission and the passing of the Crofter Act in 1886. By the time 

of the passing of the act of 1886 highland clearances were a thing 

of the past. Despite this fact however contemporary historicist and 

popularist writings centred on the historical nature and implications 

of the clearance process. These historicists were led by 

intellectuals such as W.F. Skene, John Stuart Blackie and Cosmo Innes. 

In the Highlands themselves the cause was forwarded by Alexander 

Mackenzie <1838-98) who created an impressive body of historicist 

writings on the region. In November 1875 Mackenzie started the Celtic 

Magazine - a journal which reinforced the case for land reform by 

situating discussion in a cultural and historical context. Above all 

the writings of intellectuals such as Innes and popularists such as 

Mackenzie demonstrated the power of historical myth in informing and 

substantiating contemporary debate about the "Highland Problem" and the 

contentious issue of land reform. 

Historicist emphasis on the intrinsic merits of the past helped 

foster embryonic Celtic revivalism and a late nineteenth 

of the peasan t. More importantly however underlying 

century cult 

historicist 

charges of injustice, eviction, emigration, atrocity and genocide lay a 

belief (derived from the earlier writings of Donald Macleod, Hugh 

Miller and Stewart of Garth) of the degradation of a once happy and 

prosperous peasantry from a golden age state. Herein lies a 
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paradoxical link between Landseer's Highland image and the social 

transformation of Highland Scotland. The images of society that late 

nineteenth-century political activists paraded before the general public 

as reformist propaganda were those which illustrated a tranquil 

bountiful Highland life. These "golden age" images were essentially 

similar in nature to those depictions of "small prettiness" that 

Landseer had painted forty years earlier for "golden pay". Where once 

these images had unconsciously helped mask the ma terial consequences 

of structural change they now were consciously used to expose them 

and act as an instrument of social pOlicy. While there were of course 

great differences in content, composition and function between the 

visual and the written images, both stressed the benefits of 

traditional rural life - both called on the past to redress the 

imbalances of the present. 

The incorporation of historicist evidence into the findings of the 

Napier Commission ensured that past images of the Highlands became 

active agents in current political processes. While the acceptance of 

the Napier Commission's findings and the subsequen t passage of the 

Crofters Act (1886) had much to do with political problems and praxis 

in both London and Ireland, both marked political landmarks in the 

history of the Highlands. Both brought an end to nearly two centuries 

of centralised conflict over the relative merits of laissez faire and 

interventionist policies. While the Napier Commission ultimately 

rejected the exaggerated historicist claims of the Crofters it accepted 

the principle of government intervention in regional policy, In doing 

so the Commission, like many early and mid-Victorians, recognised only 

too clearly the power of the past in interpretating and shaping the 

reality of the present. The exact relationship between Landseer's 

images and those of later historicists remains a matter of conjecture 

and invites further enqUiry. 

As the nineteenth century progressed landscape in both art and 

geographical thought ceased to be a subjective social attribute and 

became an objective phenomenon 

observation. In turning towards 
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art and geography turned away from the moral and social considerations 

inheren t in the landscape idea and a long established belief tha t it 

could also serve as both an indicator and critique of contemporary 

society. In doing so they looked to the fu tu re ra ther than the 

past. Recently both art historians and historical geographers have 

begun to question ideological assumptions inherent in concepts of 

landscape and nature. In doing so they have rediscovered what their 

nineteenth century predecessors found difficult to forget, the power of 

the past in shaping, interpreting and mediating the reality of the 

present. It is hoped that this thematic study has made some 

contribution to the recognition and stUdy of this process. 
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Oil on canvas, 51.1 x 67.9 cm. Copyright reserved: Reproduced by 
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Landseer, 52.8 x 92 cm, 1874. Copyright reserved: Reproduced by 
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(1850-51> Oil on canvas, 42.9 x 76.5 cm. Copyright reserved: 
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Engraving after Landseer by J. Burnett. 
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Oil on canvas, 87.6 " 155.5 cm, private collection. 
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Original chalk on card, Engraving by T. Landseer. 

39. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER A GOODLY FREIGHT <1846 ) 

Original chalk on card, Engraving by T. Landseer. 
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Original chalk on card, Engraving by T. Landseer. 
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Oil on canvas, 200 x 153.7 cm, Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle-upon

Tyne. 

46. SIR EDWIN LAND SEER RICHARD MARTIN M.P. - THE MAN WITH A GOOD 

HEART 

Oxford. 
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Engraving by J. Stephenson, 52.7 )( 87.6 .cm, 1864. Copyright 

reserved: Reproduced by the Gracious Permission of Her Majesty The 

Queen. 

48. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER MAN PROPOSES. GOD DISPOSES (R.A. 1864) 

Oil on canvas, 91.4 x 243.8 cm, Royal Holloway College, London. 
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Oil on canvas, 228.5 " 156.3 cm, Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle-upon
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Oil on canvas, 228.5 " 156.3 cm, Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle-upon
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Oil on panel, 75.6 " 69.8 cm, private collection. 
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Oil on canvas, 198.5 " 311.2 cm, Aberdeen Museum & Art Gallery. 
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Oil on canvas, 198.5 " 311.2 cm, Aberdeen Museum & Art Gallery. 

59. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER FLOOD IN THE HIGHLANDS <Detail 4) 

Oil on canvas, 198.5 ){ 311.2 cm, Aberdeen Museum & Art Gallery. 
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60. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER FLOOD IN THE HIGHLANDS (Detail 5) 

Oil on canvas, 198.5 )( 311.2 cm, Aberdeen Museum & Art Gallery. 

61. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER THE HONOURABLE CAROLINE NORTON <1838 ) 

Nottingham Castle Museum. 

62. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER LORD WRIOTHESLEY RUSSELL (undated) 

Reproduced with the permission of the Trustees of the Chatsworth 

Settlement. 

63. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER THE SHEPHERD'S PRAYER (R.A. 1845) 

Engraving by T.L. Atkinson after Landseer, 55.3)( 11.4 cm, 1858. 

64. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER THE BAPTISMAL FONT (R.A. 1872) 

Oil on canvas, 187.5 )( 167.6 cm. Copyright reserved: Reproduced by 

the Gracious Permission of Her Majesty The Queen. 

65. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER THE LION AND THE LAMB (R.A. 1872) 

Johannesburg City Art Gallery. 

66. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER HAWKING IN THE OLDEN TIME (R.A. 1832) 

Oil on canvas, 152.5 x 183 cm, Iveagh Bequest, Kenwood, London. 

67. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER BOLTON ABBEY IN THE OLDEN TIM~ (R.A. 1834) 

Oil on canvas, 155 x 193 cm, reproduced with permission of the 

Trustees of the Chatsworth Settlement. 

68. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER RENT DAY IN THE WILDERNESS (R.A. 1868) 

Oil on canvas, 122 x 265.5 cm, National Gallery of Scotland. 

69. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER FREE TRADE <1852 ) 

Coloured chalk on buff paper, 59 x 87 cm, private collection. 

70. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER PROTECTION <1852 ) 

Coloured chalk on buff paper, 59 x 88 cm, private collection. 
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38. SIR EDWIN LANDSEER WAITING FOR A LOAD (1848) 

Original chalk on card, Engraving by T. Landseer. 
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